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Questers Group
Named to Serve
At Convention

Top Product
Awards Given
In

County

GRAND HAVEN - A

Members of the three chapthe Holland Questers
club will be on the reception

ters of

revolu-

tionary type of office furniture

committee at the

National

won the Product of the Year
Quester conventionto be held
award in Ottawa County this
Public hearings have been on May 4, 5 and 6 in the Henry
GRAND HAVEN - Salary Inweek as the Michigan Week
creases averaging $206 for each
scheduledMay 19 for four san- Ford Museum at Dearborn.
of the 115 Ottawa county em- judging moved closer to the itary sewer projects and eight
Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven of
ployes and a recommendation state finals.
water main projects in Holland Zeeland and Mrs. F. J. Palecek
for a hospitalizationinsurance
Action Office, a new concept

PRICE TEN CENTS

1965

$1.6 Million City

Budget Submitted

,

„

Increased

0*1

Sunday Opening

William

tee of the board, reported that
West Ottawa School District St. to 158 feet south of 37th
the survey was completed re- won the community achievement
St.
^
cently. The service also subaward for the vocational deIn Maple Ave. from 32nd St.
mitted a program of reclassifipartment’shome-buildingproj- to 35th St., thence along 35th
cation of all county employes.
Theincreasesln salaries ect. A $15,000 home was built St. to Washington Ave., and in
would add about $25,000 to the by 15 West Ottawa High School east side of Washington from
salary budget for next year, seniors, following a model de- 35th to 40th Sts.
In Lincoln Ave., from 34th to
which will be approved at the signed in the classroom, and is
35th Sts.
October session. The cost to to be sold in June.
The water main projects folthe county of the hospitalization
The two Ottawa County winprogram will be $6,000. Salary ners will be judged in regional low:
In 35th St., Columbia to Colboosts will go into effect Jan. 1. competitionand, if they surThe board adjournedWednes- vive, will go to the state finals. lege Aves.
day until 130 p.m. today, when State awards will be announced In Lake Dr., from South
the April session will be con- prior to Michigan Week, May Shore Dr. to Lakeview Dr
In Grove Ave. from South
cluded. The report of the com- 16 to 22.
mittee on equalizationwas subHonorable mention in the Shore Dr. to Lakeview Dr.
In 21st St., Plasman Ave. to
mitted Wednesday and action county Product of the Year
Diekema
Ave.
was to be taken today.
judging went to Modern PartiIn
Hazel
Ave. from 18th St.
Sheriff Bernard Grysen ex-

.

Tax Rate

Council Okays

city, accordingto action taken of Holland are co-chairmen of
program were recommended for
in office furniture and modern
by City Council Wednesday t h e reception committee. A
1966 to the county board of
supervisors Wednesday in a re- working procedures, is the pro- night.
meeting at the home of Mrs.
port from the personnel service duct of Herman Miller, Inc., of
The sanitarysewer projects Van Hoven on Tuesday night
of the Michigan Municipal Zeeland. It was researchedby
was attended by Mrs. Mayo
follow:
league.
Hadden, Mrs.
De
Robert Probst, director of HerIn 18th St., Ottawa to Home- Vries, Mrs. Clarence Hopkins
City Manager R. V. Terrill of
man
Miller’s research division,
stead Aves.
Grand Haven, chairman of the
and Mrs. Palecek.
officersand employes commit- and designed by George Nelson.
Serving on the committee
In Lincoln Ave., from 35th

from the Etta Fox chapter will
be Mrs. Hadden, Mrs. Ted Baker, Mrs. Will J. Scott, and Mrs.
Stanley Curtis;' from the Jane
Steketee chapter, Mrs. Hopkins, Mrs. Fred Coleman, Mrs.

61.9 Cents

For Windmill

Room Rotes Scheduled
To Go Up $1.50; Wing
Will Add 50 Beds

5 Per Cent Pay Raise

For All Employes Set;
Windmill Island will operate In answer to Smith's queson a modifiedseven-day week tion of no charge for Sunday,
Public Hearing May 5
program, City Council decided City Attorney Gordon CunningThe 1965-66 proposed city
City Council Wednesday night Wednesday night by a vote of ham said there could be no
budget
calling for expenditures
John La Barge and Mrs. approved a three-partresolu- 7 to 2- Dissenting votes were free admissionso long as reveof
$1,628,320.80
was presented
Frank E. Wroklng; from the tion submittedby the Hospital 'asl . ** ^nc‘™e" “or™ nu' bonds are outstanding. He
Peerbolt and Richard W Smith, said some changes possibly
Christine Van Raalte chapter,
to City Council Wednesday
The matter of Sunday opera- could be made in the bonding
Mrs. Van Hoven, Mrs. Palecek, Board in connection with
night.
Mrs. De Vries and Mrs. Jean proposed expansionprogram lions, which had become a con- ordinancebut none that would
calling for a four-storywing iroversialissue in Holland, was dilute the economic protection The tax rate will be increasThompson.
The Questersconventionthis extenriimr wait ft* tha nracani recommendedin a communica- that bond holders have. “1 am ed 61.9 cenls per $1,000 assessed
Ron from the Windmill commit- sure free admission is com- valuation. The new rate is $19.year is being held in Michigan hiiilHinDat an aaMmotaVt
cost tee consjstjng 0f Willard C. pletely out of the question for 626 compared to $19,007 for the
for the first time, it is usually of $3 million
Wichers. Henry S. Maentz. Sey- the present. After the bonds are current year,
held in Philadelphia. Pa. The
The resolution called for apNational Questers club presi- proving the expansion program, mour Padnos and Henry Stef- retired and the city owns the The total to be raised by taxes
fens.
development,then perhaps such is $923,998 43 up $37,266.99from
dent is Mrs. Oliver Hanna, who
the method of financing which Steffens, also a councilman,
changes can be made.’’ Cun- the current year.
recently moved to Harrison,
will be by revenue bonds, and
proposed
that
the
hours
on
Sunningham said
The budget Is on file in the
Mich., where she lives at
retaining bond counsel.
day be from 11:30 a m to 6:30
In connection with the Wind- clerk s office. A public hearing
Arnold
Lake.
tions of Holland for their Videne
John H Van Dyke, Hospital p m. except for the Sundays mill Committee letter, Deputy Is set for May 5 at which time
The reception will be held on
plained the new driver’s license wood veneer wal partition, and to a point 297 feet south of 19th
Board president,explained that near Tulip Time, and the La- City Clerk Terry Hofmeyer pre- the budget will be adopted.
St.
and
in
19th
St.
from
Hazel
Wednesday.
May
5
at
11
a
m.
system of the secretary of Weldon Productsof Ferrysburg
A summary of the budget
in Lovett Hall of the Museum. the new expansion program has bor Day weekend This rec- sented petitions bearing 792
state’s office, which will go into for the butter bank, a method Ave. to a point 352 feet east.
In
Graafschap
Rd
from
26th
The
luncheon will be at noon been under study well over two ommendationwas includedin signatures requesting that will be published in the Sentinel
effect July 1. Instead of the six of cold storing and dispensing
Windmill facilities be operated before April 28
to 27th Sts., and in 27th St. for on the second floor of Lovett years and would boast the num- the motion,
drivers’ license stations now butter patties in cafeterias.
ber of hospital beds to 193, j The communication indicated on a seven-daybasis. Also preThe budget is for general city
811 feet east of Graafschap Rd. Hall.
being used in Ottawa, the state
Action Office provides comcompared with 143 at present. every effort would be made to sented was a letter from Mr. operations and does not include
In
16th
St
from
Hoover
Chapters
from
most
of
the
office plans to use only two. one
ponents that permit a variety of
Blvd , to a point 300 feet west states will send delegates to the The upper floors of the new develop a special type program and Mrs. William Boersma. the Board of Public Works or
at the police station at Holland pastures
stand-up desks,
of Lane Ave.
convention. Since its organiza- wing would actually care for aim of the committee to please 149 legion Park Dr . express- Holland Hospital. Both operaand one at (.rand Haven. The perching desks and smaller sitIn Plasman Ave., 18th to 19th tion in 1949 with six clubs in 108 patients, but some present to both visitors and the cit- ing the hope that Windmill Is- tions are self-supporting.
state prefers to use the sheriff s down units, and takes advantage
The hospital budget is $2,Sts.
the Pennsylvaniaarea it now is patient rooms in the old build- i7ens of Holland. The commit- land would be closed on Sunoffice at Grand Haven for the 0f open-sided working areas,
Council also scheduled a pub- a non-profit,non-sectarian,non- ing would be turned over to adfeU Hurt as host, the city day. Hofmeyer substituted for 007.970.
noith Ottawa station instead of Projectedfirst-yearsales for
lic hearing June 2 on a peti- political national organization ministrativework and other must be concerned with the City Clerk D. W Schipper who
The Board of Public Works
the city police station at Grand
Act ion Office is $600,000, and the tjon reqUesting vacating of the
convenienceof its guests in ad- is attending the Municipal City budget lists the following breakHaven as there is no room for new sales volume provides em- 1 east 200 feet of ^ alley Uving with unlimited membership.
Van Dyke explained that dition to the views of local resi- Clerks' conventionin Flint to- down:
the expanded service at the ployment for 21 new people at
between
21st
and
22nd
Sts.
Tunday and Friday
Electrical - $2,229,583,capisince July 1, 1964, the hospital denLslocal station,Grysen said.
He-man Miller, providing an ing from College to Columbia
The fommittee suggests mu- there were 24 persons in the tol expenditure, $413,900; Water
has
set
aside
$2.50
per
patient
.lne
Mr. Terrill was asked to ob- additionalannual payroll of
Aves.
day into a fund for financing slcal select|ons,choral groups audience. None participated in —$478,664. capitol expenditure,
tain more information about $120,750.
A request for water service
$255,300; Sewer - $248,221, capithe new addition. To meet rere- ln lleu of klomPen dancing and the Windmill Island discussion.
accommodationsat Grand Herman Miller employs 275
in Brecado Ct. was referred to
extra emphasis on cultural as- The seven-day proposalwas tol expenditure, $248,400.
quirements
of
a
$3
million
deHaven and report back today. people in Zeeland with an anvelopment, an additional $1 50 pects of the park as well as offered as a substitute motion City Manger Herb Holt exUnder the new system addi- nual payroll of $1,832,000.The the city manager for report.
Council
unanimously
approved
tional room
room is
needed as photos new pniduct, Action Office, is
would be needed, and he ex- information on the city's tradi- 1 to one calling for a Monday plained that the new budget
tional
is needed
a Board of Public Works rec- In
through Saturday schedule includes a 5 per cent across-thepected this would
\vdl be taken of applicants.The to be manufactured in Europe
ommendation to install a water
>*
as appropri-,which had been tabled
increase for all city emFor the second consecutive in new room rates about July In response to questions by
roforted that lf 5he n®r!h within the next three months.
main under the alternate proweeks
ago. well in advance of Pl°yes effectiveJuly 1. This is
Ottawa office is established in The award-winningproject of cedure in Waverly Rd. from a year Jacob Ngwa, Hope College 1 L At the end of 10 months. Peerbolt and Smith. City Manathe spring election April
the first pay adjustmentin two
the sheriff s office at Grand the West Ottawa vocational arts point 1,470 feet north of 24th Junior student orator, distin- there will be about $97,000 in ger Herb Holt said it was the
City Manager Holt empha- years. This action affectsBoard
Haven he will need an addi- c|ass was started in September St. to 48th St., and in 48th St. guished himself and his college this fund The request for rev- aim of the committee ot please
Uonal clerk-typist.This would, an(j ^ scheduled to be complet- from Waverly Rd to a point at the Pi Kappa Delta Conven- enue bonds sets the borrowing as many people as possible and sized that there are manv un- of Public Work's emPloyes and
cost the county $1,827 in 1965
ed by June
2,435 feet west. This is in the tion, held at Pacific Lutheran figure at $2,750,000.
that some Windmill Island adbeginning July 1, he said.
Additionof $1.50 to present vertising could include informa- jects. \Ve II know a lot more Holt described the new budget
The three-bedroom home Is vicinity of the industrialpark University,Tacoma, Wash., last
Two requests for funds were a ranch style home with double
rates would boast hospital rates tion on Sunday hours, but probEstimated cost of the project week
about operations a week after basically as a continuation of
made to the board Wednesday. garage and full basement. It
In four rounds of oratory, with as follows:wards, $22 to $23.50;
is $125,00°.Two hydrants also
ably not all forms of promo- Tulip Time.” he said. “We the existing program, one with
City Councilman David Pushaw
no more than six persons in a semi-private, $24.50 to $26; priincludes kitchen, living room, will be installed.
tion could carry the Sunday know a lot more today than no major changes but reflecting
and Fire Chief Thomas T. Tilden
bath, dinette and laundry room.
Council also approved a BPW round, Ngwa won 11 first places vate, $28 to $29.50, The new hours.
increases which are the inwe did six months ago,"
ol Grand Haven requested $10,A sub-contractordug the base- recommendationto retain and one seconod to give him the figures do not reflect possible
evitable result of rising costs.
000 from the county contingency
ment and professionalcraftsmen James Pollock of Kalamazoo as highest Superior rating among adjustmentsfor increased operThe personal services budget
fund to help pay for a new fire, installedwiring, plumbing and financial consultant in connec- the 65 male orators.The subject ational costs.
this year totals $820,000or some
J.
rescue truck for the north end heating units. The 15 students
tion with the sewage bond is- of Ngwa's speech was “Africa
Originally, Hamilton Associ$36,000 more than the 1964 total
of the county.
worked with the contractors to sue approved by voters April 5. and the United States - Part- ates had done a study on hasof $784,000 Yet a half-millon
at
76
Pushaw reported that the learn all aspects of home build- Council approved a Planning ners in Peace ’’
pital needs and had recomvaluation would bring only $23,truck would cost $22,000, includ- ing.
A total of 641 delegates from
commission recommendation to
mended a $2 million project
John
Van
Den
Brand,
76.
of 000
ing equipment, and the local
Two other classes at West rezone an area from AG agri- 133 schools competed in the
One item the city does not
, . n
'2424 Riley Ave., Holland route
area would pay $12,000.The Ottawa have also had a hand cultural to D-l industrial and ConventionOratory April 11 for an expansion to 170 beds.
have to budget next year is welWith faster growth reflected in
Trombonist Robert Gutter will
.
equipment would be housed at in the project. The home eco- asked the city manager to pre- through 16.
^ls mornlng a Blrch- fare, now handled by the county,
the local area and ever in- appear as guest soloist with the
the Grand Haven station and
nomics classes are planning pare the necessaryamendment. Hope student Suzanne Radliff creasingcosts, plans were re- Hope College band in a concert wood Manor Nursing Home fol- eleminatinga $30,000 item. On
local firemen would maintain
some of the interior decoration, The propertyis located south competed against 53 women and vised for 193 beds, and a re- Friday at 7:30 p m. in Dimnent lowing an extended illness.
the other hand, the budget for
and handle the truck. Police and
and the agriculture class is of 40th St., west of the present won an excleent rating as did sulting cost of $3 million. Memorial Chapel.
Herrick Public Library was
Mr.
Van
Den
Brand
was
born
firemen in the townships near
industrial park, north of 48th Carol Van Lente in extemporanlandscaping the lot.
Under the direction of Robert
boosted from $92,344 58 to $107,Plans are being drawn by
Grand Haven would also be
eous
speech
in
the
Netherlands
and
has
lived
The project was financed with St. and east of the C and O
Cecil the band will open t h e
613 64 or an increase of $15,Schmidt.
Garden
and
Erickson
trained to use the many pieces
David Noel received a good
a loan from a Holland bank. The railroad right of way, except
program with Johann Fischer’s here for the past 29 years. He 269 06 The library is contem01 equipment.Chief Tilden listrating in extemporaneousspeak- Architects of Chicago.
for
a
parcel
of
land
about
10
100-by-132-foot
lot is located m
The new four-floor addition “Le Journal du Printemps," was a farmer and also did car- plating a new service program
ed the uses for the truck and
acres located at the northwest ing and Carol Van Lente rated
Brookland subdivision.
(1660) in four movements.
penter work for many years. He whereby all families in Ottawa
the request was referred to the
good in the discussion division. would lie parallel to the 1957
corner.
Gutter was principal tromcounty not~serviced by another
improvement
program,
extendwas a member of North Holland
ways and means committee.
Other
victories
for
Jacob
The followinghospital gifts
bone player with National Symlibrary could share local serRoger Vander Molen, Grand
were acknowledged with Ngwa included “Old Line" con- ing west in the area of the phony orchestra of Washington, Reformed Church and a mem- vices on payment of a $1 fe«
Clifford
Link
Dies
Haven, of the Michigan Week
thanks: ice crusher valued at test in the State of Michigan, present emergency entrance at D.C., the Washington Opera ber of the Farm Union
per family per year.
committeein Ottawa county,
$25 from Mrs. Russell Gooding: and the Interstate Oratorical the rear of the hospital. The
Heart
society and the Washington Surviving are his wife. Elsie; Under such an arrangement,
requested $500 in county funds
six covered bed boards valued Contest, men’s division, at four floors would correspondto Cathedralorchestra
four sons. Arthur Van Den the local library could share in
to pay for expenses incurred in
the four floors of the 1957 wing,
GRAND HAVEN - Clifford at $138 from Tuesday Service Northwestern University.
He will perform RimskyBrand. Clarence Van Den the distribution of penal fines
the promotion of the week. This Gallop Link. 68. of 18230 174th League; vacuum attachment The oration which he deliver- listed as basement ground,
Korsakov’s "Concertofor Tromwhich could mean $30,000 in reBrand, John E. Van Den Brand
request was also turned over to Ave., Spring Lake township, for cast cutter valued at $155 ed at Tacoma last week won the first and second.
bone and Band" in three move1 venue. It is estimatedthat the
the committee on ways and suffered a heart attack at his from Tuesday Service League; State Peace Oratorical Contest As an alternatebid, plans ments and Don Gillis’ “Dialogue and Marvin Van Den Brand, all
county will distribue $50,000 in
means.
of Holland, route 2; nine grandhome Wednesday night and was EKG machine valued at $445 by a unanimous vote at the Uni- call for a fifth-floor shell, on for Trombone and Band."
penal fines to librarieson t h e
versity
of
Detroit.
children;
two
sisters.
Mrs.
Chairman Herman Windemul- dead on arrival at Municipal from Frances Browning guild;
the same level as the present
A clinic for interested brass
basis of 50 cens per capia.
ler, Park township, of the build- Hospital. He was born in Ed- $100 cash toward purchaseof a
third floor patient area. Pre- players will be conducted by Johanna Kruiswyk of
and
Mrs
Gas*
The budget also includes $1,Holland Hospital births in- liminary estimates list this
ings and grounds committee, more, Mich., and came to this croupette from the Ottawa
Mr. Gutter in the chapel base- and Mrs. v,ase De Gram ot 800 for support of Park
clude
a
son,
Donald
Lee,
born
Grand
Haven;
reported there is a place desig- area in 1943 from
County Medical Assistants;
shell at $125,000. This area ment following the concert.
ee brothers, ship Airport and provides two
nated on the north side of the
Van Den Brand of Grand
He retiredfrom Bastian Bless- framed etching “Mother and Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. which could care
care for 40 beds The 135-member Hope College Gerrit
lfrni vAa".uen ?.ranVl ^rand police dogs for the police denew county building,now under ing Co. in 1958. He had served in Child with Apple" valued at Rayburn Daniels, 544 West may
be needed within five chorus directed by Roger Davis ,Jn'1AnlhonyJVan Den Brand partment.
construction,for a six-foot alum- the U.S. Army during World $50 from Dr. and Mrs. William 23rd St., a daughter. Kelley
will also present several nura- °( MuDske8™ Cornelius Van F —
.....
Debt
retirementin the new
Ilean, born today to Mr. and
inum plaque of the county seal. War 1, was a member of the Winter.
Van Dyke explainedthat the bers with Robert Barrows at the uen Brand 0‘ Grand Rapids,
budget totals $93,000 or $4,000
There are several seals used by American Legion, t h e World
Mayor Nelson Bosman ap- Mrs. Ronnie Jones. 265 East new wing would be geared organ. Includedwill be “Jubi*
less than last year. Debt rethe county and Clerk Harris War I Vets Club and the VFW. pointed Gordon Cunningham as 11th St.
mainly to patients.It would be late Deo" from the Sacred Symtirement covers Civic Center,
Nieusma reported that there is
Surviving are the wife; three city attorney for a two-year
. „ , ,
.
completely air conditioned.The phonies of Giovanni Gabrieli.
the 1957 addition to Holland
an official seal used in circuit daughters, Mrs. John Baltic of term.
developmentwould expand servOther selections by the Hope
Hospital, and the 1960 sanitary
All Councilmen were present Wednesday include a daughter,
court. The board voted to adopt Mt. Clemens, Mrs. Marvin RalV--UUKUUOK
ices in administration.
x-ray, band are Sousa's “Hands Across
sew-er improvement.
Wendy
Jean,
born
to
Mr.
and
for
the
meeting
which
lasted
an
this seal as '‘official"and it will ya of Lansing and Mrs. Ray„ I _ _ ^
laboratory, pharmacy, laundry, the Sea." Ulysses Kay's
be used on the new building.
mond Litts of South Ambooy, hour and 35 minutes. The invo- Mrs. Roger Post, route 2, Dorr; stock rooms, emergency and Suite” in five movements. Car'“Jill 01
Funeral in Wyoming
George Swart, Grand Haven, N.J.; 11 grandchildren, and two cation was given by Dr. Donald a son, Douglas Paul, born to central services. New services los Chavez’s “Vais Nostalgico"
a former member of the board, stepsisters,Mrs. Lawrence Der- Negen of Niekerk Christian Re- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Berens,
Recipes that use whole flour For Fred Kemme, 60
would include an intensive care and William Walton’s “Crown
route 1, Dorr.
was invited to speak to the ry of Alma and Mrs. George formed Church.
unit, radio-isotope unit, new Imperial,”a coronation march are being sought by the Junior
CASPER, Wyo.
Funeral
board and related his experi- Van Buren of Lansing.
Welfare League cookbook comelevator for transportingpa- of 1937.
services
for
Fred
Kemme,
60,
ences as a boy watching the
mittee. working in conjunction
tients, automatic pneumatic
who
died last week Wednesday,
constructionof the present Holland Women Injured
with
the
Windmill
committee.
Eta Gamma chapter of Beta
tube system, and separate pubcourthouse, dedicated72 years
Sigma Phi met Monday at the It is planned that these recipes were held Friday in Casper, lie
lic
parking.
Public
parking
was the brother of Dr. G. J.
ago. Valuable documents were In Plainwell Accident
would be developedin front of home of Mrs. James Jellison. will use the flour which will
Kemme of Zeeland.Death folincluded in a copper box placed
Mrs.
John
Snively
presented
a
be
ground
by
Windmill
De
the hospital on Michigan Ave.
PLAIN WELL — Four Holland
lowed a heart attack.
in the cornerstone, he recalled.
Zwaan.
list
of
activities
which
the
chapVan Dyke said increased rates
women were slightlyinjured in
These recipes after being Dr. and Mrs. Kemme of Zeeare within the Blue Cross for- ter could use as cultural proa two-car collision on M-89 near
Home Economics Group Plainwell at 9:37 p.m. Wednes- A public meeting in the form rector of the Civil Rights Com- mula which also allows for full jects. Following the business tested will be used as a sup- land together with Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Kemme of Greenville,
day.
depreciationand interest. He meeting members participated plement to the League’s cookPlans for College Day
Ohio,
attended the funeral servof a community forum on civil mission,will speak on “The
in a Chinese auction. Dessert book. Eet Smakelijk,and also
Leona M. Vereeke, 36, of 442|
Program of the Civil Rights said the MichiganHospital Asso- and coffee were served.
ices.
rights
will
be
held
tonight
at
Mrs. Arthur Johnson will be Butternut Dr., driver of one
will be attached to the flour
ciation currently is conducting
Commission.”
Mr. Kemme, a former Zeehostess to the New Richmond of the cars involved in the 7:30 p.m. in the auditoriumof
a survey on rates and is finding
which will be availableon
A question period will follow
land resident, left for Wyoming
The
program
at
the
final
Home Extension Study group mishap, and three passengers
Windmill Island.
Holland High School, conduct- and Mayor Frank Hoogland of some hospitalroom rates appear PTA meeting of the Longfellow
in
8
at the May meeting when plans in her car, Thelma Prins, 40,
low, but high fees on service
Dutch recipes are preferred,
ed by the Michigan Civil Rights Zeeland will give closing reSurvivors
include
the
wife,
will be completed for College of route 1, Holland, Marjorie
offset some figures. He felt local school Tuesday includedstring but all good recipes using
Commission.
marks.
Margaret of Midwert, Wyo.; two
Day of the Allegan Chapter to Kamps, 43, of 671 Myrtle Ave.,
rates were well in line with instrumentnumbers under the
The local meeting is one of
Robinson
explained
that
the
be held May 4 at the Allegan and Helen Schregardus,36, of
other area hospitals and lower direction of Mrs. Calvin Rynbrandt and selections by the
County building. Mrs. Alex 162 129th Ave., were all treated a series of commissionpro- Michigan Civil Rights Commis- than rates in Grand Rapids.
Eding and Mrs. Warren Kievit for minor injuries at Holland grams throughoutMichigan to sion is the first constitutionally Medical and surgical beds fifth grade chorus as well as
acquaint local citizenswith established civil rights agency
will be in charge of admittance Hospital and released.
were occupied87 per cent the the sixth grade chorus directfunctions
and programs of this in the countrv with powers and
at the meeting scheduled to beAllegan County deputies idenpast year, necessitatingbeds in ed by Miss Belle Kieinheksel.
new state agency.
jurisdiction broader in scope
These numbers were omitted in
gin at 10 a.m.
tified the driver of the second
halls on occasion, plus cancelvention of the American AcaMayor Nelson Bosman will than any similar agency.
a story appearing in the Wed- necker, 562 Hiawatha
“Improve Your Household car involvedin the crash as
lation of many surgical cases.
demy of General Practice In
"We want the people of Mich- X-ray has shown a 46 per cent nesday edition.
Storage” was the theme of the Leta B. Buziell of route 2, welcome the audience. Kenneth
Weekend guests at the home California.
lesson presented by Mrs. John- Plainwell. Deputies said the W. Robinson,civil rights com- igan to know how we are ex- increase in five years listing
of the Rev, and Mrs. Verne C.
missioner,
will
speak
on
“A
son at the last meeting held at Vereeke car was headed west
ercising this responsibility,! 17,000 examinations in 1964.
growth in the area will cause liohl in Saugatuck will be the
The monthly mention ol
the home of Mrs. Eding. Pres- on M-89 as the Buziell car, Total Commitment to Advance what progress we have made Laboratory has had an 85 per
increased demands on hospital Rev. and Mrs. A. Fergus With wa County ‘
ent were the Mesdames John- headed east on M-89, attempted Civil Rights." Thomas Johnson, and what problems we encount- cent increase in five years, listfacilities in coming years. While of Naxhotah. Wis. Fr. With ia cular Dy
son, Eding, Kievit, George to make a left turn into a director of the Grand Rapids er in working to secure and ing 71,000 tarts in 1964. In 1964
he was unable to predict what vicar of Holy Innocent * Church America
Viening, Tony Erwin, Walter driveway, turning into the west- office of the Civil Rights Com- protect the civil rights of all a total of 7,500 emergency cases
Medicare would do to the hos- at Naxhotah He will
Hydema, Harold Jacobs, Den- bound lane. Mrs. Bunell was mission, will apeak on "State persons in the state. We want were treated,compared with pitrt, he felt sure it would have the
11 a
service at Ail
ver fdornsby and Elmer Hoe- cited by deputiesfor reckless and Local Responsibilities people to expres# their views
further net** Sainta’ Kptacoual Church. Sa*
driving.
Arthur L. Johnson, deputy di- and ask qu^tumi” he said.
i of facilities, gatuck un
.'
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Hope Church

Engaged
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Womens

Guild

fcp;

Has Banquet
Hope Church Women’s Guild
highlightedtheir year’s activity
with the annual mother and
daughter banquet Wednesday

£

evening in the parish hall of
the church.
The hostesses for the dinner

West Shore Construction Co.
wu awarded the 1965 paving

which was attended by 180
mothers and daughters were
members of Circle 5 and Circle
10. The tables were decorated

contract (or Holland at a regular meeting ot City Council

Wednesday night.
firm’s low

The

bid

with dolls dressed in pink sur-

o(

rounded by pink petunias and
candles. Favors for the daughters were pink lace cornucopias
filled with candy mints.
Mrs. William Doud gave the
invocationbefore the dinner.

$43,753.91 will cover the follow

ing projects: Central Ave., 37th
to 40th St.; Central Ave., 40th
St. to US-31 bypass; 37th St,

Pine Ave. west for 504 feet;
Kollen Park Dr., 11th to 12th
Sts. Three other bids were sub-

mitted.
Council

JML
Charlene

Am

Victoria Gale

Bloomfield

Mertkay Kamphnla

Dekker

____
Linda Meyer

Vera Kay Lewis

Mrs. Albert Nutile, president of
the guild, welcomed the young
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Post guests and gave a brief resume
contract
of De Motte, Ind., announce of the guild's purpose and activ-

Miss Judi Post

^ i
awarded a

for approximately 20,000 galthe engagement of their daughlons of dust palliativeroad oil
applied to West Shore Construc- ter, Judi, to Richard P. Wiertion Co. at a cost of 10.6 cents enga, son of Mr. and Mrs.
per gallon. The company was RicMf Wierenga, 85 West 39th
the only one of four bidders
St. s Post is a senior at
whose bid met specifications,
Calvra College.
and the city manager’s recomAn August wedding is being
mendation listed it as the best
planned.

bid for the city.

ities.

Mrs. Tunis Baker, education

chairman, introduced
James De Pree

Mrs.

of Zeeland

who

presented an

fJ

“International
Tour of Dolls.” She fascinated
both young and old with her

r;

world.

r

-I

,11

J1RW

mm

Former Resident Gets

mm

rnfm

mm

y

M

Linda Joan

Oudman

Pamela Rae Tabler

Sharon Kay Stillwell

Judy Ann Six

Linda Patterson

Fulbright Scholarship

w,:"

G alien Jr., municipal
judge; Gerald J. Van Wyke, as-

John

sociate municipaljudge; Roy
M. Heasley, board of appeals,
and Guy E. Bell, planning
commission.

Several licenses were renewed. Licensesfor collecting
rubbish were approved for
George Bruischart, 1538 West
32nd St.; Fred Siam, 144 FairMiss Margretta A. Power
banks Ave., and Albert Van
Huis, 325 West 48th St. Other
Mr. and Mrs. George Power,
renewals included Holland City Sr., of route 2, Fennville, anBus Lines listing no changes nounce the engagement of their
in routes, fares and buses; daughter, Margretta A., to
Warm Friend Hotel, dance per- James Brunner, son of Mr. and
mit; Erwin Atman of Sea Way Mrs. John Brunner, Sr., of
Bar, dance permit.
Waukegan,
Miss Power is a
Council granted a request of
the Board of Educationto have Marygrove College and is now
the city conduct the annual teachingsecond grade in
school election June 14, with rora, 111. Mr. Brunner is a
the school district paying all graduate of John Carroll University,Cleveland, Ohio, and is
costs.
presently teaching mathemaPermission was granted Hotics at Marmion Military Acadtel Warm Friend in complimenemy, Aurora, 111.
tary parking for the convention
The wedding is planned for
of Mothers of World War II
May 4, 5 and 6. A letter from June 12.
the Downtown Merchants’division of the Chamber of Commerce indicated no objection to

Expected

Barber Inc. requesting water
and sewer services to its property consisting of a six-acre
site on East Eighth St. bound-

to

.

Final plans were shaping up

_

'

_

Rusk

i

Married

the

-

in

Me Bain
.:

,r.

p

US-31 bypass, was referred to
the Board of Public Works for
report in two weeks.

Three recommendationsof

(fry

the Traffic and Safety Commis-

m

V

ston, 111.

\

V

m

Ave. The

Miss Donna M. Sterenberg
The engagement of Miss Donof River Ave.
na
Sterenbergto Paul Vander
Council approved an affidavit
in connection with a recent Kooi of Grand Rapid is anpurchase by the city from nounced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Sterenberg
Slagh’s Gift shop for a $7 95
of 79 West 17th St. Mr. Vander
picture frame.
Claims against the city filed Kooi is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Vander Kooi of Worthingfor Roger E. Parrott, 41 East

0 ^#pr

’Mlp

qualify for the Institute
which is held from June 27 to
July 31, an applicant must be
in the first quarter of his class,
meet a high standard of character, dependability, intelligenceand have good record
in his chosen field. She was

,

... ' _
,

field.

The

5'

7V

bluwyed Sh'

.

w1,11 Presfn' lan or*an
number for her talent presenta-

brunette is a senior at Holland tjon

High School and has spent 10
years studying the flute.
Llnd, p.,,^
Her hobbies include sewing, ...
*
music and swimming. She is aL ^teen-year-oM Linda Patni.tnh
a band
hanH momhur
Dutch HanPAr
dancer, a
member terson is a freshman at Hope
and a Horizon Club member as College and comes from Park
Ridge, 111. She is the daughter
chosen from several hundred well as being active in Kappa
of the Rev. and Mrs. H. Le Roy
Delta, a church organization Inapplicants.
Patterson of Park Ridge.
terested
in
elementary
teaching,
Miss Raphael has been active
She has studied piano for
she would like to major in psyDave Dickerson and Joe De in the theatre at West Ottawa, chology in college.
seven years and was homecomNeve are arranging the applied taking leads and doing techniHer talent presentation will ing queen in high school and
cal work. She has also particiarts exhibit in the north exhibibe a flute solo with piano ac- served on the homecoming court
tion room. Exhibitorswill be pated in summer theatre work
at college. She also writes for
companiment.
Steketee-VanHuis Advertising, at the Red Barm Theatre in
school publications.
Baker Furniture.Kammeraad Saugatuck. Earlier she and her
Victoria Gale
The 5’7” entrant has blonda
and Stroop architects.Raphael sister, Bonnie, and brother,
Victoria Gale Dekker, 18-year- ha'r and hazel eyes. She is inChristopher, put on plays at
Draperies, stained glass by
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Crested in painting,singing and
John Vanden Burgh, Dutch De- their own little theatre at their
Gerald Dekker of 1570 Lake- playing the piano as well as all
home, “The Little Farm.”
cal, Kendall School of Design,
wood Blvd., is a senior at West sports. She will give an original
Bloemendaal Publishing House,
Ottawa High
reading in the talent competiand exhibitsby students in comThe 5'5” entrant has brown !*on
mercial designing.
hair and brown eyes. She is
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Visscher ElectronicsTechnician Sea- forensics speech winner and a
Judy Ann Six
and Harr)’ Brorby are serving
, rn rnllAarc usm member of the National Honor
Sewing, cooking, dancing and
on the screeningand publica- man Melvyn Souders’ ^SN
Society. Participatingin the sports are the interestsof Judy
tions committee; Stan Harring- son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
co-op program at high school
Ann Six, 18-year-olddaughter of
ton and Eleanor Van Haitsma Souders, was graduated March she does display and office worn
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Six of
on registration;Bob Evans is 26 from basic Electronics Tech- at a local store.
13189 Greenly St.
She will capitalizeon her art
nician School at the Naval
A senior at West Ottawa High
Don Rohlck and the Rev. Verne
talent and interest for the talent
School, Judy has held office as
C. Hohl are working on pro- Training Center, Great Lakes, section of the pageant.
a member of the Horizon club,
grams and facilities. Barbara 111. During the 38-week school
the Horizon club council and
Padnos and Dody Fredricksonhe studied the maintenanceand
Merikay Kamphuis
Girls Athletic Association at
are handling publicityand John repajr 0f m0st naval electronic

Dekker

a -

School.

1

Fennville

i

ton. Minn.

Miss Sterenberg is a graduate
29th St.; Paul Danielson,352
South 120th Ave.; Mrs. John of Holland Christian High and
De Witt, 742 East Eighth St., at present both she and Mr.
were referred to the insurance Vander Kooi are attending Calvin College.
carrier and the city attorney.
An August wedding is being
Council accepted for first
planned.
reading a proposedamendment
to the ordinancecode to
vide that the BOCA housing Funeral Held Tuesday
code be adopted in lieu of the por porf Sheldon Man
State Housing Act.
Councilman Richard
GRAND HAVEN — Funeral
asked about progress in con- s e r v ic e s were here Tuesdemnation proceedingsagainst day for John Olman. 69. of 8342
property on West 13th St. im- Hiawatha Dr . Port Sheldon,
mediately west of Herrick Pub- who died Saturday afternoon in
lic Library. He was informed his home of self-inflicted gun-1
that the owners have retained shot wounds. Ottawa Sheriff’s

pro-

To

The 1965 show coveres a wide
range of art. About the only
things excfbded are paintings
by number, greenware from
commercial molds, and copies
made in any art media. Close
to 100 persons will exhibit
paintings alone, some of them
amateurs exhibiting for the
first time and others who are
well known professionals.

first parking space on the north

side of 10th St. east of Maple
last eliminates parking on the south side of 14th St.
for a distance of 150 feet west

tor 10 year,

the

lobby.

sion were approved. One prohibits a left turn from northbound River Ave. onto Pine
Ave. The second posts a 15minute parking limit on the

twirlingthe

in

,

Friday.

'

E.

Give Biographical Sketches
Center Nan Raphael
Accepted at
Of Miss Holland Contestants
AttractCrowd Drama School Ten wm compete the
baton

at Civic

Miss Holland Pageant to be and will present a baton and
Nanalee Raphael, junior at stage(j ^ay j jn the Civic Cen- dance routine in the talent
today for the 1965 “Holland Fine
projects.
and Applied Arts Show” which West Ottawa High School, and ter The pageant is sponsored competition of the pageant,
Alvin Holstegehas returned will be staged in Civic Center daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- b
Mrs. Rank, the former Barbjunjor chamber The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ara Emmick, daughterof Mrs. home from the Zeeland Hospi- Saturday,open free of charge win Raphael,4656 66th St, has o( Commerce aided by mem- Frank Meyer of 509 Graafschap
John Emmick of 124 East Ninth tal following an appendectomy to the public from 10 a m. to been accepted in the 35th an- bers of the Jaycee Auxiliary. Rd., she will be 18 years old on
St., and the late Mr. Emmick, last Sunday.
nual National High School In9 p.m.
The contestants are typical, April 30. She is 5’2” and has
The Sunday worship services
is spending her spring vacation
stitute in Speech and Drama at
active girls with interests rang- black hair and blue eyes,
Joe Moran, Holland recreawith her mother and will leave were conducted by candidate,
ing from sewing and cooking to She is a majorette for Holland
tional director, is serving as
for her home in Madison Fri- August De Berdt. Seminarian
High School band and a memskiing and scuba diving
general chairman, assisted by
day. She teaches in the Madi- Cecil N. Van Dalfsen conductTalent presentations include ber of Horizon club. She is ina committee of artists and person High School and her hus- ed the Good Friday service.
musical numbers on the organ terested in dancing, art and
sons interested in promoting
band is taking graduate work at The offering was for the Reand piano, an original reading, dress designing.
the arts. Co-sponsorsof the
the University of Wisconsin. formed Bible Institute. The
a song and dialogue routine
show are the Holland RecreaMrs. Rank was the Holland Rusk quartet sang two numLinda Joan Oudman
from
the play “Oliver” and
tion
Department
and
the
HolAmbassador
to bers.
other presentationsinvolving
land Community Arts CommitLinda
Oudman is the daugh^ 1957
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Weirda
baton twirling,art and sewing. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Oudtee. The latter is headed by Don
are building a new home on
At the contest, Miss Holland man of 209 West 11th St. and is
Rohlck as presidentand Bob
The Friendly Bible Class of Pierce St.
and four runners-up will be a senior at Holland High School.
Evans as secretary -treasurer.
First Methodist Church will
chosen. A trophy for talent preAll paintings, amateur and
The 18-year-old entrant is 5’8”
meet Friday at 2 p.m. at the Joy Working, daughter of Mr.
sentation will be made avail- and has blonde hair and blue
professional, and other types
home of Mrs. Budd Eastman, and Mrs. Frank E. Working,
able by the Holland Commun- eyes. While swimming, skiing,
of art will be displayed on the
214 Scotts Dr. The meeting was returned to Ferris State College
ity Theatre and the girls them- tennis and horseback riding are
main floor which will be divided
originally scheduled last Fri- Tuesday where she is a student
selves will vote on a Miss Con- her interests,she also has a
into sections. An applied arts
day, Good
in architecturaldrafting.
genialty.
exhibit will be in the north exmusical background which inhibition room and the photoBiographical sketches of each cludes five years of piano and
graphy exhibit, both color and
one year of voice lessons along
of the participantsfollow.
black and white, will be in the
with one year of dancing
Charlene Ann Bloomfield
basement. Working exhibits
Her high school activities inCharlene Ann Bloomfield is
consistingof water colors, porclude French club, art club,
traits, weaving and ceramics
the 18-year-olddaughter of Dr. choir and publicity club. She
Nanalee Raphael
(the latter involving use of a
L. E. Bloomfieldof 186 West was also selected as an alterpotter’s wheel) will be in the NorthwesternUniversity, Evan12th St. and the late Mrs. Bloom- nat« to GnTa State.

I
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the request.

Show

Art

and will be leaving Sept. 8 for
a year in Spain. They will be
associated with the University
of Madrid working on special

111.
graduate

’
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Van Iwaarden is
photography
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banquet jloted
Friday Evening
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Lutheran

at
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AH

gowns

wu

David Knoll and Ronald
, °"a Heart and„ J1"

at the Eruths Rebekah Lodge "and'
Friday at 8 p.m. Noble Grands
“f
Mrsand Vice Grands will be hon- llal“ Hughstoo was the organist.
ored and a child will be named
The bride, given in marriage
to attend the Oddfellow-Rebekby her father, chose a crepe
The local lodge will furnish en- floor-lengthsheath with an empire waistline.The bodice was
tertainment, prizes snd lunch.
Morris Peerbolt
trimmed with chantillylace and

G«“f“

Bus- 1

scher, both of Holland, ushered.
A reception
held in Me
Bain Public High School.
The bride wu graduated from
Central Michigan University
where she was affiliatedwith
Sigma Kappa Sorority. She is
teaching in the Comstock Park
school district. The groom attended Western Michigan Uni-

wu

The banquet hu been planned by the executive and delesate boards of the Christian
Reformed Gauls of Holland,

who are

affiliated with the
Young Calvinist Federationof
North America.

In charge of decorations are

^Jlmer

I

flrnilnj

and

ning.

Mrs. Homer Bale
home Thursday after

a.

,

,

playing the piano. She has serv- 1 twirlingreturned

ed as pianist for a girl’s sextet Sharon Kay Stillwell
spending
and was a Dutch
Sharon Kay Stillwell, 21, is
several days in Douglas ComShe will present a routine the oldest entrant,in this year’s
munity Hospital.
worked around her interests - competition. The daughter of
A coffee hour was held at piano sewing and art - for her Mrs. Irene Stillwellof Saugathe Methodist Church on Suntalent
tuck, she was graduated from
day after the morning service
Holland Hi8b School in 1961
for the purpose of sponsoring
\ era Kay
and studied at Davenport Instia program to help send Diane
Johnson and Linda Foster to
Europe this summer. This program is under the auspices of
the MethodistYouth Organize-

dancer.

,

presentation.

Lewis

lion.

^

School, she is a Dutch dancer ed entrant i« vr” ' ewa flian an.
a„d participatesin the coop loys ho^back rld^,
program doing office work at music and dancing.
Lincoln and Washingtonschools.
She has been playing the piano
Pamela Rae Tabler
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hill- and organ for the past seven
Pamela Rae Tabler is
man of Grand Rapids, and Mr. years having taught herself to j dauahter
Mr
and Mrs. A. B. Dorrance were play U»orgM, She studied (or
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. two weeks during the summer! will be 19 yeTrs oW in June
Max
*
on a music scholarship at Cen- She is a spninr Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Coxford tra! Michigan University She High School and £ aTutch
attended the ceremony last
'0r
end forenThursday at the University of
Michigan at which their son,
Arthur, received the Aaron
selK'ed
eyes end will : W.ter
Hinsdale Scholar Award (or

Mr. Leslie Vander Wall and
sons of Ferrysburg spent Easter Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Cullum.

I

West.

received four calls
the young people from the
the curb yellow Installed on property there, and flwn
Noordelooschurch, while thou
the that it should not have been veil of silk illusion wu secured versity and is employed by Bohn
of the Bethany society are in 196L66.
i St. east of
painted at this time. He said by a cabbage rose. A bouquet of Aluminum of H
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford
the yellow strip would be re- pink - weetheart roup and white
After a trio through the south- charge of programs. Doris Van who spent the. winter at Bradand the metera re- feathered carnations completed ern states the newly
will Druaen is In Aarge of the ush- enton, Fla., returned home Friihii costume.
rtwkfo in Holland.
er
tv.

^nwkl^^er^fflmt

^

Kamphuis is the daughtef of
addi,ion loh bei?g ‘
spent scveral I and
-d Mrs.
Kantphuis- ma)oret,e and a m™ber of
256 West 36th St.
days in Cincinnati, Ohio, on
A 1964 graduate of Holland She 15 5’5” and has brown ha,r
’business.
High School, she attends Ken- and brown eyes. She is interestM'ss Barbara Rozeboom and dall School of Design in Grand ed in nursing. For her talent,
John Watts were dinner guests
Rapids. The 5’1” contestanthas she will nrpspnt
worked
of Miss Henrietta French in brown hair and blue eyes and is
.
Grand Rapids Tuesday eve- interested in sewing, art
nd music’ s€Wln8 and baton

legal counsel and that two ap- officers investigated and Dr.
Mrs. Robert M. Lhamoers
praisals have been made. A re- John Kitchel of Grand Haven
The Rev. John Hulst, pastor
The marriage of Lorena Mae l Mrs. William Babler was her
port is expected at the next served as medical examiner.
of the 12th Avenue Christian
Olman was born in Port Shel- Boersma and Robert M. Cham- sister’shonor attendant, wear- Reformed Church of Jenison,
Council meeting.
crepe sheath wiU be the featured speaker
Smith also asked about pro- don township and was formerly took lace Saturday a(ler.
1A . ..
with an empire waistline and at the annual spring banquet
gress on one-way streets in employed at Western
noon, April 10, In the Presby- lace covered bodice she wore
Holland. City Manager Herb Tool Works in Holland. He reof the Holland Young Calvina cabbage rose and veiled headHolt said he was unaware of tired two years ago. He was a terian Church of McBain.
ist League, Friday at 6:30
Parents of the couple are Mr pieci and carried a bouquet of
any new developments but member of Zion
p.m. in the West Ottawa Cafeand Mrs. Reinder Boerama of pink carnations and sweetheart
would refer the question to the Church of Holland.
torium. Henry Vander Linde,
Surviving are the wife. Ida; McBain and Mr. and Mrs. Mur- roses. In identical attire was band director
Planning Commission and TrafHolland
ray C. Chambers of Holland. the bridesmaid, Mrs. Joseph
fic and Safety Commission a daughter. Mrs. Charles FranChristian High, will be master
The single ring ceremony was Nespodzany.
which have been studyingtin cis of Port Sheldon; a sister,
of ceremonies.
and headpiecesL
Mrs. Mary Brechting of Grand performed by the Rev. Davie
program.
Presentationof the Young
Varstow before an altar decor were designed and made by the
Smith also questioned whe- Rapids; two granddaughters
Calvinist League basketbaUtroated
with
pink
gladioli,white bride.
ther improvements could be and six great grandchildren.
pompons, palms and candelabra.
Michael Dyke of Holland was phy will be made to this seamade to Prospect St. lying west
son’s champions. The league
best man. William Babler of
District 29 of Rebek.h Lodges
of Prospect Park running from
oratorical contest awards will
McBain
groomsman
anu>
also be presented. ,
22nd to 24th Sts. Holt said will hold a visitatioomeeting 1 aan8 ® ^er*ccl Vove',

^

ElmerMry

exhibit.
arranging the

..
^
•
Young Calvinist

n

Machine

,

Eighteen-year - old

Smith

maintenancepossibly could relieve some of the rough spots
but felt no lasting improvement
would be made unless the street
is paved. Property owners
have not been agreeable

t

si*

tion.

Oaths of office were filed for

15th St.; A. L. Couture. 68 East

1

mh

ml

Mrs. De Pree not only described the native dress and
distinguishing feature of each
doll but also gave a geographical and historical backgroundof
the country the doll came from.
Mrs. Nutile gave the benedic-

from 424 West 3?nd St. to 510
West 32nd St. Denied was his
request to move a house from
697 Maple Ave. to the southeast
corner of 31st and Maple Ave.
A petition bearing 16 names objected to the latter move.

ed by Waverly Rd. and

,-I

came from countries all over the

One request to move a house
was approved and another was
denied. Granted was Walter
Deitz request to move a house

A communicationfrom R.

1H

large collectionof dolls that

“

g

Linda Meyer

Viw'bSa’S'

^

She is 5'2” and

flight

^

Z

hu dark brows

rculo

Church

Wed

I

in East

Saugatuck

Shoe Store Safe
Looted by Thief
A

Allegan County sheriff* officers Monday said they were
convincedthat Ronald J. Vanden Beach, 21, of 755 Academy
St., Kalamazoo, had swerved his
•

Tulip

Time

of $495.

Holland detectivessaid the

money was taken from a small
metal cash box in the safe, and

Interlochen

car to avoid hitting a hen pheasant just prior to a twfrcar
crash Saturday on M-40 south
Of Holland which claimed the
life of the former Zeeland resident.

burglar late Thursday or

early Friday robbed a safe at
Moor Shoes, 11 East Eighth St.,

*

included $392 in receiptsand

Program Set

$100 petty cash. Detectives said
the thief left $45 and a bank

/

book in the safe and also failed
to take money from a cash

Dance add music from InterVanden Bosch was pronounc- lochen will be a feature of the
ed dead on arrival at St. Mary’s Kth Holland Tulip Time festi<

register.

:

The burglary was discovered
(Robert Burton joined Hope shortly before 9 a.m. Friday by

Hospital in Grand Rapids where val.
he had been transferred from
The "toterlocbenPresents”
Holland Hospital following the, feature of the 1965 Tulip Time
accident at M-40 near 144th St. will be given tbe opening evein Allegan County at 9:45 a.m. ning Wednesday, May 12, at
Saturday. Vanden Bosch re- 8:S0 p.m. in Civic Center.
ceived bead injuries in the
The dance, modern and ballet,
crash.
will be offered by students'of
A four-month-old Holland in- the Interlochen Arts Academy,
college preparatory high
fant, Glenna Overbeek, daugh-

College's faculty in the fall of
store owner Harold Moor. Police
1964 as assistant professor in
said Moor opened the store at
philosophy. He holds a B.A.
degree from the University of 8:30 am. and discovered the

Georgia and an M.A. degree theft when he opened the safe.
from Emory University.
DetecUves said the burglar
The past year he has taught entered the store by prying a
at Northwestern University night lock on the rear entrance.
where he has been doing gradu- He left the same way, locking
ate work towards his doctorate. the door as he went out, deHe holds memberships in The tectives said.

a

ter

of

Mr. and Mrs.

Jarvis school for youth talented in the
Overbeek of 451 Beech St., was arts— the first such school in
reported in fair conditionat the the country when it began in
Grand Rapids hospital today 1962 as an outgrowth of the
with head injuries suffered in famed summertime National

other
signs of forced entry into the
safe.

Interlochen Arts Quintet, a professional woodwind group of

Moor told detectives he had
locked the safe prior to leaving
the store after the close of business Thursday. The safe was
closed when Moor opened the
store this morning, detectives

academy faculty members
whose experiences range virfrom one end of the world
to the other.
tually

driving past a line of three cars
waiting in the northbound , lane
for the lead car to make a left

1

traffic.

Vanden Bosch's car was
struck broadsideby the Overbeek car.

‘‘We are extremely happy that
Interlochencan contribute to
this year’s Tulip Time.” said
Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, world
famous music educatorwho is
president and founder of both
the camp and the academy.
The dancers, all students in
their teens, have performed in
many Michigan cities for varied groups, both adult and
youth, and last spring performed in Philadelphia.
Under William Hug. a product
of the JuilliardSchool of Music
and performer with extensive
background,and Patricia Carle-

Deputy Jerry Beetley, who
investigated the accident at the ton Sigurdson, formerly with the
scene, said he was convinced Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Vanden Bosch had involuntarilyand the American Ballet Theaswerved to the left to avoid ter, the Interlochenstudents
train four to five hours a day,
hitting the pheasant.
The body of the hen pheasant bringing their skills to an amazwas found near the wreckage

said.

Window
A

light near the safe was burning all night, but police said
the area where the safe is located is hidden from the street
by shoe display racks.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Howard Alferink
(de VriM photo)

Miss Lavonne Joyce Ponstein
and Jay Howard Alferink were
united in marriage by the Rev.
C. De Haan in a double ring
ceremony performed March 19
in Borculo Christian Reformed

two-piece pink suits complemented by corsages of dark

Her attendants were

in Pine

and Mrs. Robert Lee Vender Kolk
(Vanden Berqe photo)

pink roses.

The mother of the bride wore
a three-piece yellow suit with
yellow and black accessories
while the mother of the groom
Church.
The bride is the daughter of was attired in a navy blue dress
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ponstein with black accessories. Their
of route 2, Zeeland, and the corsages included rose colored
groom is the son of Mr. and carnations.
Mr and Mrs. Ben Karsten
Mrs. Bernard Alferink of route
presided at the wedding recep1, Zeeland.
tion held in the church baseAttending the couple were
ment for 80 guests.
Mrs. Glenn Huizenga as matron
Following a northern wedding
of honor; Miss Carol Glass as
trip the couple is residing at
bridesmaid; Dale Alferink as
172Mi East 14th St.
best man and Jim Pyper as
groomsman. Ushers were Harley Ponstein and Leon Alferink.

teachers.

Wed

display lights in the

store are set to go out at 10 p.m.

ing level for teenage dancers,
of the two cars, Beetley said, , The quintet has appeared in
and blood and feathers from the many states including two apbird were found on the grille pearances in the Alaska Festiand headlights of Vanden val of Music. Its members are
The bride, given in marriage
Bosch's
Melinda Dailey, bassoon; Don
Vanden Bosch had been living Haddad. French horn; Gary by her father,wore a white suit
in Kalamazoo since September ; Sigurdson, flute, and Fred Or- with fur trimmed collar and a
man, clarinet.All have rich short veil falling from a pearled
backgrounds with symphony headpiece. She carried white
orchestras, as soloists and as carnations with dark pink roses.

car.

According to detectives there

were no pry marks or

Music Cam^.
The music will come from

tbe crash. She had also been
transferred to St. Mary’s Hospital from Holland Hospital. Tbe
baby’s parents were released
from Holland'Hospital after
treatment for minor injuries.
Allegan County deputies said
Vanden Bosch was driving north
on M-40 and the Overbeek auto
was traveling south on M-40
when the two collided.
Overbeek told officers he was

turn. Overbeek said he was
even with the second car when
Vanden Bosch’s auto suddenly
veered from the northbound lane
into the southbound lane of

Society for Religion in Higher

Miss Geneva

VIeiste. daugh-

were groomsmen.

Marvin

ter of Mrs. John G. Meiste of Meiste and Andrew Ouweenga
route 5. Holland and the late assisted as ushers.
John Meiste, and Robert
Karen Vander Kolk, sister of
Vander Kolk. son of Mr. and the bride, was the miniature
Mrs. Levi Vander Kolk of route bride, and wore a dress similar
1, Zeeland were married by to that of the bride and she
the Rev. John Bergsma in the carried a bouquet of white carEast Saugatuck ChristianRe- nations and pink sweetheart
formed Church in a double ring roses. The miniature groom

Engaged

attired in

Creek

United Fund

Lee

ceremony.
Appropriate wedding music
was played by Miss Carolyn
Haverdink who also accompanied Don Blaauw when he
sang “0 Perfect Love” and
“The Wedding Prayer.”
Given in marriage by her
brother, the bride wore a floor
length gown with a princess line
bodice and a plastron of re-embroideredalencon lace extending from a batteau neckline to
the hem of the gown. Her elbowlength veil of imported illusion
flowed from a Swedish crown
of pearls. She carried a bouquet of white roses.
Miss Dorothy Meiste, sister
of the bride, was maid of honor.

was Glenn Dozeman, a nephew
of the bride.
Master and mistress of ceremonies at the reception were
Mr. and Mrs, John Vander Kolk,
Jr. Gary Meiste and Larry
Vander Kolk presided at the

State

Budget

Robert G. Burton

American

Meeting Set

Philosophical Association, and
in The MetaphysicalSociety of

David C. Hanson and

Education, in

The

Mrs.

Joseph Lang of Holland will repAmerica.
His extra-curricular interests resent Holland United Fund at
are in classicalguitar, sailing, the annual budget conferences
of the Michigan United Fund
camping and woodworking.
April 27 and 28 at the Kellogg
Editor's Note.)
Center in East Lansing.
By Robert G. Burton

—

They are amftng 250 volunteer
is philosophy7 In the
workers
in Michigan who are
vernaculara man's philosophy
guest book.
1 serving on the admissionsand
of
life
is
simply
the
sura
of
his
Mr. and Mrs. Richard De
Young and Mr. and Mrs. Dave beliefs concerningthe meaning budget committee.
Financial needs of state and
Brower attended in the gift and significanceof his life.
one
does
not begin to philoso- national agencies which 3 re inroom and Mr. and Mrs. Cal
phize in the technical sense eluded in the Holland United

What

But

Breuker served at the punch

unless and until one attempts
Waitresses were Dorothy to make a systematic and critiTucker, Luella Balder, Ruth cal examinationof those beliefs.
We acquire our beliefs through
Kubanek, Lucille Hoffman,
our
experience, so if we would
Darthea Kotman, Joan Kotman, Gerene Haverdink and examine our beliefs, in an effort
to gain a unified understanding
Barbara Zoerhof.

bowl.

She wore a

Fund will be determined. In

“““
InT

1964, the combined request of
37 agencieswas $4,398,937but
was reduced by the budget com-

"

mittee to $3,784,145.

Among these agencies are
Michigan Heart Association,

floor-length gown
For a wedding trip to Fiorida, £
Health
of aqua chiffon over taffetaand
the bride changed into a white
’
'7 n„r Society, Michigan Kidney Dini
carried a bouquet of white and
suit with brown accessories and
sease
Foundation
and
other
yellow carnations. The brides- she wore a corsage of red experience.
Through systematic reflection agencieswhich in other states
maids, Barbara Meiste and roses.
we can examine and clarify campaign independently for fiHelene Michiela, were dressed
The
bride is employed at the those beliefsof which we were nancial support.
identically to the honor attenUnited Fund leaders throughHamilton Community Schools. already aware, and what is
dant.
out the United States point to
The groom is employed at

L

more important,we can disKeeler Brass of Grand Rapids. cover tacit beliefsof which we
The couple reside at route 3, have not been explicitlyaware.
brother of the groom, and John
Once our beliefs have been
Meiste and Russell Scholten Hudsonville.
exposed and clarifiedas much
Mary Jeanne Buys
as possible we are in a better
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Buys
position to see whether or not
they are consistent with each
447 Brecado Ct., announce the
other and what kind of world
engagement of their daughter,
view they present.
Mary Jeanne, to Daniel Wright
Best

man

for the ceremony

was Kenneth Vander Kolk,

I

Engaged

Ronald J. Vanden Bosch
were
attending Western Michigan
University.Vanden Bosch had
recently won an assistantship
1964, while he

and

his wife

So

Pattison, son of

Norman K.

in biology at the university.
He attended Zeeland Christian

Mr. and Mrs.

aims at achievinga reasoned
conceptionor understandingof
the universe. But wisdom is not

lencia Rd. Northville.

Miss Buys attended Central
Michigan University for two
years and is now a student at
Mercy Central School of Nursing in Grand Rapids.
Mr. Pattison is a junior at
Central Michigan University,
Mt. Pleasant,and a member
of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity.

was a graduateof
Zeeland High School. During
the summer months he was
employed - at Zeeland Lumber
Schools and

and Supply Co. and Hudsonville
Bowling Lanes.
Vanden Bosch is survived by
his wife, the former Aria Johnson of Hamilton; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vanden
Bosch; two brothers, Harold Jr.
and James Allen; two sisters,
Beth Ann and Sandra Kay, all
of Zeeland, and grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Huyser
of Borculo and Mx. and Mrs.
John A. Vanden Bbsch of Zee-

the annual Michigan admissions
and budget session as one of the
outstanding examples of United

Funds meeting agencies needs
on a state-wide basis. Michigan

where many
of the large national health

is the only state

agencies, such as the Heart Association. annually submit a
budget for review. National

philosophy, which means
agencies included in Michigan
“the love of wisdom,”

literally

Pattison, 18851 Va-

“^F^LaffVenW

synonymouswith

United Fund were reviewed at
the annual budget conference
in New York City in March.

knowledge,

since wisdom opposes

foolish-

Coffee and Shower Fete

ness as well as ignorance. There- Mrs.
fore philosophy implies the cultivationof critical judgment and
the art of living well in addition
to the pursuit of knowledge.
But why do we philosophize?

Richard Ryzenga

A morning coffee and shower
was given on Saturday at the
home of Mrs. James Crozier

M

Mrs. Richard Ryzenga. the
the capacity to former Bonnie Van Dyke. Hosreflectupon our experience, but tesses were Mrs. Crozier and
capacitiesneed not be exercised. Miss Carol Hulst.
Socratesheld that the unexamAttending were the Misses
ined life is not worth living. But Karen and Ruth Ann Van Dyke
why not? Some men seem con- and the Mesdames Frank Boltent with a pig-eye’s view of huis, Charles Cooper, Robert
the world.
Cooper, Harold Denig. James
It has often been argued, Hoeksema, Edward Hulst, J. A.
Miss
Irene
Rose
Jaarsma
Miss
Jo
Ann
Bakker
land.
most recently by the existential Lubbers, William Rottschaefer,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry William Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Bakker psychiatrists,that man has a William Sikkel Jr., Franklin
Jaarsma. 30 East 21st St., an- of route 1, West Olive, announce fundamental need to find meanList Weekend Births
Van Alsburg, Daniel Vander
Mr. and Mrs. John Steenblik
nounce the engagement of their the engagement of their daugh- ing in his life, to gain an authenWerf, John H. Van Dyke, WilIn Holland Hospital
ter,
Jo
Ann,
to
Leon
Jay
(Holland Illuttratlv* photo)
daughter, Irene Rose, to Robert
tic philosophicalperspective liam Van Dyke and John Van
Assink,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Beverly Ann De Vries, daugh- to the honor attendant.
E. Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
upon his very existence. But Huis.
Weekend births in Holland
Larry Vanden Tak was best
Robert W. Scott, Hotel Warm William Assink of route 2, Hol- none of these considerations
Hospital include five boys and ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Out-of-town guests included
land.
man. Groomsmen were Murl
Friend.
answers our question. We can
two girls.
De Vries, 3549 142nd Ave., beMiss Paulina Henkel. Mrs. John
Miss
Bakker
is
a
junior
at
Huizenga and Roger V a n d e
Miss Jaarsma is a student at
at best observe that man is a
Born Saturday were a son, came the bride of John SteenBunte and ushers were Jerry
Hope College and Mr. Scott is Hope College and Assink is a creature who can, does, and Crozier, Mrs. Howard Stowell
Robert Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
blik, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson and Lanson Somers.
presently employed at Domestic junior at Western Michigan apparently needs to philoso- and Mrs. Neal Van Voorst. Un«
Montford Hirdes, 1811 112th
University. An August wedding
able to attend were Mrs.
Steenblik, 83 West 15th St.,
For the occasionthe bride’s
Inance Co. in Holland.
phize.
Ave.; a daughter, Linda Chrisis being planned.
Vaughn Bryant and Mrs. Ar«
March 26, at the Pine Creek mother wore an iced mint green
tine, bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
So far we have been thinking
Christian Reformed Church. The suit with a corsage of coral
thur Hills.
about philosophy from the perValentine, route 5, Holland.
church was decorated with roses. The groom’s mother chose
Easter Sunday births include
spective of the individual. But
Four Slightly
palms, ferns, and bouquets of a pink brocade dress with a
Miss Judith Anne Rogers
a son. Mark Steven, bom to Mr.
is there a place for philosophy that the miserly poor who comgreen and white carnations, corsage of pink and white roses.
and Mrs. William Parker, 103
on the larger social and political prise over two-thirdsof the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
C. RogHurt in
spiral candelabra and an arch
A receptionfor 145 guests
East 40th St.; a son, John Alan,
planes? Yes. Consider the fol- world’s population are demanders
of
route
2,
Zeeland,
anof candles.
was held at Van Raalte’s Resbom to Mr. and Mrs. John TolsFour persons received minor lowing problems.
ing their share of tbe wealth
The Rev. Leonard Van Drun- taurant. Assisting were Dr. and nounce the engagement of their
ma, route 3, Zeeland; a son,
We Americans enjoy a stand- they see about them. The cominjuries in a two-car accident
en officiatedat the double ring Mrs. M. J. De Vries as master daughter, Judith Anne, to RayTimothy Dale, born to Mr. and
at the intersection of 21st St. ard of living unequaled in the munists would subject the massceremony. Carol Kamer played and mistress of ceremonies;
mond Roy Luke, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Rens, 405H Cenand Pine Ave. at 7:28 p.m. history of civilization. But our es to greater poverty and less
appropriate music and accom- Marcia Waldyke and Marinus
tral Ave.; a son born to Mr.
Mrs. Leaton Luke of Munising.
Tuesday.
social and political freedom is freedom for a time in order to
panied Mrs. Leonard Van Drun- De Jonge at the punch bowl;
and’Mrs. Robert Wehrly, 11593
Both Miss Rogers and Air.
Mary
L.
Shepard,
47, of 327 being challenged both from produce the capital 1 for the
en, soloist.
Air. and Mrs. Robert Kingshott
Luke are sophomoresat the
Greenley St.
North Woodward Ave., Zeeland, within and from without by con- [necessary industrialization so
The bride, escorted to the al- and Mrs. L. Vanden Tak in tbe
A daughter, April Leslie, was
Grand Rapids Baptist Bible Coldriver of one of the cars in- flicting forces which are the that in the long run both the
tar by her father, wore a gown gift room; Kathy Vanden Tak
bom Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
lege.
volved in the mishap, and her expressions of conflictingphilo- poverty and the restricted freeof white silk linen circled at and Nate De Jong who passed
A July 17 wedding is being
Walter Furjanic Jr., 764 First
daughter, Debby, 19, were treat- sophies.
dom may be eliminated. We rethe bottom with point d« Venise the guest book. Warren Sides.
planned.
Ave.
ed
at Zeeland Hospital and reWe
in
the
North
would
like to ject this answer, but our own
grape clusters and rocpco ventriloquist, performed and
leased.
disavow any responsibilityfor answer has yet to be clearly
fringe and featuring a detach- closing remarks and prayer
Community Ambassador able chapel train. She wore a were given by the Rev. Henry School Circle Plans
Lucinda Kragt, 15, of 43 West the race prejudices which con- formulated.
17th St., and Spencer Freestone, tinues to separate and destroy Communism subordinatesthe
^
veil of French illusion with a
Annual Salad Luncheon
Addresses Optimists
17, of 626 Central Ave., both us. by transferring our own jindividual to the state. We have
crown of teardrop crystals and
For a wedding trip to Calipassengersin a car driven by guilt to the shoulders of the sometimes embraced the
Experienceswhile serving as pearls. She earned a bouquet fornia, the bride changed to i
The Faith Christian Reform
site extreme with a
Richard C. Schaftenaar,17, of white southerner.
Community Ambassador to of white roses and white car- navy sailor suit with cranberry ed School circle will hold its
The white southerner often of individual self-interest,
86 East 28th St., suffered minor
terest. But
Egypt in 1964 were related by nations with ivy and clustersof patent accessoriesand a red annual salad luncheonTuesday
June Schipper
bruises and abrasions. Neither finds a different scapegoat in since every individualmust ultiBruce Masselink when he spoke green grapes.
carnation corsage.
from 11 a m. until 1:30 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schip- required hospital treatment.
his own act of self-deception,mately perish, mere individual
to members of the Holland OptiMrs. Karen Huizenga, matron
The bride attends Chic UniHolland police charged Mrs. namely the communists. Now self-interestcan hardly be an
mist club at their luncheon Mon- of honor, wore a floor'•lancth versity ~<^ Cosmetology ~and the | w*lh Mrs. Jay Ttnhott and Mrs per, of route 2, Hamilton, anday at Cumerford'sRestaurant. gown of mint green eomple- groom is employed as a design- Glenn Mannes as ctKhairman. nounce the engagement of their Shepard with failure to stop Communism is certainly one of ultimate ideal. There are no
the forces threatening us, but easy solutionsto these [
He was introduced by program mented by a cabbage rose head- er at General Motors. The coo- Mrs. Kars Petersen is in daughter, June, to James Dyer, for a stop sign.
we could learn something from But can we afford to
chairman,Carlyle Serr
piece and veil. She carried a pie will reside in Grand Rap- charge of the food and Mrs. foster son of Mr. and Airs. HarDucks, geese and hens were the communists who are sensi- heads in the sand or
Claude Smitter will arrange the lan Scholten of route 2, HamilEdwin Raphael, prtiuent, an- bouquet of pastel tinted carnative to a problem which we have
ton. Mr. Dyer is now stationed man’s
The groom's parents enter- table decorations.
nounced plans for the Optimist tions. Miss Karen St rear and
n*"ot
dawn of written all but ignored.
chlcjen barbecue project at
Ui^at^a, rehei^^^nnsf
dinneri The event wilhbe held in tbe at Uckknd Air Force
a Garden Root* IchriiiUi High School gym.
hutory.
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Sunday School

Vows Are Exchanged

2 Local

Lcmn

1965

Men

Tour Europe

, • Sunday, April 25
God’* Hand hi a New Order

With Romney

By C. P. Dame
We have been studying lesFifty Michigan businai leadsons from the New Testament
en, includingtwo Holland men,
for some time and so now we
led by Governor George Romwill turn our minds to the
ney, depart Thursday on a
study of lessons from the Old
seven-country European tour for
ru Horn* of Ik*
Testament. In this new series
the purpose of seeking business
of lessons we will continue a
and information.
hurcdav by th* series begun in 1963 with “StudThe protect, termed Operation
- H Wwt ies in Genesis” and carried
Europe,
includes Charles ConStmt. Hoi- further in 1954 with leasons on
red, president of the ThermoMichigan.
rfY
“Early Hebrew History,” DurSecond ei«M poat*g* p*ld »
Iron Corporation
Corporatio of Holland, and
Holland, Michigan.,
«. ing this quarter we will study
Richard De Witt, president of
the rise and decline of the
W. A. Butter v
Big Dutchman, Inc. of Zeeland,
monarchy during the reigns of
Editor tod Publliher
among its members.
the three kings, Saul, David
Operation Europe grew out of
and
Solomon,
who
ruled
over
N*wt Item Td*Ph°M • tX MS14
the theme of this year's Michithe United Kingdom-tho‘ kinggan Week promotion, May 16-22,
dom which lasted from 1000
“Michigan— Dynamic in World
B. C. to 922 B. C.
m. a proof
proot of
any Jmtlilng unteai
Premi.” Unlike many state
I. Nations do wOD to confess
aucb advertising $baU have t>*en
trade missions which are sponobtained by - ’ artteer and ntened their sins. Samuel was the last
by him In ttma for corrections wttk of the judges wh6 ruled for
sored and partiallyfinanced by
such error* or corrections noted
state or local governments,this
plainly thereon; and In such case many year*. The people wanted
project is financed solely by its
if my arm so noted Is not correct, a change and so they asked
ad. publishers liability shall not ax*
participants.
Samuel
for
a
king
and
become
ceed such a proportion of the entire
The Kkiay trip will Include
cost of such advertisementas the like the other nations. Samuel
space occupied by the error bears was old and his sons whom he
stops in Amsterdam,Bremento the whole space occupied by such
Hanover,Milan, Geneva, Paris,
had appointedjudges “walked
advertisement» t f
Brussels, and London. Romney
not in his ways, but turned
TERMS OF 81 BSCR1PTION
will deliver speeches at most of
One year. 13.00: six months, aside after lucre, and took
•100; three months. $1.00; single bribes,and perverted judgment.
these places, and he and the
copy. 10c. Subscriptions payable In
businessmen will meet with busiadvtrance and will be promptly dla “This blunder of Samuel — to
ness and government leaders of
continued If not renewed.
appoint his sons— gave occasion
Subscriberswill confer a favor
the seven nations.
to
the
elders
to
request
a
king.
by reporting promptly any IrreguThe objectives of Operation
larity in delivery. Write or phon* Besides, they wanted a strong
ex inn.
Europe are twofold: to create
central government,led by a
a greater awareness among
king who could stop the agMichigan businessmenof the
THE KKK - YESTERDAY
gressivePhilistines.
market and trade potentialsfor
The people asked Samuel to
The front-page headline of the
them in Europe and to enable
Sentinel for Saturday, March 27, pray for them. Reluctantly God
them to establishpersonal busihad
given
consent
to
choose
a
read: “Probe of Klan Sought by
Mr. ond Mrs. Ronold J. Von Dam
ness contacts in the major world
PresidentJohnson.” Referring king. God felt hurt since He
(d* Vriti photo)
trade
capitals: and. to give
realized
that
the
nation
had
reto the organizationas a “hooded
ipriAd Him Qamiuk)
! Bethel Christian Reformed with three - quarter length European business leaders in
societyof bigots,” he inevitably
Church of Zeeland was decor- sleeves and panel trains
countries a better underraises the question in every cit
iti* God to send thunder and rain
ated with ferns, candletree, scendingfrom a bow at the standing of the business potenzen’s njind, “What is the history in the time of the wheat harcandelabra,four bouquets of back. Matching headpieces:,^in Michigan
and record of this organiza- vest, in May and June, which white and yellow mums, and were accented with a cabbage For presentation
.
tion?” Space limitations com- came at that unusual season. bow and candle trimmed pews,
r0Sf JndKCaC!‘arn';LUs' ment officials and dignitariesin
pel compressionto a very brief This miracle made the people
for the April 9 wedding of Miss earned baskets filled w , t h the varjous cjtjcs
h
•
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SAFETY PATROLLER - Bill Wolters holds
back pedestrian traffic at Lincoln School

de-

review.
Historically,

had the words

of

the immortal Lincoln’s Second

conscious of their sin in asking
Bonnie Lou Arendsen and Ronfor a king. It is good for a naald Jay Van Dam.
tion or a congregationto beThe Rev. Raymond Graves
come conscious of sin.
performedthe double ring cereII.
nation's best citizens
mony ivi
for in*;
the uau£iui.i
daughter of Mr.
/"i _i
fear and serve God. Samuel an(j Mrs_ Kenneth Arendsen ot
told the people to serve God
route 1. Zeeland, and the son
with all their hearts— not in a of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Van Dam
half-hearted manner. And Sam- of route 1, Hamilton.

# Aj

•

white and mint green

carna-

.

the

^a

many

But 40 days after the

ad-

dress, an assassin’sbullet struck
down our great leader of that
day. There followed a bloody
Reconstruction period which is
not a pleasant page in our history. Marauding freedmen,pillaging Negro militia,and the
era of the “scalawag”and
carpetbagger”
brought such indignitiesupon

SL“'

Bertsch who is in charge of the Safety

Safety Patrol rally to be

AAA

hel<

His people "for His great
name’s sake. “And why? Well,
because they were His people.
God had done great things for
them and therefore they ought
to fear and serve Him in truth.
To refuse to do that would

iL
by

b4

give„ in
her father, approached
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Bill Wolters, 11-year-old son
of Mr and Mrs George Wolters,

agt^
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School.

Wolters was selected to join
Spring about 130 other Michigan patrol*
Show of the Allegan County lers from 105 Michigan com4-H was held last Friday eve- munities for the annual four-day
ning, in the Griswold Auditor- all-expensepaid trip to the Capiium
tol as Automobile Club of MichiMembers of the North we*i fean's guests.
District were awarded honors He is a member of the student
at the show. Style Revue dele- council and enjoys athletics.
gates who will take part in Modern math is not one of his
the state show next summer at favorite subjects, he says. Mrs.
MichiganState University,East Fred Bertsch is teacher-sponsor

ALLEGAN

^ori“ ^

commandments.

Show

Spring

SwT

t

247 East 12th St., will represent
the Holland area at the AAA National Safety Patrol Rally to be
held in Washington,D. C. on
May 6 to 9. He is a student in
1 the
sixth grade at Lincoln

Named at4-H

De-

(

Meet

Attend Safety

Winners Are

'

.

(Sentinel photo)

Lincoln School Student

^

—

Patrol at the school.

National

Woshing-

in

wi|j

chapel-length * refP‘“” f°r 140 6u,e.sts
gown of peau de soie styled ,,on')w,«1 w,th Mr a"d Mrs„ Musical Program Given
with a scoop neckline and bri-iJlm, LamPe"’ as masU:r and
At Lakewood PTA Meet
dal point sleeves. The princess S'StreS?, cfe7nlcs and
panelfront was enhanced with
Davld Arendse,n,. M[s
The April PTA meeting of
E. Dole Conklin
lead to ruin.
alencon lace appliques and ac SS"* B“rm,a''
, fvT Lakewood School was held
III.
God
makes
and
keeps
cented
with
a
bow
and
a
cha“northern
Punch bowl attendants Thursday with the president. ; TLoni.ro rirn,
His promises. The last few pel-length train Her
nVui’
bouffant*
veil
oMmuo-tcd
were
Miss
Judy Hemmeke and
Carl
Kiemink,
in charge.
t?
veil of imported I *ere ,lpf
,
votmns
were
the fallen South that the Ku verses of the lesson text tell length
ngtn bouffant
Doutiant veil
ot imported
* votions
were led by Alan [\|Qrp05
Alderl"k aad 'he «uesl
KluX Klan was born in its ef- about Solomon buildingt h e illusionwas held in pla« by
temple. God made promises to baby orchids and pearls. She book was attended by Roger Sweet.
fort to strike back.
The meeting featured the muTil.” sTtuntay Evening Postj^. Solomon'sfather They ! carried a cascade bouquet of
weddmg trip to Nia- sic department of Lakewood
said editorially earlier this!were conditional. If Solomon stephanotis, white carnations! e ur a weuumg irj iu m«.
„a,ewooa
r: “There was hardly a rere 1'would
keep Cxi's »-uiuuiauucommand- 1 and' ivy, centered with «
a white
year:
—
-...uv . ..
. .
H
E. Dale Conklin has been sesponsible Southerner not involv“He would dwell
...
edin some way with the Klan amton§
children of Israel.” Bridal attendanLs were Miss
Sand the orch-d corg
Updegraf. The strings
during the heat of Reconstruc- But Solomon forsook God’s Judy Arendsen. cousin of the
bndaT bouquJ
duction of the season, "Bell,
Hon
bride, as matron of honor; Sd^e Irom ner Dr,aal D0U(luel were under the directionof Book and Candle." He has apMrs. Patricia Herold Mrs. DorAll 8iis is a matter of histor- Solomon built a Temple, God’s Janice Van Dam, Carol Raak _.Tht%,br‘de LSD emptoyed at
peared in some 40 plays includleal record. It is depicted too House- 11 took him seven years. and Mar>' Nykamp as brides- £lrst Michigan Bank and rust is Kleinhekselwas in charge ing several by the local thea(and some of us will recall see- He also built a hoilse for him- maids: Robin Arendsen. niece Co _ in Zeeland and the groom of the vocal and piano selec- tre group.
altar wearing

Don Schulz,
principal at Lincoln School, and Mrs. Fred
Shirley Senterv In back are

ands

Europe group

ushere<1-

“Sd ^ghUe“l^;nCd

Swain

city and will be a guest of the Automobile

carry with them, not the cusThe groom was attended by tomary made - in-Michigan-proHoward Van Dam. his brother, ducts, but rather eight $1 000
David Arendsen. Mike Telgen- scholarshipsfor outstanding
hof and Carl \ an pam were y0Ung musiciansto attend the
groomsmen while Richard eight-week summer school muArendsen and Lee Ver Beek sic program at the National

.

Bill front row

in his role as Safety Patrol Captain for the
school. Bill was chosen to represent the

Inaugural been heeded, it is possible the Klan would never had
existed: “With malice toward
none, with charity for all; with
firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right, let us
Camp at Interlochen
strive to finish the work we are uel warned them not to “go
David Boerman, organist, The bride's mother was at-Music
At Amsterdam, the first stop,
in, to bind up the nation’s after vain things” that is to played traditionalwedding mutired in a medium blue lace Gov. Romney will present a
wounds ... to do all which may “nothingness”to idols which sic and also accompanied Nordress
with matching accessor- scroll from the city of Holland
achieve a just and lasting peace can’t deliver. What a lot of man Vredeveld when he sang
ies while the groom’s mother to Queen Juliana of the Nethervain
things
captivate
among ourselves and with all
“Whither Thou Goest,” “Each
modern church members! God
nations.”
a"d "The Wed((^dedication
is faithful and will not forsake

o

With

and

Club of Michigan ot the

t0

ton, D.C., May 6 to 9.

(left to- right) are Steve Serrano, Mary

—

The

here.

Lansing, are for senior division, of the Lincoln School Safety
Donna DeWitt, Mary Voorhorst, Patrol.
Cindy Poll, and Patricia Klein,
This is the 29th consecutive
with Judy Dannenberg as alter- year that schools have been senate; junior division,Linda i€cted for the trip on the basis
Hoffman, Patricia Bouwman 0f a patj-ol group's general per-

Koop.

and Barbara
formance and efficiency,accorStyle Revue pm winners were ling to Ernest p Daviii Aut0

n
foUT^.Saniy™" c
c,ub safe‘y and director.
Donna DeWitt, Westview club, sc|)00| seized for the honPatncia Bouwman, Marlene or nominated ^ patrouer they
U^'

!

'
Bouwman. Bentheim cub.,wlah t0 represent‘' witJ
tions.
ing it) in David Wark Griffith’s
R took him thirteenyears of tbe br,de. as
wlth. Ge"er,a* EJ>ecttncr.Co' Th£y
assistanceof the Auto Club.
Conklin, 23, who is a native Linda Hoffman; Highland clu .
Teachers met the parents inmotion picture "The Birth of a to do this. Does that suggest The>’ were attired identicallyreside at 236 East Cherry St.
of
Holland
and
a
graduate
of
Davis eslimales that each
anything? We are building mo- 'n Boor-length gowns of mint
rehearsal luncheon was formally following the meeting.
C rwemiu,Pa ty Rigtennk safety pjtroUer from Holland
The Ku Klux Klan has had a tels. skyscrapers, apartment ^reen peau de soie fashioned 1 given by the groom's parents, Lunch was served by Mrs. Nel- Holland High School and Hope
,8:s Rlve™ew ha.s spent 180 hours at street
son Klungle, Mrs. jerold Rie- College, teadies for the West d|?h
number of reincarnations.It ex- buildings, palaces, government
M ar ' corners protecting classmates
president and was a member mersma. Mrs. Norman Bruur- Ottawa School system. He is bara Koop, Dawn Edmg, Mary ; during the 196M5 scJ)00| ye
ercised a tremendous divisive buildings,and they are all beforce in our political life as a coming more and more luxurof the Grand Haven
Mrs. William Bridges,
presently doing graduate work
North™ ’ Vh*?y Korns’ ra.1 i with no reward other„than
Mrs. G. Combs and Mrs. Dougnation in the decades of the ious- No nation has ever beJ 4*^.
Lodge.
d satisat Western Michigan Univer- Northrup, Vicki Koops Carol | (actio„ (or a j
come great by buildinghuge
tO fOSl
1920’s and 1930's.
Wentzel
and
Barbara
Hulsraan.
Qit
„
Besides the wife, the former 35 E'enbaas.
sity.
After that turbulent period of edifices.What makes a nation
State show exhibit wmners 1 ‘
r waalB€r Patrollara
Betty Hassenpflug of Grand
He has participated in theahistory,which many of us lived great0 How can a nation build
for clothing are Rita
,p?sU aldl"g stu'
Haven, he is survivedby one Concert Membership
tre work in the Hope College
the
Great
Society?
through, it went into a decline
Judy Dannenberg, Wanda dents and_watchln«tra,flC'
daughter, Mrs. William Wolovodrama department, the Red
Drive Set May 3-8
but was stirred into action and
Branderhorst,Barbara Eding;
lek of Spring Lake; three sons.
BanTTheatre in Saugatuck, Inresurrection again at the 1954
knitting, Barbara Hulsman;
Frank Jr., Charles E. and
Preliminarywork is being terlochen National Music Camp
Supreme Court decision on
Robert W. all of Grand Haven done on the annual membership and the Holland Community electrical.Greg Walters; elecschool desegregation and during
tronics, Kenneth Kreuger, woodwood•
and 11 grandchildren.
campaign for the Holland Com- Theatre.
the next decade through the pasworking,
Ronald
Schutter,
Rusty
munity Concert Association Conklin has conducted several
sage of the Civil Rights Act of
Johnson; leathercraft. Calvin
which takes place here May 3 workshops in the art of using
President’s
Exchange
Night
1964, burst into renewed activity
Peters, Rochelle Brink; conserto 8.
GRAND HAVEN - Petitions
stage makeup effectively,perinto the Klan as we know it to- was observed Monday at the
vation, Kristine Kreuger.
Already, about 30 per cent of formed for various organizabearing 220 names were filed
regular
meeting
of
the
Holland
day.
present members have renewed tions in the area as a member
Monday with the Ottawa county
Kiwanis Club in the Warm
their memberships, and major of the Community Theatre’s
clerk
seeking annexationof a
Sluis
Friend Hotel.
Bethany Guild Sponsors
emphasis will be placed on new repertoire ^roup, has designed
portion of New Groiningen area
Guest president was George
Mrs. Gary Plasman, 46, of 75
members for the 1965-66 concert costumes for several shows and jUCCUVTIDS Qi 0 1
to the city of Zeeland.
Geranium Coffee in May Cope of the Grand Rapids
East Ninth St., died Monday season'
The area in question
question is
has held positions' in all phases
The annual Geranium Coffee South KiwanLs Club who preafternoonin Holland Hospital
Co-chairmenof the member- oi backstage work.
Leonard Vander Sluis. 61, of bounded on the north by Paw
sponsored by the Bethany sided at the meeting.He was
after a brief
ship campaign are Lewis Vande A charter member of the Hoi- : 475 WashingtonAve., died Mon- Paw Dr
on the west by 104th
Boosters,Holland Chapter of accompanied by seven of his
She was born in FillmoreBunte and Henry ten Hoor. Dr. land Community Theatre, he al- day afternoon at his home fol- Ave , on the south by Huizenga
the Guilds for Bethany Chris-

n°wer

^

^

NatioiL”

A

hora
v.isr

A

Eagles

George Pelgrim

b
t.injc
k

Appointed

Nyboer,

A

Hold President

Petition Asks

Exchange Night

AflllCXCltlOn

Mrs. Plasman

Dead

at

46

c

L Vander

illness.

membership, with

Ed

Vanden

president.

in the gymnasium of

the
John P Steketee of Grand
Maplewood Christian School.
Rapids, Vice Consul for the
Plans for the event were Netherlands, addressed t h e
George A. Pelgrim II
made at the March meeting group telling of the many du'
George A. Pelgrim II, who
of the Bethany Boosters held ties of his office and also of
at the home of Mrs. Glenn the recent visit of Prince Bern- has been in the American
President Lines office in HaArens. Orders for geraniums hard
may be made with Mrs. Harold
Special guests were Roy Ben-

Franken or Mrs. Kenneth Mokma prior to the coffee. Proceeds will go for the building
program of the Bethany Christian Home, a counselingand
adoption agency in Grand Rapids.

Washington School
igg Contest Held

nett, retired superintendent of
Charlevoixpublic schools, and sales in

church a

1

^

Auditorium.

Club.

Surviving are the husband;
The
headquarters
Hie campaign neaoquarters
son, Phillip Lee of Holland; a for the week of May 3 will be in
daughter, Pennie at home; four Civic Center.

i

J ^WOCIl

At Meeting
week.
^

P18

Music

His

address

New Plant Set

is Ameri< an

Win Scholarships President Lines, Central Post
Robert W. Cavanaugh, chair- T<*y0' Jaiial1-

A unique contest to promote
book reading was conductedrest by children of Washing- man of the music department
ton School under the sponsor- at Hope College, announced to- Fyank
ship of the school’s student day the winners of the Freshcouncil.
man Applied Music Scholarships
at
The contest featured the dec- for the!96^66 academic year.
oraiuig oi
orating
of e
eggs to represent The $100 scholarship covers
GRAND HAVEN - Frank C.
the cost of private instruction in Holzinger, 69. of 1106 Waverly
storybook characters,
eba
Winning pr
prizes were Jimmy tbe students major instrument St., Grand Haven, died at his
Derks whose “Inchworm” won throughout the freshman year. home Tuesday afternoon. He
The three Holland winners was former owner and operator
for first and second grade lev*
el; Peggy Lubbers whose “Pip- are Fred Schutmaat, viola; Nor- at Grand Haven Motor Co. retirpi Longstockings” took tbe man Mol, piano, and Margo ing eight years ago because of
for third and fouth grade Hakken, violin.
ill health
Other winners are Dianne HaHe was a veteran of World
A11116 Cecil whose
“Frog Prince” won for fifth eel, Ripley, N.Y.; Diana Wil- War I having served in the
Chun
»nd sixth grade levels.Prizes liams, Churchville,
Pa.; Doug Navy. He was a charter and life
dad of one dozen of eggs, las Rozendal. San Francisco, member and served two terms
kfty imaginative
Cali!.; William Wilson, Phila- as commander of the Grand
and displayed in the delphia, Pa.; Wendell Hyink,| Haven VFW Post 2326. He was
Nancy Dow, stu-iBerkslev;James Lotterman,a charter member of the North
Grandville; and Norma Emer-i Ottawa Rod and Gun Club
son, Erie, Pa.
| where he served im terms as

At Parke, Davis

Holzinger

Succumbs

WKm

.

69

i

I

Parke, Davis & Co. Wednesday announced plans for a new
$1.3 million process development building to be erected at
the Holland plant on the north-

operation for Parke-Davispro-

side.

Armour Co. property and

ducts.

been

The exact site has

not

selected.

It was in the spring of 1950
that Parke-Davis purchasedthe

A

Detroit official said funds launcheda renovation program
have been allotted for archi- on the 27-acre site. Some buildtecturai and engineering plans, ings were torn down and others
and If costs come wiUiin the erected for the production of
$1.3 million figure, construction Chloromycetin, the new “woncontracts will be let. In that der drug” of the day, and
case, construction
start benadyl, an antihistamine.
this year.
In 1959,
new chemical

may

a

east by the city

illness.

1

and had

lived here all of his
worked as maintenance Miss Bareman Hostess
man at Holland Furnace Co. Tn PallnujeLk
for 30 years. He retired six 0 ^ellowsnip Uub
life- He

n

1

•

loxyo ottice. and Ernest of Holland; three ed among workers next
Pelgrim visited his parents sisters, Mrs. Gary Prins, Mrs.
Jim Hoffman of Oakland, N.J.,
ZEELAND — Mayor Frank
new manager of the First Mr. and Mrs. George Pelgrim, Arthur Slenk, Mrs. Glenn Ryp- Copper is one of the oldest Hoogland and councilmen KenMichigan Bank of Zeeland, Hol- 1425 South Shore Dr, in Feb,Holland; a brother-in-metals known. Although it is neth Folkertsma and Glenn
land Branch.
ruary. He wiU serve under la". T«< Dyka”a °< Holland, 'relativelysoft, it is durable Bouwens took their oaths of
office from city attorney HanGeorge O. Perry, manager of
nes Meyers at Monday’s CounStudents
the Tokyo office.
cil meeting.

we

•

./1

lowing a long
Mr. Van- and on
organizationder Sluis was born in Holland of ^land
•

township the former FlorenceHollis H. Clark Jr. is association so serves as vice president of
Zoerhof. She was a member of
the Montello Park Christian Re- The campaign will be launched
The play, a comedy by John
formed Church and was a mem- at a kickoff dinner for volunteer Van Druten will be given May
ber of the Mary Guild and the workers Monday, May 3, at 6:30 6, 7 and 8 in Holland High
evangelism committee of the p.m. in the Woman’s Literary School

tian Home, will be held on May Berg serving as program chair19 from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a m. man.

1

The three were elected in
the spring elections April 5.
Calvin Faber was reelected
by council as mayor pro tem.
Fred Bosma Jr. reported that
a community band

nif

7h^8c^e

f

il? Wlfe’,

un:

me. three sons, Adrian of Hoi-

evenin8 in tbe Fellowship room
of the church. Miss Dora Scher-

Tenri
C°ndUCted
the
Tenn., anT^v
and Jay Lee of Grand and the
business meeting
Haven;
H»vpn- one daughter, Mrs. After the Bible lesson, t he
Gerald (Marie) Telgenhof of group went to the home of Miss
Holland; 10 grandchildren; two
brothers, Adrian Vander Sluis
of Holland and Albert Vander
Sluis of Fresno, Calif.; five sisters, Mrs. John Hettinga of
Ringle, Wis., Mrs. Andrew Berkompas of Temple City, Calif.,
Miss Bertha Vander Sluis, Mrs.
Martha Ver Burg and Mrs. Edwin Woldering, all of Holland.

will again

present concerts this summer.
Concerts will be given at the
site of the old bandstand in
Lawrence St. Park. Bosma said
concerts will be presented June
18, 25; July 2, 9, 16, 23 and 30
and on Aug. 6. The band will
again be directed by Lee Brou-

Laurina Bareman for the social
meeting.

Refreshmentswere served by
the Misses Cornelia De Witt and
Kathryn Fredricks. Special
guest was Miss Beulah Buus, a
teacher from Highland, Ind.,
who was visiting Miss De Witt.

The

occasion

was

in honoi* of

Miss Bareman’s birthday.

Maytime

Is Tulip

Time

•« Holland,Michigon, May

12-15 Inc.
Holland Your Top Toot Market
SI! THI FESTIVAL IN PICTURES

A

Fowhrol
Edition

f\r
|C MalUd

/If

fcT\/

in

U.S.A.
J for $1.00 anywhere In U.S.A.

wer.
Council authorized the installation of another Civil Defense
siren on the Holland Township
fire hall on Chicago Dr. The
other siren is located near City

Published May 12, 1965

Add 25c for poauge

it

maUed to a

foreign country.
Mall Mo Faithrol Edition af
THI SENTINEL, HOLLAND, MICH.

Hall.

Plans call for a two-story manufacturingplant with 80,Spring cleanup days in Zeebuilding, 112 by 112 feet, to 000 square feet of floor space,
land were set for May 5 through
house laboratories,offices and was begun at a cost of $6.3
7. Street departmentcrews will
conferencerooms. Also in the million. The building was ready collect debris and refuse on
building will be a pilot plant for producUonfete in 1961.
those days.

0fy ......................... State .............
wmm Un Mparata ihaat far AdditionalNomai, Include cash.
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Married

Mark 55th

Borculo

in

> flpl
"4.?

RECEIVE CERTITICATES - These Holland High
change students to

Little

Sandy Vande Water, Linda Plaggemars,Prudy Todd, Virginia
Evans, Judy Barber, Mrs. Carol van Lente and Mrs. Edna Dyk.
In the second row are Bob Venhuizen, Bob Brolin. Kurt Hopkins, Tom Burke, Linda Bauman, Jim Van Lente, Colleen Lawson, A1 Dyk and Peg Lubbers.
__

School ex-

Rock, Ark., were presented Arkansas

_

Traveler Certificates during their exchange visit over the spring
vacation period. Shown (left to right) in the first row are Bob
Medlock,Gov. Faubus’ aid; Dave Lauridsen,Bill Elenbaas,

ef years ago.
E. H. Bremer has returned to

Ottawa CountyiSaugatuck
Mrs. Marjorie Aplin of De4-H News
By Willis 8. Boss
4-H County Extension Agent

We hope that within the next
two weeks we will be mailing
out

fred

4-H
plicationsfor last year’s camping program but were unable day.

camp

full

North-

ville visited his mother, Mrs.
sister,Mrs.

camp enrollments to those
Frank Wicks, and
members who submitted apWard Martin and

to come because of our

his home in Douglas after

troit spent the Easter holiday
with her mother, Mrs. Wini-

Mac Donald.
Raymond Stillson of

_

family, Fri-

The Triton family of Park
Drive spent the weekend in

spendingthe winter in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Newnham drove to Milan, Mich.,
Saturday to spend the Easter
holiday in the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Justin H. Dunmire and
daughters, Joy and Jerrine.
Col. and Mrs. James Lait of
Chicago were Easter weekend
guests of Mrs. George Thomas.
Mrs. Lait arrived on Monday
and her husband joined her on

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Becksvoort
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Becksvoort Christian Reformed Church on
i

of route 1, celebrated their

day.

55th wedding anniversary Tnes-

c^rCnX“ohn

Marv“

Julius, Mrs. Julius (Evelyn)
In honor of the occasion they Slager and Nathan all of Hoi*
were guests of honor at an land; 20 grandchildren and six
On March 23 the Blue Jay open house at the GraafschapI great grandchildren.
Blue Birds of Lakeview school
stayed at school to see a puppet
Cub Scout Pack 3044
show. It was called “Peter RabTours Sentinel Plant
bit.” When it was over, we

Child Badly Hurt

schedule. It is our intent
Saugatuck and opened their
to have these members receive
and Mrs. Douglas Windemuller
made a puppet too. We have In
Friday.
home for the season.
Cub Scouts from Pack 3044 at
their
camp
letter
by
April
23
Borculo ChristianReformed pire waist. She wore a matchMrs. Jud Hohl of Holland was seven Blue Birds in our group
O. K. Christian of KalamaMaplewood
School toured The
GRAND
HAVEN
Stephen
so
their reservations will be
ing
headpiece
of
maize
organand
our
leaders
are
Mrs.
Hanan Easter weekend guest of
Church was the scene of a douza petals with a butterfly veil back by April 30 so we can zoo was in Saugatuck for the her son and daughter-in-law, ko and Mrs. Onthank. Dianne Hilton, six years old Monday, Sentinel offices Monday afterble ring ceremony April 2 when
was slightly improved Monday noon
of illusion and carried a basket make a new camp registration weekend.
the Rev. and Mrs. Verne C. Krueger, scribe.
Miss Mary Lou Talsma and of daisies. Miss Ellen Winde- letter by May 10. We are also
Mr. and Mrs. John Hazard Hohl in
From
} were Curt
The Whistling Blue Birds of in Municipal Hospital after
:tory at All
Douglas Lee Windemullerspoke muller, sister of the groom, looking for a full-timecook for spent the weekend at their
received numerosu broken , ,
. nJ.
Holland
Heights
school
decoratSaints’ Church. Other guests of
their wedding vows with the served as the bridesmaid and the 4-H Camp this summer.
bones, cuts and bruises Sunday
Tlm
Boeve'
Mark
“irkse'
home on Spear St.
the Hohls next weekend will be ed eggs for Easter for our April
Rev. Clarence De Haan per- was attired identicallyto the
We will be operating on a 6Sam Mize spent Easter week- the Rev. and Mrs. A. Fergus 3 meeting. We used paper, noon when he ran into a car in Jeff Harrington,Kim Naber,
Randy Simmons, Terry Love
forming the rites.
week basis startingJune 14, and end at his home near Saugamaid of honor.
paste and crayons to make the middle of the 300 block on and Den mother Caroline SimWith of Nashotah, Wis.
The bride is the daughter of
Madison
St.
The groom's attendants in- 1 the last session startingon July tuck.
A new missal stand was dedi- animals and different kinds of
mons.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Talsma eluded Ronald Windemuller as 19. Each session will run for
Herman Himer celebrated his cated at the 11 a m. service at eggs. Lynn Van Slooten brought
The child had run ahead of
Touring from Den 2 were Chip
of route 1, Zeeland, and the best man, Dick V a 1
as four days and we anticipate100 84th birthday Friday, April 16.
All
Saints’ Church on Easter chocolate Easter bunnies for a his mother, Mrs. Sylvia Hilton, Mazurek, Jim Brownson, Rick
groom is the son of Mr. and groomsman,and Jack Talsma children for each session.Pro- Several friends stopped in to
303 Vi Madison, and had roundtreat. Sheryl Layman, scribe.
Endean, Tim Endean, Tom
Mrs. Henry WindemullerJr., of and Phil Plasman as ushers,j gram planning is well underway. wish him Happy Birthday; they Sunday. The stand was given
ed the corner and darted into
The
Wawingts
Camp
Fire
by
All
Saints’
Guild
in
memory
Fauts, Randy Essenburg and
22 East 25th St., Holland.
For her daughter’swedding Also, if any of your older 4-H were Mark Waugh, Ray Andergroup met at the home of Mrs. the street.The car was driven Den mother, Doris Mazurek.
The church was decorated ! Mrs. Talsma chose
beige Club members, preferably17 son, Robert Heim, Russell of Claudia Sanford and Cassie
Bouwman. We
our by Otto E. Vanden Bosch, 41,
Scouts in Den 3 were Larry
with two bouquets, ferns, knit sheath accented by a flow- 1 or 18 years of age girls are Frehse. Maurice Herbert, and Jordan.
Camp
Fire ceremonial Indian of 15609 Littlefield Lane, Spring Sharp, Lee Tanis, Larry Danpalms, candelabra, and kissing ered hat. The groom's mother 1 interested in being a camp
Newnham, Clarence
costumes. Debbie Behrendt, Lake.
nenburg, Warren Baker, Wayne
candles. Mrs. Austin Weaver selected
pale blue linen counselor, we are interestedin
Lynds was unable to attend due
scribe.
Vanden
Bosch
told
city
poBaker, Mike Tanis, Den chief
played appropriate organ mus- sheath with a short jacket and hearing from them,
to a severe cold.
The 4th grade Camp Fire lice he heard a thud and looked Allen Tanis and Den mother
ic and accompaniedIrvin matching accessories. Both
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Barr of
group of Longfellow school met in his rearview mirror and saw FlorenceBaker.
Smith, the soloist.
wore corsages of sweetheart The spring 4-H skating parPort Washington were at their
at the home of their leader, the child in the street. Vanden
Those in Den 4 touring were
Given in marriage by her roses.
ties will be held in the various
home on the Kalamazoo, Barr
Mrs.
Klomparens. We Bosch said he was traveling Joe Bauman, Joel Hop, Steve
father, the bride wore a chaAttendants at a reception for districts as follows; April 20 the
Harbor, last week.
elected
officers as fol- east at a rate of 15 miles an
pel-lengthgown of silk organza 150 guests in the church base- Hudsonville area members will
Hop, Scott Caauwe, Scott GrevHarry Leasure of Chicago
lows: President, Luann Athey; hour.
with an empire waist, trimmed ment were Mr. and Mrs. Don- skate at the Tarry Hall Rink;
spent
the
weekend
at
his
home
vice-president,
Sally
Etterbeek;
The child was unconscious ing, Craig Smeenge, Bob Dorn,
with Schiffi-embroidered lillies ald Vonk as master and mis- on April 22 the Holland area
secretary, Sandy Strickland; when taken to the hospital but Allen Gibbons and Den mother
of the valley accented with tress of ceremonies,Mr. and members will skate at the Par- on the Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Krawitz of
treasurer. Patti Quick; scribe, regained consciousnessduring Dottie Smeenge.
rose motifs, a controlled bell Mrs. Ivan Volkers at the punch amount Rollarcade; and on

Car Accident
-

T
^

he

the

^

M

k

a

worked

Harry

a

Dale
new

a full train in the bowl, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
back. An organza rose cluster Naber with Miss Joni Schuuraccented with seed pearls se- ing and Bill DeKryger in
cured an elbow bouffantveil charge of the gift room.
of English illusion. She carried
For their honeymoon to Niaa cascade featuring yellow ros- gara Falls, the bride changed
es and white hyacinths.
to a white with green double
The bride’s sister, Mrs. Jack knit import suit with black patBourn an, as honor attendant, ent accessories, complemented
was attired in a floor-length by a white orchid.
gown of pastel yellow silk or- The couple will be making
ganza over taffeta featuring a their home at 2361 Greenfield
back panel falling from an em-iAve. S.W., Wyoming.

skirt and

We are

anticipating getting

new home

home of Mrs. Ernest Beler
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Prowhich leaders may have. We
gram subject will be “Interwould like 4-H Club leaders to lochen." Members are requestswer questions pertaining to 4-H

group

The Ki Ko Camp

Fire
of Federal school had a splash

»L

.

Service Station

Robbed

Of Money, Cigarettes

1/60111 V*IQInlS

A thief entered the Windmill
party at the West Ottawa pool.
Service Station, 1649 West 32nd
After the swim, we had re- Elmer A.
St., late Thursday night or earfreshments. We enjoyed a tour
GRAND HAVEN - Elmer A. ly Friday and stole $10 in
through Roamer Boat Co. We
are working on a craft project Bean, 56, of 14237 Lake Shore change, 23 carton of cigarettes
for Mother’s Day Future plans I Dr. died in Grand Haven Mun- and three sets of auto seat belts,
were made for the next month icipal Hospital Friday night valued at $6.95 a set.
Ottawa County Sheriff’soffiwhich include a ceremonial, after a year’s illness.
He was born in Indiana and cers said the burglar entered the
bowling party and camp-out.
came to Grand Haven as a station through a window brok
Ginny Von Ins, scribe.
The Odi ko o han pi Camp child. For the past 20 years he en out at the rear of the buildhad been employed in the bark ing. He left the station through
Fire group of Lakewood school,
finishing department of Eagle- the front door.
fourth grade, met at the home
of their leader, Mrs. Ted De Ottawa Leather Co. He retired The breakin was discovered

Bean

St.

The April meeting of Douglas
Music Club will be held at the

night. Hospitalauthorities

said he had a fair night.

son, scribe

in the near future.

Mrs. Jesse Winne of Lake

summer prospent the Easter weekend at
gram the second full week in the home of her son, Jesse and
May when we hope to have our family in Gobles.

started with the

and an open house. We will an-

Of Arkansas ExchangeVisit

provided the treat. Peggy Nivi-

10 p.m. Members may bring a Lansing, were in Saugatuck
friend. Admission is 60 cents, last Saturdayto look over their
property at Elizabeth and Main
25 cents extra for skates.
Sts. where they plan to have a

initial leaders’ training session

Holland High Students Tell

Peggy Nivison. Luann Athey the

April 27 the Coopersville area Chicago have returned to Saugmembers will skate at the Ra- atuck after spending the winvenna Rink. All parties will be- ter in Florida.
Mr and Mrs. George May of
gin at 7 p.m. and wind up at

Rev. Gordon J.

Van Wyk

Name Van Wyk
Head of New
Hope Program

plan on this so that they will ed to bring items about InterGraaf and elected the following a year ago because of ill health. by station owner Junior TerpHe was a baptizedmember stra when he opened the station
Southern hospitality is no through the Lake Michigan be able to come in and get lochen for roll call
officers on April 13: Susan Davof St. John’s Lutheran Church.
myth. During their spring vaca- 1 sand dunes with a picnic follow- their materials about that time.
for business this morning, offiThe water has been turned The Rev. Gordon J. Van Wyk, is, president;Kellie Rozema,
Surviving are the wife, the fortion, fourteen Holland High ing, a progressive dinner planon in the Chamber of Com- professorof history at Meiji scribe; Cynthia De Graaf, sec- mer Evelyn Justmann whom he cers said.
School teenagers were guests ned by the student council, The new Ottawa County 4-H merce office and the office will Gakuin University in Tokyo, retary; Mary Reimink, treasmarried in 1934; two half-brothin homes of Little Rock, Ark., several open houses for the en- Plat book is available.The 4-H
Japan, currently on leave in this urer.
be opened soon.
ers, Robert of Logansport, Ind.,
Central High School students tire student body, a dinner for council representatives in the
country, will serve as director
Frank Van Antelek has been
and Jess of Kohoma, Ind.; sevand were thrilled by the warmth the host families and their various districts are responsiof the newly established Hope
getting his antique shop on
eral nieces and nephews.
Frens Dies
and friendlinessof their hosts, guests at Point West, and a ble for books in their area. If
College American Studies SumMason St. opened this weekend.
farewell dance at the Field- you would like to have a plat
their school, and their city.
mer Session for Overseas StuMiss Ginnie Good, daughter
At 86 in Hospital Miss Mildred Timmer
Holland High students travel- house on Friday evening. book, please contact one of the
dents this year.
of Dr. and Mrs. Walter Goo(
Participatingstudents from council members in your area,
ing to Arkansas were Dave
In the summer of 1965 the proof Rethesda, Md., spent last gram is expectedto bring some
John Frens, 86, of 243 West Honored at Shower
Lauridsen, Bill Elenbaas, Sandy the southern state are Dicky The 4-H Council members are
weekend
with
her
grandmothVande Water, Linda Plagge- Hein, Jerry Glover, Marilyn as follows:CoopersvilleDis35 Japanese students to the 22nd St., died at Holland HosA bridal shower honoring Miss
mars, Prudy Todd, Virginia Tuner, Joe Rath, Carol Ann De- trict — Mrs. Richard Me Nitt, er, Mrs. Hilton Force, north o Hope College campus for five pital Friday following a short Mildred Timmer who will beillness. He was a lifelongresiEvans, Judy Barber, Bob Ven- Clue, Beth Hubbard, Kay Tal- Elmo Heft, John Koning, and town. Her roommate from Kal- weeks of academic work.
come the bride of Bruce Barhuizen, Bob Brolin, Kurt Hop- lant, Carol Tonesifer, Jonijane Mrs. LaDeane Sichterman. Hol- amazoo College accompaniec
Working with Van Wyk as as- dent of Holland. He retired 20
years
ago
from
Western
Matels on May 19 was given Wedkins, Tom Burke, Linda Bau- Paxton, Carolyn Dockins, Elaine land District — Mrs. Henry El- her.
sociate director for the summer
man, Colleen Lawson and Peg Ulmer, Carla Temple, Martha zinga, Chet Raak, Barney Zuid- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gorz will be Dr. F. Phillip Van Eyl, chine Tool Co., where he had nesday evening by her sister at
Lubbers.
Johnson, David Talley and ema, and Mrs. Harvey Grover. and children spent Sunday with acting chairman of the Psychol- been a machinist. He was a the Marvin Van Kampen resiThey were accompanied by Harry K. Bjornberg.
Hudsonville District— Mrs. Lu- his parents, the William Gorz. ogy department at Hope Col- member of the Sixteenth Street dence, 3685 142nd Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Fisher lege.
Christian Reformed
\ sprinkling can with stream*
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Dyk and Mr.
Arriving by chartered bus, cille Van Noord, Harvey Brouwand Mrs. James Van Lente.
they will be accompanied by er, Gerrit Berens, and Mrs. spent the Easter holiday at
In preparing the Japanese He is survivedby two sons, ers leading to the gifts decorEntertained by Mr. and M’their home on Grand.
Mrs. Sarah Fountain, Central Sierd SpooLstra.
student program at Hope Col- Ben and Gerrit, both of Hoi- ated the room. Games were
Winthrop Rockefellerin their High School student council adMr. and Mrs. Charles Erick- lege Rev. Van Wyk has had the land; a daughter, Mrs. Harry played and duplicate prizes
THE
lovely Petit Jean Mountain-topvisor.
Several of the outstanding 4-H son of Muskegon and Mrs. support of the president and fa- (Jean) Brower of Sioux Center, I awarded. A two course lunch
home, the Holland students
Club members in
n Ottawa Coun- Henry Mulder of Holland visit- culty of the Japanese Univer- Iowa; nine grandchildren; four was served.
ed the Winrock Farm and
ty will be receiving application ed their brother, George Erick- sity. When the program was an- great grandchildren. ; invited guests included the
Bids blanks to submit for various a- son and wife and Miss Nellie nounced at Meiji Gakuin some
visited the Antique Auto Board
Mesdames John A. Vanden A State Farm Homeowfleo
Museum.
150 Japanese students indicated Childrens
wards on a district level the Hewlett recently.
Bosch, Henry Lugers, Jennie
Policy. It's the low-cosi
Later in the week, the visitors For
v'eek of April 12. These blanks
Dl„nr
Kleis, William Vanden Bosch,
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Masse- interestand to date the Univer- r..:u
Guild
Plans
Russ€lI Cranmer Peter Lugers package policy that pro
were presented honorary Arkan- 1 The Board of public Works should be filled out in detail link of Grand Rapids called on sity has secured more than
vides broader coverage lor
sas Travelers Certificates, were ^on(jay opened two bids for a and 4-H Club members should their aunt, Mrs. Hazel Metzger $14,000 from Japanese sources
The Children’s Hospital Guild Majjin Vandjm
Floyd
your home and belongings
feted at a dinner given by their new 10-million gallon water check with their leaders in reto
provide
scholarships
for
stuTodd,
Harold
Vanden
Bosch,
recently.
of the Holland Hospital Auxiliand for you, in case of lawhosts’ parents, and were honor^ . pump for the city’s filtration gard to filling these out. It will
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilson dent wanting to spend the sum- ary welcomed four new mem- William De Graaf, Fred Vansuits. Yet, all this protectioa
ed at a farewell dance on Fnbe necessary that these applicamer
in
the
United
States and
den
Bosch,
Jay
Vander
Bie,
A1
have returned from a month’s
bers at its meeting Tuesday afis yours at a rate that's 15%
at Hope College.
vin
Borgman,
John
Jr.
Vanden
day
The DeLaval Co. turned in a tions be back in the 4-H office vacation in Florida.
ternoon in the home of Mrs.
Rev. Van Wyk is the author Charles Ridenour.
Pretty much aware now that jow bjd
The bids were by April 30. The council will
Bosch, Raymond Kleis, Willis to 25% lower than the same
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sheriteenagersare the same every- referred to consultingengineers,I then make the final selection
of an English book dealing with
The new members are Mrs. Timmer, Bernard Bartels, Ro- coverage would
dan brought their mother, Mrs.
where, the Holland students Black and Veatch, for study, and submit them at our May 4
the “History of Meiji Gakuin Loren Howard, Mrs. Donald Lie- ger Koning, Marvin Van Kamp- cost under sepa-|
compared schools, after-school The board picked James Pol- meeting and they will be taken Sarah Sheridanhome to Sauga- University.” He and Mrs. Van
rate policies. Get
vense, Mrs. Seymour Padnos en.
tuck last Sunday after a week’s
activities, and student behavior. lack of Kalamazooto prepare on to the district meeting May
Wyk, the former Bertha Vis, and Mrs. Stuart Padnos.
Also invited were the Misses all the facts— call
visit in their home.
The Dutch girls bserved that the prospectus for the sale of 6 where district awards will be
have sue children,two of whom
Final plans were made for the Diane Bartels, Marie Timmer, me today!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rae of
Central High boys were unwere born in Japan.
the $1.9 million bonds for three selected,
second
annual spring benefit Ruth Bonzelaar,Lynette BarChicago were in Saugatuck at
usually well-manneredwhile new interceptor sewers.
Their oldest daughter is now dessert-bridgeto be held at Mac- tels, HenriettaTimmer, Gertheir home on Spear St. last
Holland boys observed the
a freshman at Hope College and
All 4-H dairy leaders submitatawa Bay Yacht Club on Thurs- trude Timmer, Dawn Koning
week.
beauty of the southern girls.
will assist her father in the Japted
seven
names
as
possible
and Ruth Van Kampen.
Federal
Home
Economics
Mrs. Ruth Stevens of Fenn- anese student program this sum- day, May 6 at 1 p.m.
Little Rock students were indelegates for the Michigan Milk
terested in the differences in Group Elects Officers
Marketing Tour to be held on ville was a caller in the Harry mer. Van Wyk expect to return
school program and Miss ColMay 7 and 8. This is an annual Newnham home one day this to Japan at the end of the sumMrs. John Dyksterhousewas
leen Lawson summed up the
event and a very worthwhile week. She and her brother, mer.
difference by saying, “Best of selected chairman of the Fededucationalexperience for Bruce Dick of Harvey, and
all, there are no bells and no eral Home Economics Study
members connected with the sister-in-law, Mrs. Bessie Neal, Two From Holland Are
THE BIG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
study balls. Holland High’s pro- group at a meeting Monday evedairy industry. Details of this recently returned from Arizona
gram prepares us well for col ning at the home of Mrs. Ted will be given at a later date.
where they spent several Honored at Banquet
There is no great adjustadiust- Aalderink, 672 East 11th St.
lege. Ther
months.
Two residents from Holland,
Other officers elected were
m high school
ment period between
Mrs. Percy Webb has re- Mrs. Patricia Gebraad of 634
4,641
Persons
Attend
Mrs. Ed Vander Bie, vice chairand college.”
turned to her home on Spear West 20th St. and Mrs. Belle
The purpose of the exchange man; Mrs. Alfred Roossien, sec- Holland Sports Show
Mr. Ray Knoolhuizen
AGENT
St. after visiting her sister, Ketchum of 98 West 18th St.,
program is to provide for an retary; Mrs. Jack Nieboer, treaMrs. Bernice Davis in Judyville, were among the 113 volunteers
You State Fom You State Fan
exchange of ideas and to enable surer; Mrs. Carl Deur, assistant Holland’s11th annual Sports

John

..

tour-

-

Church.

-

Opens

Water

THM8 TO

JUST

WEAR AROUND THE

Hospital
Rnnnt;*
Benefit

Pump

B^,

„
night. pjant
0f

i

Hats Off!

BOB
CHET
BAUMANN FREERS

AGENT

students to observe teenagers in
other school situations.
Fifteen students from Little
Rock’s Central High School will
return the visit in May, visiting
their Holland hosts during Tulip

secretaryand treasurer. Mrs. Show closed Saturdaywith 1,200
Aalderink, president, conducted persons visitingthe displays in
the business session.

the Civic Center.

iamily Iniuranco family

Ind.

honored at the annual VolMrs. Beatrice Finch spent unteer Recognitionbanquet
Tuesday of this week
in «»
Chi- held Wednesday
.
We d n esday by
by the

.

&

The Home Economics lesson A total of 4,641 persons visit- cago, the guest of Mrs. Albert Battle Creek Veterans Administration Hospital.
“Food and People of the Far ed this year’s show during the DeLong.
The local Gray Ladies each
East” was presented by Mrs. five days, Tuesday through Miss Rita Zeigler and a
friend
spent
two
days
in
Saugareceived
a service certifiJohn Larion and Mrs. Bud Tu- Saturday.
Time.
The event was sponsoredby tuck this week. They both teach cate and pin in recognition of
Holland High’t plans for their bergan. For refreshments the
guests include scrubbing streets group was served a dessert the Holland Jaycees with pro- in the Detroit area. Miss Zeig- 300 hours of accumulated hours
in Governor Romney’s group made from recipes of the Far ceeds earmarked for civic pro- ler was a member of the staff of service with the American
of Saugatuck School a number Red Cross.
jects.
on Wednesday, a scooter ride East.

Every organizotion has one person
out in terms of service.

those

We

would

who

!

stands

PHONES

like to join

who recognize Ray Knooihuizen's44

EX

6-8294 and

EX

4-8133

years as secretary/treasurer to the American

25 West 9th St;'®*

Legion Band.
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Shop

Gallery

196S

Wed

Couple

in

Oakland

Elhart-Brower Rites Read

Special Showing

Museum

Set at

GRAND RAPIDS - To

intro-

duce American craftsmen that
will be
la

the

new to Grand Rapids
purpose of

a

special

ihowing in the Gallery Shop
of the Grand Rapids Art Museum on Thursday and Friday,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

T

Items will include jewelry,
ceramics, enameling,

plastics,

metal and glass constructions
and metal ware, wooden articles, weaving and stitchery
(some hangings).
During the showing, members of the Women's Committee of the Grand Rapids Art
Museum will present informal
lectures on topic ranging from
various craftsmen and their
works to techniques used.
Several regionally and nation-

HIGH HURDLER TRIO -

Bill Wicrsma (left!
of Holland Christian leads Rog Woltman of
HoBand and Ken Aalderink of West Ottawa in

one of the flights of the 120-yard high hurdles
Friday at the West Ottawa track. Wiersma won
the event but West Ottawa took the meet in the

meet in history between
The Panthers compiled 64V* points
while Holland made 42 and Holland Christian
29ft. Wiersma and Arvin Visser of West Ottawa were double winners.
first triangulartrack

ally

known

the schools.

men

will

(Sentinelphoto)

Panthers Stop

mm

artists and crafts-

be represented. Works

by Glen Kaufman, head of
weaving at Cranbrook art
school, will be included.
Cosanti bells created by Paolo Soieri, internationallyrecog-

nized architect-designer
and

Lundy Services

student of Frank Lloyd Wright,
also will be featured. Judy WeSet in
demeir, whom gallery shopHAMILTON
Funeral ser- pers know for her sun catchvices for Harold Lundy, 21, of ers, will contribute metal and
route 1, Hamilton, who died glass constructionsto this showThursday
in Veteran’s AdminisWest Ottawa’s track team 220-yard dash: Mokma (WO),
Creationsby Mrs. Walter Mctration Hospitalin Ann Arbor ,gCr
Notier
(H),
Sroka
(WO),
Manturned in an impressive per-

Hamilton
—

Dutch, Maroons

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lee Elhart
(ImI'i photo)

Miss Phyllis Joanne Brower, They carried bouquets of pink

mm

daughter of Mrs.

Ruby

roses.

M.

Miniature bride and groom
Brower of 665 ButternutDr.,
following a lingeringillness, Bride, wife of Art Museum
were Terri Brower and Bruce
formance Friday as the Panchairman, Walter McBride, will
became the bride of Melvin Lee Harrington.
Mile relay: West Ottawa were conducted Monday at 2
thers defeated Holland and Holbe presented.
(Bronkema,Waalkes, Harper,
frora the Dykema Funeral
Elhart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cliff Diepenhorstassisted as
land Christian in the first triProceeds are held in fund by
Visser), Holland, Holland Chris- 1 Chapel.
Gilbert Elhart, 3405 Butternut best man while James Elhart
(d* VrU* photo)
angular meet held between the
The Rev. Louis W. Ames of the Women's Committee for the
tian. Time 3:44.2.
Dr. on March 26 in rites per- and Charles Lawrence served
Mr. and Mrs. Tunis W. Lubbers
three schools.
the Diamond Springs Wesleyan Art Museum. Crafts will be feaformed at 7:30 p.m. in Grace as groomsmen. Ushers were Joe
The
Oakland
Christian
Reimported
Swiss
braid
secured
to
The Panthers finished with
Methodist Church officiated and tured year-around at the GalleRomeyn Jr. and Alvin Brower.
Reformed Church.
formed
Church
was
decorated
a
circle
veil.
She
carried
a
64ft points while Holland had 42
burial was in Riverside ceme- ry Shop.
The
Rev.
Henry
Zylstra
offiMrs. Brower chose a dress of
with fan and spiral candelabra, dozen yellow roses. Mrs. Gwen
and Holland Christian, 29 Vj in
tery in Hamilton. Military serciated at the double ring cere- blue lace for the occasion while
Sneller,
bridesmaid,
was
drespalms,
and
bouquets
of
white
the meet held at the West Ottavices were held under the
gladioli and yellow mums for sed identicallyto the honor at- money as the wedding party the mother of the groom sewa track.
auspices of the Fort Custer Air Elect
assembled before a setting of lected a blue jersey dress. Their
the wedding ceremony which tendant.
West Ottawa took eight firsts
Police honor guard. Lundy was
white
and green tipped mums corsages includedpink carnaunited
Miss
Judith
Faye
BlauwBest
man
for
the
ceremony
in chalking up its first win of
a veteran of the UniUJ States
kamp and Tunis W. Lubbers in was Gerard Lubbers, brother with ferns and kissing candles, tions
the season. It was the season’s
Navy.
opener for the three schools.
Mrs. Kenneth Leggett was marriage on April 6. The Rev. of the groom. Arvin Sneller Chris Eilander played the wed- About 135 guests were present
Surviving are two sons. Gene
M. S. Jorritsma officiated at acted as groomsman and Harold ding music and Robert Kraker at the receptionheld in the
Ar'.'q Visser took two firsts
and Harold Jr.; his father, elected president and Mrs. Ron- the
church basement Mr. and Mrs.
double ring ceremony at Blauwkamp and Merle Berens was
for Afe Panthers while Bill
ald
Dalman
was
elected
secreErnest Lundy of Hamilton;
Given
in
marriage
by
her
Len Eilander presided as mas7:30
p.m.
with
Roger
Wyngarassisted
as
ushers.
CandlelightWiersma took both hurdles for
his stepmother. Mrs. EmeA tary of the Holland Branch of
den
singing “Whither Thou er was Wayne Blauwkamp.
uncle, William Brower, the bride tei and mistress of ceremonies
Christian. Mort Van Howe and
the
American
Association
of
Lundy of Hamilton; three
Goest” and the “Wedding
The bride's mother wore a wore a floor-lengthgown of silk | and in charge of the guest book
Pete Notier were the principal
brothers, Arthur of Hamilton, UniversityWomen at the
Prayer”
accompanied
by
Clar- dress of pink brocade with satin organza featuring an empire were Mr and Mrs. Jack Barpoint winners for Holland as
James and Ernest both of branch’s meeting Thursday eveence Walters, organist.
trim and pink and white acces- bodice trimmed with jewelled ton. Punch bowl attendantswere
Van Howe finished first in the
Holland; one half-brother,John ning in Durfee Hall on the Hope
Parents
of
the
couple
are
sories. She had a corsage of chantillylace. Her elbow-length Mr. and Mrs. Ron Shafer and
high jump with a leap of 5’8”
Sherman Lundy of Hamilton; College campus. They will fill
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Blauw- white cymbidium orchids. The veil of imported illusion fell arranging the gifts were Mr.
and second in the broad jump
these
offices
for
two
year
three stepbrothers,Le Roy Harkamp, route 1, Hamilton, and mother of the groom was attired from a cluster of pearl-touched and Mrs Jack Nash. Mrs. Jane
while Notier finished first in
vey, Roy Lynn Harvey and terms.
Mr. and Mrs Gerrit Lubbers, in a dress of medium blue bro- organza romance roses. She car- Romeyn served the cake,
the 100-yard dash with a 10.5
Entitling their panel discusMark Kim Sylvester all of Hamcade, with light beige acces- ried a bouquet of pink roses. For a wedding trip to Virginia
Jr, route 1, Holland.
time and second in the 220.
sion
“Association
Day,”
the
ilton; three sisters, Mrs. Harold
sories and a corsage of white
Escorted
to
the
altar
by
her
Mrs. Rosalie Lawrence as and the Eastern States the new
The Panthers broke three of
(Irene) Short of Holland, Mrs. four area representatives,Mrs
father, the bride wore a floor- cymbidium orchids.
matron
of honor and Mrs. Pat Mrs. Elhart changed to a white
their school records in the meet
Joan Gashorn of Californiaand John Bender, Mrs. J u d s o n
A reception was held in the Moose and Miss Joy Elhart as linen suit with blue accessories
length gown of French faille
as Bob Houting, who has been
Beverly Ann Lundy of Hamilton; Bradford, Mrs. Donald Brugfeaturing a moderately scoop- church parlors for 100 guests. bridesmaids were attired in and the corsage from her wedworking on a new style, set the
his stepgrandfather,Sherman gink, and Mrs. Robert Cecil,
ed neckline and three-quarter Mr. and Mrs. John Vork were floor - length modified sheath ding bouquet
shot put record with a toss of
La Peer of Hamilton.
presented a lively discussion of
length sleeves. Re-embroidered master and mistress of cere- gowns having shamrock green The couple resides at River45W\
the study topics which will be
alencon lace medallionsencir- monies, Marlene Kruithof and chiffon bodices and ivory linen view Apartments in Hamilton,
Visser set the broad or long
used for the years 1965-1967. cled the neckline and decorated Duane Berens were at the punch
Grand Rapids Pair Hurt
with shocking pink floral print. The bride Ls employed by the
jump record using only one
These new topics are “The the controlled bell-shaped skirt. bowl and Sue Boerman and
When Auto Overturns
jump as be leaped 20’4”. Ken
Law and the Citizen,”“Sci- A chapel-length train overskirt, Cindy Lubbers attended the Their single flower headpiecesPeoples State Bank and the
and veils were in shocking pink, groom at Dunn Mfg. Co.
Aalderink broke his own pole
Betty Diekema
Two Grand Rapids residents ence-a Creative Discipline.” trimmed with alencon lace med- guest book. Mr. and Mrs. Len
vault record of 10’6” with a
an Antidote to allions, fell from the waistline. Eilander entertained at the rewere injured when the car they “Education
vault of 11’.
were riding in left the road and Poverty,” and “Revolution in An elbow-length veil of imported ception. Judy Arendsen, Donna Holland High A Cappella
The Panthers took first in the
Trinity
rolled over several times on Modern China ”
illusionwas held by a pillbox Klynstra and Alma Zwagerman Choir Concert Planned
880-yard relay with a 1:38 time
Mrs. Carl Cook gave a pre- of alencon lace dusted with were gift room attendants.
Lakeshore Dr. near Quincy St.
but were disqualified because of
sentation of the plans for the pearls and a center suspended For a wedding trip to Florida,
at 1:37 a.m. Saturday.
Holland High School A Capa bad baton exchange. Coach
Gary Vandenberg, 22, of 1719 Holland Nature Center. She crystal. She carried a dozen the new Mrs Lubbers changed pella Choir will present a conNorm Bredeweg felt West OttaThe Korver Circle, Mrs. Theointo a yellow three-pieceensem- cert of secular and sacred music
Sherwood Ave., S. E., driver of told of the dream for an area happiness roses.
wa's depth played an important
The maid of honor. Miss ble with black patent accessor- Tuesday evening at 8 pm. in dore Kouw chairman, presentthe car, and his passenger, to be planted and designed to
nes (HC). Time

24.1.

i

P

West Ottawa
Names Senior

Officers

Top Scholars

At

AAUW Meet

j

soloist.

—

Guild

Holds Meeting

part in the victory.
Results in order of finish:
Shot put: Houting (WO), Rozeboom (WO), Gilbert (H), Ehrich (HO. Distance 45’7tt”.
High jump: Van Howe (H),

and ani- Betty Ver Beek, wore a floor- ies and a corsage of cyrbidium
a natural setting, length gown of honey-dew sata- orchids
and of the work done to date peau featuring a panel train The bride is employed by the
toward the realization of this which fell from a bow at the First Michigan Bank and Trust
dream Mrs. Cook illustratedwaistline.Her headpiece consis- Company and the groom is
her talk with drawings and ted of a cabbage rose outlined working at the Auto Electric
with leaves and fashioned of Service.
slides.
Mrs. Calvin Vander Werf is
AAUW’s representative on the Luncheon, Style Show
planning committee for this
Set by Church Guilds
city project.

ed the program at the meeting
will include of the Women's Guild for Chris“Cindy,” “Skip to my Lou,” tian Service in TrinityReformed
“Oh, Susannah.” “Set Down
Church Tuesday evening.
Servant.” “Jesu PricelessTreaEntitled “ConsecratedHands”
sure,” “Christ Our Passover.”
Borgman (WO) and dipping
Featured
will be Robert Lucas the program featured Mrs. Haz(HC), Koning (HC). Height
and his banjo, a boys’ trio and a en Van Kampen, program chair5’8”.
man. as narrator reading from
girls’ trio
Pole vault: Aalderink (WO)
selectionsby Mrs. Ethel Swets
The
public
is
invited
with
no
Coney (H) and Essenburg (HC),
charge for admission. The choir and members of the circle pardipping (HC). Height 11’.
is directed by Larrie N. Clark, ticipatingin pantomime scenes
Broad jump: Visser (WO),
SAUGATUCK — Exciting new
vocal director, Holland High depicting the need for prayer,
Van Howe (H), Mokma (WO),
deputies said.
fashionsfor spring and sumChristian work, friendlinessto
G.
Der
Bie
High School.
Wiersma (HC). Distance20’4”.
strangers,missionary endeavors
Jan
Diederik
(Diek)
Medenmer
will
be
featured
at
the
880-yard relay: Holland (Deand Bible reading.
Dies
at
Hospital
Two
Cars
Collide
dorp
of
Zuidlaren,
the
Nether:
luncheon
and
fashion
show
puydt, Notier, Woltman, Van
Mary Van Hartesveldt
Miss Adriana Steketeegave
Howe), Christian,West Ottawa
“Fashion Flair,” to be held lands, who has been in Holland
West Ottawa High School has
^‘sout^Shor^Dr6^^ I G*or8e Van Der Bie,
the devotions developing the
(disqualified). Time 1:38.6.
announced its top senior schol- Richard J Osborn, 40, of Dear^
unexPec^ ^^urs^a^’ ^Prd
^:30 at for the past six months superthought “True Christian ServMile run: Visser (WO), Zoerars.
Mary
Van
Hartesveldt
is
born,
Mich.,
collided ’ Saturday edly . Saturday at Holland II Forno in
i vising the restoration of Windice" and Mrs. Bernard Ekema
hoff (HC), Colenbrander (H),
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Harmsen accompanied by Mrs. George
Koeman (HC). Time 4:52.3.
the valedictorian with a 3.87 afternoon in front of the Petter Hospital.He was a lifelong resi- 1 Following luncheon in the mill De Zwaan on Windmill Isdent of Holland.
120-yard high hurdles: Wier- average out of a possible 4.0, home, according to Holland pou«n a new dining rooms the Hotel land- stumped the experts when were honored at an open house Jacobs sang “Precious Lord
,
. he appeared on the national
Take My Hand.”
sma (HC), Zeh (WO) and Wolt- while Betty Diekema is saluta- lice. The Petter auto was head- He was emplo>ed at Holland
on tlje occasion of their 50th
The worship center was proed west on South Shore Dr. and Furnace Co. 48 years, retiring | Saugatuck,models will displa> televisjon ‘-what’s My Line”
man (H), De donge (WO). Time torian with a 3.86 average.
was turning into the driveway seven years ago. He was a char- fashions for women, young girls program jn New York City Sun- wedding anniversary by their vided by Mrs. Van Kampen and
17.1.
Miss Van Hartesveldt, daughdaughters and families, Mrs. Mrs Albert Fraam and Mrs.
ter member of Maple Avenue and
day night.
880-yard run: Harper (WO), ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. Philip when the collisionoccured, poChristian
^formed
Church.
Mr
|
Guilds
of
St.
Peter’s
CathoMedendorp
was
introduced
as
James
Kiekintveldand Mrs. Paul Vanderhill,guild president,
lice
said.
Osborn
was
headed
Zylman (H), Brolin (H)^ Koning Van Hartesveldt, 80 South Diviand Mrs. Van Der Bie celebrated ijc church in Douglas are spon- a resident of the Netherlands Earl Van Null at the Kiekint- conductedthe business session.
east on South Shore Dr.
(HC). Time 2:08.3.
sion, includes among her activitheir 55111 wedding anniversary'^ the luncheon and fashion but presently living in Holland,
About 75 women were present.
veld home, 982 Bluebell Dr., Sat440-yardrun: Bronkema ties: Icon staff, Dutch dance,
on
n arch
show
Mrs
jame5
Christensen Mich., and he was self-employDessert
was served by members
urday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9
(WO), Waalkes (WO), Flower- Horizon, Latin Club, and Na- and has participated in NationSurviving besides his wife, is general chairman; Mrs. John ed, dealt with a service and
p.m. About 225 persons attended. of the De Weerd Circle, with
day (H), De Vries (HC). Time tional Honor Society.
al Thespians,play casts and Nellie, are three sons, Neal,
somewhat indirectlywith a pro56.
Mr. Harmsen and Mrs. Harm- Mrs. Joe Kramer as chairman.
Miss Diekema, daughter of crews, Horizon, GAA, and Edward and George; three Barron, Mrs. Raymond Henneduct.
man.
Mrs.
Donald
Scurio,
Mrs.
sen.
the former FlorenceKole, Mrs. Gordon Van Oostenburg
100-yard dash: Notier 0 (H), Mr. and Mrs. Harold Diekema, Dutch dance.
daughters,Mrs. Alex (Grace) Gerald Tisdale, Mrs. Donald
The panel had ruled out were married on April 14, 1915 and Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl poured
(WO),
' Arizmendez
"vf “ 8 (WUL Anraemto 185 West Lakewood Blvd., is Others in the top ten are, in Dekker; Mrs. Harvey (Marion)
Hagger, Mrs. Alonzo McKel- cheese and tulip bulbs and had by the Rev. Edward J. Tuuk. at the buffet table decorated
iSS81111*5 an<i ^roka 1 treasurer of the Young People’s order: Bonnie Black, Ronald Gebben, both of Holland Mrs
lips. selection of models; Mrs. meandered through channels of They are members of the Ma- with a daffodil centerpiece and
l
of her church. secretaryAnys, Larry Alofs. Dianna De- Julius (Bertha) Essink of OverStanley Janik, Mrs Anthony mechanics without getting any- ple Avenue Christian Reformed yellow tapers done by Mrs. Kra180-yaid low hurdles: Wier- of the student council, treasurerMaat, Jack DenUyl, Adeline isel; 11 grandchildren eight
mer. Mrs. Dan Vander Werf
where when panel member Church.
sma (HC) Zeh (WO), Woltman | of the National Honor Society, ! Harsevoort,Bruce Van Huis, great grandchUdren;a brother, Dellke. Mrs. Raymond Biller,
and Mrs. Kouw were door hostfavors;
Mrs.
Raymond
Stitt, Bennett Cerf finally asked if he
Attending
the
open
house
were
(H), Hamilton (WO). Time 22.1. 'representative to Girls’ State, and Linda
Henry Van Der Bie of Holland.
Mrs. Robert Kimball, tickets; might rule out windmills. Since the Kiekintvelds and their chil- esses.
Mrs. John Lewandowski, Mrs. he had stated his question neg- dren. Myra, Greg and Glen, and
Michael Drapak, Mrs. Freder- atively, the answer was “no”. the Van Nuils and their chilPsychologistAvailable
ick Foster. Mrs. Michael Thom- Time was nearly gone so mod- dren, Tomilou and Cherri. broFor
Allegan Children
kr *.3,
as, Mrs. William Shepherd, pro- erator John Daly then told the thers and sisters of the honored
gram; Mrs. Edward Parrish, panel exactly what Medendorp couple, other relatives,friends

Janeen Jostman, 20, of

1229

Sherman Ave., S. E., were listed
in good conditionat Holland
Hospitalwith multiple lacerations and bruises. Vandenberg
also received broken ribs.
Ottawa County deputies said
Vandenberg lost control of the
foreign sports car on an Scurve as he headed north on
Lakeshore Dr. The car came to
rest on its wheels 249 feet from
the point where it left the road,
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ALLEGAN —

publicity.

did.

Service Guild

dorp on the program were started months ago by William Murdoch of Adex Advertising who
handles publicity for Windmill

Arrangements to have Meden-

2-

Mm

if
tv

I

:

Meet

Has

April

in Fellowship Hall

The Guild for Christian Service of the Fourth Reformed
Church held its April meeting
in the FellowshipHall of the
church with about 60 members

%am

Wk

De Zwaan. Medendorp was accompanied to New York by Willard C. Wichers, coordinator for
the entire windmill project.

Allegan school system, from
The Harmsens live at 634 kindergartenthrough the 12th
Lincoln Ave., and spend the wingrade, now have access to referters at 614 Woodrow, Largo.
rel to a psychologist.The serFla. Mr. Harmsen retired in
vice is on a trial basis through
1960 after being employed at
th#> Generosity of the local Board
Home Furnace Co.
of Education who recently concluded it advisable because of
Careless Use of Firearms the long waiting periods before
Brings Fine for

Youth

present.

m

Mrs. Stuart Blauw opened the
meeting and introducedMrs.
Carl Buurma, who led devotions.
Program chairman for the
evening were Mrs. S. Oudemolen
and Mrs. W. Kammeraad. Miss
Jean Nienhuis introducedthe

Sir".

i

.

SMSSt

ifwStJnV

l^vilmi!!!!2,’u;b00rSt‘
on “Echoes from

TRIO ESCAPES INJURY — State police Sgt. Lyle Hathaway of Paw Paw examines the wreckage of this car and
house trailer owned by Leo R. Lambrix,69, of Shelby, Mich.,
after it overturnedon

M96,

two miles south of Holland,

following a collisionwith the truck (rear) Friday afternoon.

Ifmbnt and

his wife, Jane, 69, and truck driver Francis E.

Walter, 38, of Union City, Mich., escaped injury in the

Bridal Shower Is Given
For Mrs. R.

Ryzenga

The former Bonita June Van
Dyke who was married to Richard Raymond Ryzenga on April
3 was honored at a bridal shower and luncheon Saturday given

0bf“r

I
1

’ver

Vcr H-iW home.

Those attending the afternoon
Special music was also provided
affair were the Misses Elaine
by Mr. Yap, singing two nummishap. State police said Lambrix had passed the truck
into the right lane too quickly,

and apparenfiycut back

causing the house trailer to strike the cab of the semi.
Lambrix lost control of his car, swerved back and forth
across the highway and overturnedin front of the truck.
Walter attempte<jto avoid colliding with Lambrix but

trailer.

struck the overturned

(Sentinel photo)

burg.

consultation is available at the
Child Guidance CMnic.

COOPERSVILLEJ—Jack BehrA practicing psychologistfrom
ens, 17, Grand Rapids, paid $10 Grand Rapids is in Allegan each
fine and $4.30 costs in Justice
Tuesday morning to talk to and
Frank Schmidt’s court here test students who have been reSaturday afternoon on a charge
ferred to him. A letter asking
of careless use of firearms.
permission to refer a student is
Two juveniles,15 and 16, were
sent to parents prior to the inreferred to Ottawa County Proterview.
bate Court in connection with
the same offense.
Sheriff’sofficers received a Area Teacher Honored
ALLEGAN - William Allison,
complaint Thursday that a

crane owned by the Ottawa
Yamaoka, Jean Wedel, Peggy County Road Commission had
bers accompained by Mrs. Yap.
Todd, Tera O’Meara and Lucy been shot at three times while
Closing remarks and prayer Brink and Mrs. Dave Slaughparkrxl on county property next
were offered by Mrs. John ter and Mrs. Mel Bergweiler.
to the Grand Valley Gravel
Kobes.
Also invited were the Misses Co. in Tallmadge township.
Refreshments were served Mary Jane Meyer, Ginger Workers at the site reported
by the afternoon circle with White, Pam Lubbers, Shirley near misses os bullets from a
Mrs. R. Hick* and Mrs. Tony .Van Raalte and Sue Eenigen- 22 calibre rifle glanced off wa-

Last pouring.

Children in the

and neighbors.

ter in a nearby pond.

literature and historv
teacher at Allegan High School,
was one of 70 teachers in the
United States to’ receive a John

world

Hay

Fellowship Award recently
for comparativeliteraturestudies at Yale University, New
Haven, Conn. Allison, and hi!
family, will go to
in August.

New

Haven

V
-v.

THi
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DePree-Pittard Rites

BROWN

SIGNS AUTOGRAPHS— Roger Brown,
300-pound Detroit Lions defensivetackle, signed
many autographs for Holland youngsters Saturday night at the Sporta Show in the Civic Center. Brown appeared as a special closing night

feature of the 11th annual event, sponsored by
the Holland Jaycees. Browq predictedthe Liona

in

County deputies said Vandenberg lost control of the car on an S-curve as be headed
north on Lakeshore Dr. The car come to rest
249 feet from where it left the road. Deputy
Donald Key inspects the wreckage.
(Sentinel photo)

condition at Holland Hospital. Both suffer-

Mrs. Roger Dale De Free

overall.

Lions

sports car, and his passenger, Janeen Post-

1

would win the National FootballLeague championship this year and felt the Lions would be
unproved
(Sentinelphoto)

Title for

ed multiple bruises and lacerations, and
Vandenbergalso had broken ribs. Ottawa

man, 20, also of Grand Rapids, were injured
when the auto left Lakeshore Dr. near
Quincy St. and rolled over several times at
:37 a m. Saturday. Both were listed in good

(ParadlM photo)

Brown Predicts

PAIR INJURED — Gory Vondanbarg, 22,
of Grand Rapids, driver of this demolished

In a double ring ceremony white orchid.
Her attendant wore a floorperformed April 2 in Central
Park Reformed Church Miss length gown accented by a
Karen Gail Pittard, daughter chapel train and matching
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. headpieceand carried a basket

'65

Mrs. Ryzenga Honored

Takes Leading

Kaat Pitches

At Rfidal Shower

Role in Play

Shutout

Mrs. Richard Ryzenga was
“I count on the Lions win- pro selection three of his five ing himself away from the dinFirst
honored at a shower Wednesday
ner
table.
Brown
went
on
a
ning the championship this yea™ with the Lions evaluatevening given by Mrs. Raymond
year.” Lion defensive tackle ed some of his toughest_ com- dietuMarch 8 when his weight
__
, Pittard, 2251 Auburn Ave., and of aqua daisies.
Ryzenga at her home at 15396
reached 328 pounds. Hu weight
Da|e
Pre, son 0,
Assisting at a reception for
Barry St.
Roger Brown said Saturday
uglily
ls now jus under
Mrs >nd Mr8 Herbert
150 guests in the church social
Games were played and priz- MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - LefBrown played his college ball ^ 7,6 M rtl€ Ave exchanged room were Mr. and Mrs. Gerthe most bruises after going
es were won by Mrs. Roger ’ ty Jim Kaat pitched his first
th.
The 300-pound all-pro tackle against Baltimoreoffensive a a small college Maryland (heir marri vows
rit Dykema as master and misbased his optimism on overall guard, Jim Parker,
State. He thinks that playing!- Henry Van Raalte.
tress of ceremonies;Miss Wen“
.-s
--- ---- k
improvement and fewer injur- “I wish he’d retire pretty for a small college in
Vander Meulen A two course ^ 10
second straight nine’As the bride approached the dy Bradley and Miss Janice De
equal to playing for a large altar with her father appropri- j Pree who served punch; Miss
ies for the team this year. soon," Brown added
luncheon was served and a inning performance as the Min*
In discussing the Lions at the Brown rated Green Bay full- school in preparing a player ate wedding music was played Susan Baker and Kenneth
spring theme was used featuringI nesota Twins blanked Cleveland,
Holland wSportsShow Saturday,back Jim Taylor and Cleveland for the pro leagues. The ad- by Mrs. Leon Sandy. Soloist,Bradley who attended the guest
centerpiecesof daffodils and ^ Saturday
Brown said the Lion’s new fullback Jimmy Brown as the vantage of a large school, Martin Hardenberg Jr. sang book and Mrs. John Ver Hoef
coach, Harry Gilmer should do two hardest hittingbacks, and Brown said, is in making a big “I’ll Walk With God,” and and Robert Baker who were in
itr. Each
™ K“‘'*
real
Lenny Moore of Baltimore as name that can help you get a “The Lord's Prayer.” Decora- the gift room
Those attending were the Mes- starts.He pitched nine innings
One big change is that there the best all around runner, bigger starting salary,
dames Gordon Pippel. Roger
tions included two large bou- The bride’s mother wore a
will be no sharing of positions Commenting on the job of Brown said a pro football quels of carnationsand gladi- dark blue silk suit with white
Vander Meulen, Howard Pippel,
Nelson Ryzenga, Roger Ryzenga,
this year, according to Brown. | playing defensive tackle Brown player never stops learning 0ja ferns ancj candelabra. accessoriesand the ^room’s
Wallace Ryzenga, John Van
Gilmer feels that the man best said two of his biggest assets new things about the game. He
Attendantswere the bride's mother was attired in a light
Dyke, Jacob Ploeg, Donald
suited for the position whether were his strong legs. He has added, however, that it took sister, Mary Ann PiLard. as blue lace dress with white acBrookhouse, Edward Ryzenga,
a rookie or a veteran should 31 inch thighs and 22 inch about one game to get broken maid of honor, and Junior De cessories. Their corsages inTom Ven Huizen, John Keuning,
get the
calves. They allow him to pow- in.
Jonge, brother-in-lawof the eluded large white orchids.
Jay Keuning,Gerald Schippers
Brown said that no one could er over blockers, and
'I just got smashed a couple groom. Seating the guests were For a wedding trip to Washand Gerald Klien. Also attendtell yet how the rookies will with remarkable speed after of times,’’he
pre€ an(i Bruce De ington, D.C. the bride changed
ing were the Misses Karen and
make out, but that the Lions ball
Brown is now 27 years old.
to a dark blue wool dress with!
Ruth Ann
Brown is 6'4”, but really does and hopes to play pro football por the occasion the bride white accessories and the or- Mjss ^ary siag daughter of £uin
m,n Van
v“n Dyke, Janice
have high hopes for three of
Schippers, and
their top draft choices.Tom no, look like a 300
pounder .or eight more years. When he wore
Mr ‘”d Mr!- J°h" ^8 ». .26
KeunThis
attests
to
his
fine
overall
retires
he
wants
to
go
into
organza
Nowatski, Indiana fullback,
was unable to attend.
a Venice lace paneF from the Michigan Bell Telephone Co ;
34thSt., is taking a lead- ing wa
Tom Myers, quarterbackfrom
Mrs. Ryzenga is the former
During the off season
“I'll quit.” he said, “when I neckline to the hemline. The The groom attended Davenport ing role in Northwestern G niNorthwestern,and Jerry Rush,
Bonnie Van Dyke, Both Mr. and
Institute
in
Grand
Rapids
and
versity
Theatre's
production
of
si
ays
in
shape
by
working
out
no
longer
get
any
enjoyment
hell
shaped
skirt
featured
a
a lineman from Michigan State.
chapel train with two large
Brown who has been an all- three times a week, and push- out of the
roses at the back waistline.She &0inat^d..uerrTtySwm
test at Grand Rapids last Sat- the cold front had gone through carried a bouquet of white carurday and was judged as the this area diminishing the pos- nations surrounding ’ a large
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Zeeland

second best of 26 contestants sihjijty of tornado here, Vos

“H Retired Guard

S

Both Junior and Senior bands
Ninth stndre" P' 1
and Senior chorus will perform
their annual Spring Concert rina T
I area near Bentheim where porDischargwi Saturday w e r a
April 22 at 8 p.m. in the Zeeland
Mr. Harry Ray of Kalamazoo table lights, saws, chain
Mrs, John StygstraJr-, 694
High School Gym.
College was the
rope cam. in handy in removing
L/lv«5
Riley; Jaj065 G- Christie,
A variety of music is planned The St. Cecilia Interlochen debris. About eighteen men reatucK, Mrs. Henrietta Kuite.
by all three groups, including Contest is held annually for sponded to Vos's call and aided
John route 2; Mrs. Vernon
numbers such as “Lawrence of members of the Junior high in the emergencywork south Erkes, 72, of 506 East Savidge
Arabia,” “Stella Polaris group of St. Cecilia Society. and east of the city.
St , Spring Lake,
retired
March,” “Flamenco"
The governing board of the Vos and Veldheer Monday at- lieutenant colonel in the Mich- Ten Brink, 4041 144th St.; Ran,lChant and
Zeeland Hospital Service League tended a Civil Defense meeting igan National Guard, died Sun- dall Green, 315 West 13th St.;
The Senior Choir, under the met last Monday night in the in Holland where a member of day afternoon in Municipal Hos- Mrs. E. T. Holmen, 24 East
direction of Mr. Ritsema will Hospital’s dining room. Mrs. | the Grand Rapids weather pital after a two weeks’ illness. 23rd St.; Merle Jaarda, route 5;
perform “Moon River,” “Okla- Vernon Poest, new president of bureau discussedthe weather
He joined Co. F of the Na- John Machiele, route 1, Zeehoma," “Had a Lot ’O Help the league presided. Mrs. Mar- 1 with heads of all police and tional Guard in Grand Haven land; Everett Plooster. 105
from the Lord” and “Moon- eia Vanderwerp opened with Civil Defense personnelin the
in 1910 and served in World RiverhillsDr.; Mrs. Henry Visthe Auxiliary
area. The discussion centered
War I as a first seargent in scher, 3 East Seventh St.; Mrs.
The Junior Band will perform After the roll call was taken, around the freak weather of the
Benjamin Bosma, 473 West 21st
France. He was awarded a
the numbers which they have the minutes were read and ap- day before, and methods of
St.; Mrs. Vernon De Fouw and
Purple heart. He returned
, c. ».
played at the District Festival proved. The treasurer reported transmittingalert signals as
the
National
Guard
after the ^by' 42l,We8i
^7. ^0r,®’
March 13. The numbers to be a balance on hand of $2228.45. expeditiously as possible,
Thomas Elwood and baby, 78^
war
and
served at Grayling
presented are “A March for
Mrs. Roger Vanden Bosch, The Guild for Christian SerEast Eighth St.; Mrs. Steven
from 1922 to 1940. In 1940 he
Festival,” “Aria and Fugue by the correspondingsecretary, vice of First Reformed Church
Essenburgh,490 Diekema Ave.;
returned to active service and
Handel,” and “The Italian Mas- read a letter from the Board of of Zeeland met on Tuesday eveMrs. Harry Margo and baby,
served
until 1947. He retired in
ters
directors expressingthanks to ning with Mrs. Roger Vanden
315 West 18th St.; Judith Knoll,
Members of Barracks No. 474. the Ladies Auxiliaryfor the Bosch in charge of devotions. 1953.
, c
| route 2; John P.
Smith, 210
He was a member of Spring ;
.
Veteransof World War I, their work they have
Mrs. Alfred Vande Waa showed
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Student

Training Here

CommunjtyTheatre in
few rs sh€ playS Mrs !

m

„The

Addi

.

c

Carl Borgman, a Ferris State
Machine.”1 College junior majoring in en-

Jim Kaat

jn

------

--

.)

-

flrtt line* 'S3

quins' opener against

Margot,.

vironmental health, began a 1>ew *orK l)€Iore reunnB
six -week training program with pinch hitter in the 10- inning
Book Review Presented
a
the Holland environmentalgame,
and
At Missionary Meeting
health department
The victory was Kaat’s first
, Sam Stephenson,director of shutout since July 24, 1963. That
The Missionary’Helpers of the environmentalhealth, said shutout was also notched against
Berean Bible Church met Borgman will get practical ex- Cleveland. He hurled a six-hit
Thursday night with 28 women perience in food and water in- shutout and won the game, 5-0.
spection, sewage treatment, The 1963 win was Kaat’s 10th
Mrs. George Riemersma pre- housing, pest control and other and final win that season as
sided and Mrs. Ira Schipper led phases of the department’s a shoulder injury soon after kept
in prayer. Mrs Helen Bos. missidelined.Kaat had a 10-10
sionary to Brazil,read scriptureBorgman, a Zeeland resident, ’63 mark. He posted 17 wins
and Mrs. Chris Egemeier, mis- js one 0f 22 Ferris studentslast season to be the winningsionary to the Congo, offered , majoring in environmentalest Minnesota pitcher. None of
health who are taking part in the wins were shutouts.
Mrs. Adrian Houten sang training programs throughout In recording Saturday’sshut*
“Only One Life” accompanied the
out, Kaat gave up seven hits
by Mrs. Cal Jansen and Mrs. Thjs is the fifth year that and one walk. He didn't have a
Catherine De Roos gave a book Holland has participated in the strikeout. Two early double
;
review on “Lady on a Donkey.” training program with Ferris, plays helped Kaat overcome an
uncertain start
Mrs. Henry Lokers reported slides of her recent trip to Lake Presbyterian Church, the ^mitte| Slmday were Diane Mrs. Schipper played an accorwives and guests and widows of
^ The Two, .oredtwo in th.
W.W. I veterans, met at the on the student loan fund. A the Holy Land. Her topic was Masonic Order and the Order Haverdink, route 2, Hamilton; dlo„ solo and Mrs. Fred
Zeeland City Hall on Tuesday. motion was made and carried “I walked Today Where Jesus of Eastern Star. He was a Mrs. Arie Vander Wilk, 246 Weide closed with prayer.
Luncheon was served by the In Two-Car
April 6. The program consisted that a maximum of $250.00 per Walked.” Mrs. Henry Pyle then charter member of the Char- Howard Ave.; Mrs. Laverne
Zoilo Versalles, single by Harof a talk by Trooper Murray person be given as needed at sang, “I Walked Today Where les A. Conklin American Le- Boeve, 454 College Ave.; Mrs. Mesdames Manley Beyer, Don
mon Killebrew and triple by
Two persons were slightlyin- Jimmy Hall. Bob Allison’shomof the Michigan State Police, the discretionof the committee, Jesus Walked.” Mrs. Junior gion post in Grand Haven.
Thomas Me Alpine, route 1, East Bouwman and Burt Taylor.
jured in a two-car rear-end er in the fourth was the other
Survivingare the wife, Ger- Saugatuck;Mrs. W. A. Forberg,
accompanied by “Bud,” a dog Anyone wishing to make a do- Vruggink closed with prayer.
collision on M-21 near 120th run.
trude;
three
sisters,
Mrs.
Fred
who^has been trained in police nation to the student loan fund Hostesses for the evening were
798 Southgate;Mrs. Leo Rob- Students on Dean's List
Ave. at 8:10 p m. Saturday.
work, and two originalorations may do so. This money is Mrs. Carl Vande Velde, Mrs. Hickey Sr., Mrs. Jacob Poel erts, 333 West 19th St.; Mrs.
Cleveland threatened in the
At Davenport College
Released after treatment at second and fourth, when they
by Mary Kroll. Refreshments loaned to any qualifyingstudent Dennis Wyngarden, Mrs. Peter and Mrs. Henry Van Horssen; Jacob Essenburg Jr., 14317
were served. One hundred and wishing to enter into some phase Pyle, Mrs. Henry Pyle, Mrs. two brothers,William Erkes Essenburg Dr.; ----------Several students from the ^eland Hospital were Fredri- touched Kaat for two hits, but
Donald Buckten persons attended. The meet- of medical work. The Bloodmo- Robert Zeerip and Mrs. William and Bert Singerling,all of berry, route 1, Fennville; Alber- Holland area at Davenport Col- ,c,a Van^n B°sch, '4, of 33 I^e he got the side out without
ing was in charge of Command- bile Bank will be here again on Meeuwsen.
Grand Haven; also several tus John Schrotenboer, route 1, lege of Businessin Grand Rap£la? , a?on’ dama8e each tim€
April 28. The Project Commit- 1 The Ladies Aid of Second Re- nieces and nephews.
er Steven Kroll.
Hamilton; John Brieve, 906 ids have won the honor of be- 1?’ .°*^,
^veJ| The Twins made eight hits,
The next meeting of Barracks tee will sell geraniums on May formed Church met in Fellow136th Ave.; Mrs. Charles Hast- ing placed on the Dean’s list Zeelandl dnver of the second including two by Allison and
car.
ship Hall on Thursday afternoon.
No. 474 will be held May 4 at 21.
for the past
c&ru
one by Kaat. Kaat has had two
ings, route 1, East Saugatuck.
Holland
The mending will now be done
Mrs. G.J. Van Hoven pre8 p.m. in the Dugout in Zeeland
Included
in
the
list
are
SharHolland police
police said
said both
both cars
cars hits in six trips to the plate in
Discharged Sunday were
on M-21, and
and two games.
City Hall. All veteransof the one afternoon a month in the sented a Lenten meditation on
Henry Sandy, route 1; Irvin on Veldhuis, Linda Martin. Shir- were headed east
.east
First World War are invited to hospital. Guilds No. 17 and 6 the cross and the resurrection Admitted to Holland Hospital Folkert, route 3; Kurt Buursma, ley Koopman, Theodore Wierda, Vanden Bosch was making a
volunteered to do this.
of Christ on Easter morning. Friday were Mrs. Anthony Ver 757 Ottawa Ave.; Mrs. Eldon Alfred Vander Hill, Terry Selles, left turn into the median strip
attend.
Teachers Are Named
April
22
will
be
the
next
West
Prayer and the singing of “The Hoeven, 282 Elm; John Kam- Moodie, 830 South Shore Dr.; Fred Schreur, Robert Sanger, when Wasson's auto struck the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mulder
meraad,
route
4;
Mrs.
Robert
who spent the winter in St. Pe- Central District meeting a t Old Rugged Cross” and “When
John Kammeraad. route 4; Gary Overbeek, James Lacey, rear of the Vanden Bosch car. To ME A Commission
tersburg, Fla. have returned to Boyne Mountain. Zeeland will I Survey the Wondrous Cross” E. Mellon, 121 West First, Fenn- Harry Nies, 269 Norwood.
Leon Koops, Jerry Dykema, Police charged Wasson with Three area educators have
be host for the West Central concluded the devotional period. ville; Mrs. Henrietta Kuite,
their home on South State St.
Donald Cook and Calvin Com- failure to maintain an assured been elected to commissions of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Derks who District meeting to be held on
Miss Charlotte De Pree read route 2; Benjamin Kole, 441
clear distance and driving on a
pagner.
the Michigan Education Assospent three months in Florida November 4. Plans for serving from Hal Borland’s book “Sun- West 20th St.; Mrs. Edward Arie Kleinjan, 76,
revoked operator’s license.
ciationby the recent MEA Repand in Arizona, with their son coffee to visitors are being dial of the Seasons.”The Cer- Smit, 5447 112th Ave.; Mrs.
Civil
Defense
Director
resentative Assembly.
Lambert
Gebben,
183
West
18th
and family, returned home the made. Guilds No. 2, 4, 12 and 14 tainty that Spring must come
Dies at
Teachers whose terms will beRed
Cross
Donor
Clinic
St.;
Tresa
Feddick,
1565
Hardwill
serve
on
this
project.
and
the
earth
is
renewed
and
Calls
Alert
Successful
past week.
gin in July, will serve for two
On Tuesday evening, Chief there is another beginning. And ing St.; Mrs. Howard Gras, 933 Arie C. Kleinjan, 76, of 40
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Winstrom
Is Scheduled Friday
years. They are Norman Boeve
SAUGATUCK - A 30-minute
returned recently after spending of Police Larry Veldheer will so it is with Easter there is Fairview Rd., Zeeland;Everett
West 18th St., died Saturday af- practice tornado alert for the
Another blood donor clinic is of 649 East 13th St. who waa
7 weeks in S. Dalos-Bederz Pen- show the film “Al! America life and hope and the belief that Plooster, 105 RiverhillsDr.;[
Barbara (Sue) and Mark ternoon at his home following Saugatuck-Douglasarea Friday scheduled at Holland Friday, named to the ProfessionalProbinsula, with their son-in-lawand Wants to Know” to the Kiwanis there is somethingbeyond.
evening “went real well” accord- operating from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. lems Commission;Ruth Pop*
Mrs. Jerald De Vries, presi- Lugers, 490 West 19th St.; an extendedillness.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Mui- Club. This film is through the
lenburg, and a week with her courtesy of the Kent County dent presided at the short busi- Daniel Roberts, route 1, Dorr;
Mr. Kleinjan was born in The ing to most indications.Area in Civic Center. A special ap- laski of Spring Lake to the Public RelationsCommission, and
sister in Washington State and Sheriff department and deals ness meeting. Announcement Merle Jaarda, route 5; Mrs. Netherlands.He lived in Hos- Civil Defense Director Fred peal for donors is being made
Koning said today.
through
the
ministers of local Donald Nickerson of Grand Rapalso visited in Santa Barbara. with recent court decisions and was made of the luncheon on Gerrit Bronkhorst, route 1.
pers, Iowa, for many years as
ids who was re-elected to the
DischargedFriday were Mrs. a farmer and then was steward Persons were alerted by fire churches.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kershaw the problems facing law en- May 10 which will be held at
Human Relations Commission.
sirens
in
the
two
villages,
and
Luther
Taylor,
25
East
Seventh
Persons
unable
to
report
in
forcement
personnel
Bosch’s
Restaurant.
All
aid
and children of Muncie, Ind. are
of the Sioux County Home for
Veldheer also spoke to
members and guests are invit- St.; Mrs. Vernon Veldheer and some years and came to live in by three cars with loudspeakers the afternoon are urged to visit The nine commissions of tho
spending a few days with her
MEA act as advisory and study jn
travelling through the area.
the clinic early.
baby, route 2; Ruth Knoll, 13304
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Jack commercial classes at the 1
ed to attend.
Holland 10 years ago where he
Walk-ins are always welcome, groups for the 60,000-member
high school regarding
Coffee and cookies were Blair; Mrs. Dwayne Wiersma worked on the maintenance Koning said there may be furBoonstra.
but it was pointed out it would organization.
served by Mrs. R. Vander Wal and baby, Hamilton; Mrs. staff in the music building of ther practice alerts.
The Rev. L.J. Hoffman re- laws and safety problems.
Several persons in the Douglas be a greater convenience to the
The local Civil Defense emer- and Mrs. Robert Verplank while James Tharp, 171 East 15th St.; Hope College. He was a memturned Saturday from his misgency vehicle was put to good the members wrote cards and Trudy Perysion, 402 Fifth Ave.; ber of Bethel Reformed Church, area, however, said they were donor if he would call Red Cross Espinoza Infant
sionary tour of Mexico.
?
The Rev. Arthur Hoogstrate use Sunday evening following notes to the shut-ins of the Mrs. Jason Haveman and baby, served on the consistory, and unable to hear the sirens at headquarters for an appointShortly
After
Birth
9999 East 32nd St.; Kristi Dryer, also was a member of the Adult a drive-inand at the Community ment.
has received a call to become the devastating tornado, accord- church.
Hospital.
the pastor of the Second Christ- ing to Civil Defense Director
It has become a traditionfor 665 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Stuart Bible class.
Jose Espinoza Jr., infant son
ian Reformed Church of Rose- Don Vos. The unit was called the women of the Second Re- De Witt, 1700 Washington SL;
Ticketed After Mishap
Survivingare his wife, Gerof Mr. and Mrs. Jose Espinoza.
out for weather watch by Chief formed Church and their guests Judith Kieis, 295 East 13th St.; trude; three daughters, Mrs. Police Cite Driver
land in Chicago.
Holland police charged Glen 81 West Eighth St., died at HoiMiss Sharon Hoffman, 14, of Police Larry Veldheerat the to gather during Passion Week Mrs. David Hanson, 894 South John (Catharine) Benes of Lan- Duane A. Brink, 23, of route R. Vander Yacht, 22 of West land HospitalSunday morning
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. How- time severe weather forcast for their annual White Break- Shore Dr.; Mrs. Stanley Cnossen sing, 111.; Mrs. Henry J. (Lu- 3, Holland,was cited by Hol- 17th St., with leaving the scene shortly after birth.
ard L. Hoffman, 113 E. Central warnings were issued. This pol fast. This was established in and baby, 290 Douglas Ave.; cile) Ten Clay of Holland and land police for imprudentspeed of a property damage accident
Beside the parents, he
Ave., has been chosen as alter- icy of calling out the Civil De- 1952 and through the years the Mrs. Vernon Boneck, 289 Gar- Mrs. Peter (Ruth) Van Tuinen following a two-car collision after the car he was driving vived by one sister,
nate winner of a two-weekpiano fense unit was initiated by Vos women have gathered on Wed- field; Judy Souder, 184 West of Artesia, Calif.; eight grand- Saturday afternoon in front of struck a parked car Saturday
the maternal grandmother,
scholarship to the National Mu- a year ago every time severe nesday morning to listen to mu- 16th SL
children; one great grand- 738 Chicago Dr. Police said the afternoon on Eighth St. near Maria Pagan of
sic Camp at Interlochen this weather is forcast and before sic, meditateand pray.
Admitted Saturday were Mrs. daughter; two sisters, Mrs. Her- Brink auto collided with a car College Ave. Police identified Tamps; Mexico; the
the “Yellow” alert which means
summer.
Concluding the program the Irvin Steketee, 252 Hope Ave.; man Maassen of Holland and driven by Martin W. Vander the owner of the parked auto
Sharon competed in the St. a tornado alert
audience arose to sing, “Halle- Mrs. Cornelius Huizenga, 172 Mrs. John Brouwer of Sheldon, Velde, 57, of 532 East Central as the Rev. David H. Krist, 34,
Cecilia Society Interlochen ConAfter it was determined, that lujah! What a Savior.”
West 16th SL; Janps Alan Van Iowa.
Ave.f Zeeland.
of 114 Clever Ave.
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Christy Van Eyl, Myra Hillebrands,Sally Helbing and Tommy De Vries with Mrs. Jeanette
Alyea. The children representedall students at
the nursery school who decorated eges to adorn
the gilded
(Sentinel photo)

tree.

Spring Cleanup

Lee York Fires Perfect
Score
Lee York

in

Archery

Begins in Holland

Meet

Holland’sofficial cleanup week
began Monday, and will run
through Saturday.
William Layman, acting city
engineer, asked that residents
get their yards cleaned up by
Saturday. Crews from the city
engineer’s departmentwill start
collectingthe debris next Monday, and will only have time to
pick up along each street once.
Residents should place the debris along the curb to aid in collection. The crews do not pickup garbage or other refuse.

fired a perfectscore

of 810 Thursday night in the
Holland Archery Club tourna-

Find

Body

ment in the Holland Armory.
Tourney winners will be an-

Of

&

%

II
EASTER EGG TREE — Children from the
Cherry Lane Nursery School presented their
homemade Easter egg tree to residents of
Mulder’s Home for the Aged Friday afternoon
Shown (left to right) are Donnie Hillebrands,

Mt'®

Woman

FOUR GENERATIONS - Seated on the lap of
his mother, Arlene (Vanden Bosch) Ver Seek
of Borculo is little Kurt Ver Beek, shown here
with his great-grandmother, Mrs. Jacob Van-

File

Permits

For 6

Homes

Are Filed

BASEBALL AND BASKETBALL-Ferdinand(Rocky)

/"

\

'

den Bosch of 304 West 17th St., Holland, (left)
and the child's grandfather, Gerald J. Vanden
Bosch of route 1, Zeeland.

Ottawa County Local Court
Real Estate

Tries

Transfers

22

During

Beringen

Haarlem,the Netherlands talked sports with Michigan
basketball coach Dave Strack (right) at the S p o r t s Show
Thursday night in the Civic Center Beringen’s visit to Holland
was arranged by Willard C. Wichers (center),director of the
Netherlands Information Service Beringen has spent the last
three weeks playing baseball with the Detroit Tigers in Tigertown in Lakeland,
(Sentinelphoto)
(left) of

Week

Wilbur Stowie & wf. to Elmer

Applications for building perMany persons appeared in
mits for six new houses were Van Dam & wf. SttNEVi 31-5-13
MunicipalCourt this week.
among 32 filed at the office of Twp. Jamestown.
City Building Inspector Gordon
Raymond A. Boehm, 18, of

Edward A. Smith & wf. to
Streur during the week. The
John F. Tafil Jr. & wf. Pt.
Dumont, N. J„ paid $13.90 and
permits were for a total of
$115,072 in construction. They SWV4 24-6-13. Twp. Georgetown, received a suspended 15-day
James R. Jebb & wf. to Ros- ia^ sentencefor minor in posfollow:
Herman Bos, 156 Central Ave., coe F. Giles & wf. Lot 9 Sylvan session of alcoholic beverages.
kitchen cupboards, $200; self, Acres Sub., City of Holland.
The jail term was ssupended if

W^

Fla.

Dave Strack Comments
On Michigan Basketball

- -

1

-

Local Church Erects
Sign on

New

Universityof Michigan basket-

Dave Strack visited

|

ball coach

I

the Sports Show Thursday night

Site

and answeredquestions for area

About 100 members of
teenth Street Christian

Six- fans,

Reform-

strack, coach of the year in
first asked
inevitab|e question, “how

ed Church gathered Saturday cojiege circles, was

^

afternoon on the recenUy acquir-

on

ed site of the future church
^ was UCLA,..
SOUTH HAVEN-State police
the corner of Pioneer and Ot- jjjs rep|y was that Michigan
tawa Aves. south of 32nd 3t.
at South Haven said Monday it
did not play badly and he
contractor
A sign was erected proclaim- “couldn’t offer any excuses" for
Myron A Spencer & wf . to El- there are no more violationsof
will be virtually Impossible to
Dale Van Langevelde, 52 West
ing the site the home of the the loss in the NCAA finals last
identify the badly decomposed
18th St., remodel kitchen cupy-s. new church and the Rev. J. Her- month in portiand, Oregon. He
Also paying fines in the last bert Bnnk, church pastor,spoke added that the j0hnny Wooden
board, $700; Harold Homkes, Georgetown.
body of a woman found washed
few
days were Robert Anthony
contractor.
Architectural Builders, Inc. to
briefly about the important step coache(i Bruins were the “finest
up on the Lake Michigan shore,
Central Ave. Christian Re- John E. Oosterhouse& wf. Pt. Schwarz, 231 West 23rd St., fail- the congregatmn is taking He leam we ran up agajnst aii
Itt miles north of M-89 Saturformed Church, 255 Central SEVi 3-6-13, Twp. Georgetown. ure to report an accident, $20; said the congregationis
.. and ..deserved the title.”
day afternoon.
Social
five., closet and vent fan, $200,
Jacob Essenburg & wf. to Daniel W. Howard, 381 North led a step at a time and this 3 Then
a comparlson of
The body was discovered by
Witteveen Brothers, contractors. Gordon De Jonge & wf. Lot 81 Division Ave., improper turn, is our strength A prayer of pnncet0n's Bill Bradley and
three teenage boys as they
Elects
Herbert Meiner, 487 West 22nd Maywood Park Add., Twp. Hol- $10; Donald L. Wakeman, route commitment and thanksgivingUCLA-S Gaii Goodrich. Strack
walked along the beach. The
1, Hamilton, careless driving, followed and smgmg of the dox- felt (hat Goodrich shouid have
St., fence, $50; self, contractor. land.
boys, Fred Monique, 16, and
Jack Bennett, 344 West 17th
Harry L. Seinen to Howard $10; Merrill Hall, route 1, speed- ologv closed the brief service. been most va,uab|e in the NCAA
his cousins, A1 Hamlin, 15, and
St., overhead garage door, $150; Bouwens & wf. Pt W^SEV* 27- ing, $17 and three days in jail
tourney (Bradley won the
Randall C. Bosch was elected Neil Exo, contractor.
with jail term suspended if
John Hamlin, 14, all of route 1,
5-14, Twp. Zeeland.
award', because he was “a
Fennville, found the body and president of the Social Progress
Martin L. dipping, 908 East
Daverman Associates to Clar- there are no more violationsin
more complete ball player.”
told Monique’s father, Law- Club at its Ladies Night meeting Tenth St., house and attached ence H. Schantz & wf. Lot 9 one year.
“Bradley is a talented and
Layne A. Brandt, route 1, exrence, who called state police.
Wednesday at Point West at garage, $13,527; George Hov- Sheldon Shores Plat, Twp. Port
wonderful
player, but has a
cessive
noise.
$7,
Thomas
Troopers said the cause of
ing, Sr., contractor.
Sheldon.
weakness in that he is a pusher
Bloemsma,
215
Lincoln
Ave.,
deitTSf identity' o< tt^om- MacaUwa otl,er new
Roper and Meyers, 246 River
Essenburg Real Estate Co. to
and shover on defense " Bradley
an could not be established be- are Guy E. Bell, vice president, Ave., remove partitionand pan- Ivan DeJonge & wf. Lot 182 overtime parking, $1; Helen
George Schutmaat, 69 of 24 fouied out 0f Princeton's two
and
Dr.
Richard
Oudersluys,
Brown.
17
West
Tenth
St.,
overcause the body was so badly
el walls, $500; self, contractor. Rose Park Sub. No. 2, Twp.
time parking, $2 suspended on East 14th St died at Holland iosses to Michigwi during the
Henry Daubenspeck.308 West Holland.
Lee York
decomposed. Troopers said the secretary.
Hospital Friday afternoon af- winter, while Goodrich led
It marked the 881st meeting of
condition of no further viola... 810 score
23rd St., aluminum siding, storm
white woman was about five
Ivan DeJonge & wf. to Eugene
ter being hospitalized for the UCLA
national title with
the organizationwhich has been windows and garage door,
tions in one year.
feet, four inches tall and
E. Working & wf. Lot 182 Rose
a briiijant performance against
nounced next week but York’s
meeting
well over 60 years. It $1,400; Brower Awning, contractPhilip
L.
Vandenberg,
10693 past two
weighed about 110 pounds. Her
Park Sub. No. 2. Twp. Holland.
met twice monthly for many or.
score should give the overall age was not determined.
Paw Paw Dr, disobeyed red Mr. Schutmaat was the owner the Woiverines.
ClarenceW. Van Liere & wf.
and manager of the Hamilton
championship in the two-week The woman had been dead years and now meets monthly.
Donald Blackburn, 87 East to Dale N. Van Langevelde & light, 30 days in jail suspended Mfg. and Supply Co. which On a more pleasant note for
the personablecoach, he was
tournament which started April from eight months to a year, Each month a memebr prepares 35th St., repair and remodeling wf. Lot 136 Post's Fourth Add., on condition defendant uses his mm-ed to Holland from Hamil- 1 asked about
prospects for
a
paper
on
a
topic of his own of fire damage, $3,500; Alvin
operator’s licenseonly for driv8.
City of Holland.
troopers said.
on
in 1947. He became owner next season s(rack said that
selection, and a lively discussion Hoving, contractor.
ing back and forth to work for
To achieve the feat, York fired
Dale N. Van Langevelde& wf.
Medical examiner was Dr.
of the company in 1924 when he while be ,„, es A11.Amcrica cen.
45 days; Minnie Brown, 16 Anifollows. Meetings are held in
Vogelzang,
Hardware
Co.,
71
90 arrows in a seven-and-a-half James Hayes of Douglas.
to Martin L. dipping & wf. Lot
operated he Schutmaa Bros. ,er Bi„ Buntin tain L
members’
homes.
line
Ave.,
interfering
with
East Eighth St., floor for drains 52 Vredeveldt’sSub., City of
inch circle at 22)6 yards. Right
through traffic,$10 suspended Genera Store in Hamilton Tregomng. and backcourt star
Speaker at the Ladies Night in warehouse and partitions,
behind him was Lee Schuitema
Holland.
A native of Hamilton he had Geo6
,,
event was Capt. William Stuart $1,200; self, contractor.
on condition of no further violawith 806.
Cornelius T. VerMurlen & wf.
served as a school board mem- -n|H ^hnr1
of the Salvation Army who reClayton Ter Haar, 370 Wild- to Marvin J. Lemmen & wf. Lot tion for one year; Ruth M.
Others scores were Jerry
her there and also as the sup- ' „We stiu have Cazzie Russcl,
Reidsma, 360 Wildwood Dr., exlated how he became interested wood Dr., addition and remodelBrink, Steve Kline and Dave
27 Blk. H & pt. Lot 28 Blk H
cessive noise, $7 suspended on
in Salvation Army work in Scot- ing in interior, $1,500;self, conVan Den Brink, 772; Dale
R. H. Post’s Park Hill Add.,
etrye
e°l Wh°
P°int
condition there are no further mfnhlr S kK
land. An accomplishedspeaker, tractor.
of view is P^aps the finest
Streur, 768; Gene Hiddinga and
Mrs. Goldia Fox, Noble Grand
City of Holland.
violationsin one year; Lynda J.
Kenneth Schuurman, 328 West
Arie Lemmen, 762; Jim Van of the Erutha Rebekah Lodge, Capt. Stuart explained how
Henry Steffens & wf et al to
Kalman, 484 West 17th St.,
Duren, Warren St. John and Ken conducted the business meeeting groups of the Salvation Army 18th St., screen in patio, $125; Fourth Reformed Church, Holspeeding, $12; Mary Jane Gras- ^cheTl88 8 S:d?d SCho01
aided
in
rescue
and
cleanup
Albert
dipping,
contractor.
V^es“a
Fought, 752.
of the lodge last Friday evening.
land Lots 4, 5 Blk 18 Southwest
teacher and as an elder. On team ,0 bea,
bu, we,u U’
^ jn
man, Hudsonville, speeding, coming
Paul King, 364 West 20th St., Add., City of Holland.
Also shooting were Dave The memorial staff, with Mrs. work in Sunday’stornado.
to Holland he joined
$12; Daniel B. Oonk, 322 Hoover
there."
aluminum siding, $980; Brower
Doyle, 749, John Lam, 748; Paul Jack Shaffer as reader, draped
Third Reformed Church where
Harry E. Wendt & wf. to
Blvd., speeding, $12.
Awning Sales, contractor.
Morley, 738; Bill Brown, 737; the charter in memory of Mrs.
he also was an elder for
v!°r
Thomas W. Knowles & wf. Lot
James MasselinkWinter, 726 vears He also served as the 611 center Craig Dill, who has
Jesus Moralez,104 West 17th 11 Edmeer Heights Sub.. Twp.
Ron Overweg, 725; Jim Mc- T. S. Hadden who died March
State St., speeding, $12; Sandra
St., aluminum siding, $796; Park.
Gregor, 720; Bob Kloosterman, 29.
chairman of the Rural Rela- ™Pr°ved tremendously in the
brower Awning Sales, contract- Jacob Essenburg & wf. to A. McMillan, 113 Greenly St., lions committee of the Holland £“ „ *? >":ars’ but Kwarns ,hat
716; Augie Stassen, 712; Dale
A communicationwas read in- Set by
speeding, $15; Jerry L. Alfennk,
or.
Engstrom, 710 and Buck Fan- forming members the Odd FelChamber of
(.^uf n,s shoea are big ones to
Harvey Keen & wf. Lot 5 May6070 141st St., speeding,$17;
Members of the Western ChapHarold Lemmen, 144 Vest 13th
non and Ken Overweg, 700.
low-Rebekah Camp at Big Star
Surviving are the wife,
' ™nsldere1d b™ 0,6 nawood Park Sub., Twp. Holland. John Henry Schierbeek, 47 West
Also competing were Duane Lake will open on June 20 and ter of the Michigan Association St., living room remodeling,
former Juliet H. Brower; one U™s,bes‘ reuounder.
Richard Wiersma to Gordon
31st St., excessivenoise, $19; son, Wayne H. Schutmaat oi In ^e backcourt he will have
Brink and Oscar Lemon, 690; the annual pilgrimageto the of Certified Public Accountants $340; self, contractor.
D. Wiersma & wf. Pt. WM2NWL4
Harley Ray South, 33 West CenHarvin Broekhuis,810 East
Vern York, 688; Steve Svoboda, camp will be made on July 11. will have a dinner meeting at
Thompson, hero of MichNE^ 35-7-14, Twp. Allendale. tral Ave., Zeeland, disobeyed Needham, Mass.; two
Tenth
St.f
fence,
$55,
self,
con682; Marcia Mulder, 680; Milt
The local lodge will be hostters, Mrs. Joel E. (Lucille) lg®n s ^Me-werUrnewin over
Marvin
Kroil & wf. to Allyn
red light, $10.
Dangremond, Warren Kievit and esses for the district visitation the Grand Rapids Elks Lodge tractor.
Rubin of Riverdale, N. Y., and I !1ndla!lamid way through the
Kroll & wf. Pt. WM1SWV4 30-6-14
and
Country Club on Thursday,
Daril Valentine, Fennville, Mrs. James (Hope) Hamiltonof '8
Ade
Van
Putten.
907
East
Jim Tenckinck,670; Ken Lug- meeting at the lodge hall April
seMon, and Dennis
Twp.
Blendon.
disobeyed stop sign, $15; Pt enix, Ariz.; five grandchil- Banke*. who didn t see much
Tenth St., wainscoatingin diten, 668; A1 Van Dyke, 666; 23, and will furnish refresh- April 22.
Strating
&
Brower
to
Robert
•
action,but has a lot of ability.”
Harlan Morley, 660 and Reka ments, entertainment and a gift The meeting will open at 6 nette area, $100; Schutt and Ver P. Van Dyke & wf. Lot 142, Eugene Ten Brink, 4041 144th dun; one sister-in-law,
Mrs.
p.m.
with
a
reception for the Hoef, contractor.
Ave.,
failure
to
stop
before
enIn the forecourt6’8" Jim MeyBrown, 652.
table.
Lamplight Estates No. 4, Twp. tering a public roadway, $12 Dena Schutmaat of Holland.
ers returns, along with John
Vern Nienhuis, 166 West 15th Georgetown.
Rounding out the field were
The newly elected district of- speaker to be followed by dinand three days in jail with jail
St., new roof on garage, $100;
Clawson,who was shifted from
Jerry Gras, 644; Dennis Wyn- ficers expected to attend are ner and a program.
George Zylstra & wf. to Mor- term suspended if there are no Mrs. Frieda Borgman
Planningto attend from Hol- self, contractor.
guard during the past season.
garden, 642; Jerry Kline, 640, president, Mrs. Beulah Blanchris W. Hinken & wf. NWViSWy^
more violations for one year. Of Grand Haven Dies
Andrew Vollink, 2 West Eighth
Carol Gras, 634; Ed Kowalke, ard; vice president,Mrs. Helen land are Sidney Johnson, WilRegarding players moving up
SEV-j 14-7-14. Twp. Allendale.
632; Roger Van Dyke, 622; Gorman, both of Wayland; sec- liam DeLong and Alvin Brouwer, St., remodel front, $4,772; Modfrom the freshman team, Strack
Mildred
A.
Brack
Lovins
to
Eunice Bakker and Ron Pas, retary, Mrs. Beulah Blaine of CPAs, Irwin Boeve, John Bris- ern Way Services, contractor.
GRAND HAVEN— Mrs. Frieda commented, “the only freshman
George C. Krezen & wf. E1^ Mrs. J. Olthuis
tol, Terry Becksvoort
and Dan
James Obenchain, 599 ElmBorgman, 67, 1411 Slayton St., (who will help us is Jim Pitts,”
616; Punk Bloemers and Dan Mohne; treasurer, Mrs.
^^voori ana
uan
NWV4NEV4 21-6-14,Twp. BlenGardener, 610; Eleanor Over- Barden of East
Grand Haven, died Friday af- a guard.
,Hern^°“
°{; dale Ct., panel basement wall don.
at 81
$1,000;
Robert
Kole,
contractor.
weg and Sandie Schuitema, 600;
ternoon in Grand Haven MunicLew Alcindor,7’2” high school
Plans were made to hold a
*rorn H°Uand
George C. Krezen & wf. to
Esther Lemmon, 461 and Bill card party for members and p ^ to. attenf ,n
Ideal Dry Cleaners, 148 Colipal Hospital, where she had star from New York’s Power
4
Richard L. Dreyer & wf.
Mrs.
Jennie Olthuis, 81, of
Overkamp, 410.
been a patient since last No- Memorial Academy, visited the
friends April 30 at the lodge
^rl^ur lege Ave., add to dry cleaning
Suverstem, CPA, secretary-trea- building,$2,500;Dave Schroten- NWV4NEV4 21-6-14,Twp. Blen- 306 West 20th St., wife of John vember.
Ann Arbor campus last weekhall. Refreshmentswill be servOlthuis, died Friday evening at
surer of the H. B. Shaine Co., boer, contractor.
She
was
born
in
Germany
end, and has made Michigan
ed
and
prizes
awarded.
Fag/es Auxiliary Plans
Robert Vork, 14 Bellewood Raymond Elenbaas & wf. to Holland Hospitalfollowing an and came to this area about one of his five possible college
An invitation was received Inc., of Grand Rapids. His topLaverne Pagel & wf. Lot 33 extended illness.
Set at Regular Meeting
from the Moline Lodge for ice “Please Pass the Salad Oil,” Dr, house with attached garage, Lamplight Estates No. 1, Twp. Mrs. Olthuis was born in The 1940. Her husband, John Borg- choices. Strack saw him play
will
deal
with
accounting
for $18,497; self, contractor.
man, died in 1954. She was a during the Christmas holidays
The regular meeting of the members to attend a dinner investments and interestingasNetherlandsand has lived here
Mrs. Jay Peerbolt, 687 Pine
member of the Jehovah Wit- and was impressed. “Lew is
there on April 24.
Eagles Auxiliary met Tuesday being held
John Kortman & wf. to City for the past 68 years. She at......
...........
..
pects of the stock market. He Ave., house and attached garnesses and the Grand Haven big, well coordinated, and has
At the conclusion
of the busiwith president Delia Van Huis
of Holland Pt Lot 18 Heneveld’stended the City Mission and was
age,
$11,554;
Robert
Vork,
conKingdom Hall.
ness meeting refreshments were ls a Pf5* .c^rman
^est'
a fine well-developed frame,”
presiding.
Plat No. 13, City of Holland. a member of the Golden Agers.
ern Chapter.
tractor.
She is survived by one sister Strack said. “If there’s one
furnished by Mrs. T. W. Range
Ten members of the auxiliary
Robert
D.
Rozema
&
wf.
to
Surviving
besides
her
husband
Daniel E. Mead of Grand RaBuss Machine Co., 194 West
in Germany, three stepsons in young man destined to be a colattended the Allegan Auxiliary and Mrs. W. A. Thomson. Mrs. pids is chairman for the meetEighth St., demolish house and Home Builders Lot 159 Jenison are six children, Mrs. Ernest this area, and several nieces lege and pro super-star, Lew
Pearl
Kammerling
was
awardmeeting April 9 to honor the
Woodcrest
Plat
No.
4,
Twp.
(Janet) De Haan of Holland, and nephews.
shed, Houting and Meeusen
is it."
ed the surprise package of the ing.
state president, Mrs. June Mac
Georgetown.
Henry Highstreet of Seattle,
Wrecking Co., contractor.
evening.
Strack was also high in his
Donald.
J. Russell Bouws et al to Wash., John Highstreet of MonBuss Machine Co., 198 West
praise for Grand Rapids South’s
North Holland Church
Mrs. Dorothy Vanden Heuvel
George
Kalman
&
wf.
Lot
12 rovia, Calif., Mrs. Cecil (Joan) Two Cars Collide
Eighth St., demolish house,
Lee Lafayette, who he terms
end Mrs. Ruby Oliver will be Puppet Show Given
Has Pre-Easter Breakfast Routing and Meeusen, contract- Brookwood Sub No. 1, Twp. Hol- Smith of Malibu, Calif., Joe Cars driven by John C. Fouts, “one of the two finest players
initiated April 27 at the regular
54,
of
56
West
33rd
St.,
and
land.
Highstreet of Holland, Mrs.
For Special Ed Group
or.
in Michigan.” The other is Benmeeting. The Auxiliary’s banThe Guild for Christian ServArthur (Helene) Speck of Royal Alma F. Zwagerman, 35, of 35
Dick Versendaal, 873 Paw
ton Harbor’s L. C. Bowen, who
quet will be held April 28 at 6:30
Cherry
Ct.,
Zeeland,
collided
ice
of
North
Holland
Reformed
Junior Welfare League gave
Oak, Mich.; one stepdaughter,
Paw Dr., house and attached Edward Huntington
he feels might have academic
p.m. After the banquet, all char- a puppet show for 45 special Church held their annual preEdith Olthuis; six grandchil- at 5:06 p.m. Thursday at the
garage, $19,152; Harold Langeproblems at Michigan.
Selected
for
Seminar
intersection
of
River
Ave.
and
ter members and past presidents edducationelementary students Easter breakfast Wednesday
dren; five great-grandchildren;
jans, contractor.
Fennviile’sRichie Jordan was
Lakewood
Blvd.,
Ottawa
County
will be honored.
at Jefferson School Wednesday morning. Miss Evelyn Brower,
Raymond Souter, 234 West Edward Huntington, New three sisters, Mrs. Lena Bazaan
deputiessaid. Fouts was driv- also a topic of discussion. ApA report on Fort Custer’s do- afternoon.The new portable president, conducted the busi- 18th St., remove porch, replace
of
Holland,
Mrs.
Mary
Koning
York City, has been named as
parentlythe Michigan football
nations for the fiscal year was puppet stage was used for the ness meeting. Mrs. Lambert
of Grand Rapids and Miss Joan ing south on River Ave., depsteps, $200; self, contractor.
the second Hope College appointcoachingstaff became interestuties
said,
and
the
the
Zwagerman
Zwage
by Mrs. Frances Sroka, first time.
Ojgers opened the meeting with John Breuker, 122 East 15th
ed student in the YugoslavSem- Wondergem of St. Petersburg,
ed in him first, and Strack has
car
pulled
out
ot
of
a
driveway
dri\
chairhjan. The total given
Mrs. William Vandenberg Jr. prayer.
St., remodel basement,stairway inar to be held in Slovenia, Yu- Fla.
onto River Ave. when the two not pursued him, but has “into 1237.98. The audit and Mrs. Thomas De Free built
The speaker was Mrs. Nicki and rear entrance,$300; self
goslavia this summer.
vited him to visit the campus.”
collided.
report was) presentedby Mrs. the puppet stage. Mrs. Charles Vreeman, who spoke on the contractor.
Huntington, who is currently Local Man Initiated
Strack proved to be no athleSroka and the trustee’sreport Bradford was chairman of the subject “The Period Before
Mrs. Jay Peerbolt, 685 Pine attending the American Univertic slouch himself, canning two
Into Journalistic Unit
by Mrs. -Mary Houle.
party with Mrs. Thomas Willi- Christ’s Crucifixion.” She re- Ave., fence, $40; Bob York, conCharge
Driver in Crash
sity in Beirut under the new
long putts on the putting green
Those members appointedto ams as food chairman.
minded her audience to guard tractor.
ZEELAND — Ottawa County at the Sports Show, and belting
Great Lakes Colleges Associa- GRAND RAPIDS
the nominating committee are
“Jack and the Beanstalk” was spiritual life and keep watch
deputies charged Marilyn Beach,
Milton Woodin, 330 West 13th
a plasticbaseball into the balMrs. Millie Sales, Mrs. Janet the show presented with the cast on thoughts, actions and con- St., porch and kitchen cup- tion program, will go to West- Snow of The Holland Ev
ern
Europe
directly from Leb- Sentinel was one of five news- 34, of Battle Creek, with im- cony seats.
Raffenaud, Mrs. Hazel Veldheer including Mrs. Kenneth Elhart, versations.
boards, $600; self, contractor. anon. He joins previously se- men initiated Wednesday into proper lane usage following a
The Holland Jaycees presentand Mrs. Houle.
Mrs. De Pree, Mrs. Robert
Devotionswere led by Mrs.
John Keuning, 460 Hazel Ave., lected Robert Donia of Hope Sigma Delta Chi, professional two-car accident Saturday afed Strack with a pair of enPrizes were won by Mrs. Ger- Maes, Mrs. William Timmer, Betty Slag. A trio, Mrs. Ann
new house and attached garage, College on the trip.
ternoon at tbe intersecitionof graved wooden shoes, traditionjournalisticsociety.
aldine Austin, Mrs. Raffenaud, Mrs. Terry Hofmeyer, Mrs. Geenen and Jean Geenen and
$15,517; Gordon De Jonge, conHuntington’s
father
is
an
Others
initiated were John Byron Rd. and M-21. Deputies al gift to visitors.
Mrs. Marie Slayer, Edna Mac Bradfordand Mrs. Arnold Dood. Mrs. Marie De Vries, accom- tractor.
American executive in Turkey. Bankston, Grand Rapids Times; said the Beach auto pulled from
Donald and Mrs. Van Huis.
Assisting Mrs. William with panied by Barbara Veurink,
John Keuning, 450 Hazel Ave., Tbe Hope College student has Edward Markaity, Associated the left lane of the highway
A species of catfish found In
Hostesses for this month are the lunch following the puppet
Tables were decorated new house and attached garage, spent more than seven years in Press, George Zarry, United into the path of a car driven
the Nile has the remarkable
Mrsi. Sroka and Edna Mac Don- show were Mrs. Robert Berneckcrosses and baby orchids. $15,517;Gordon De Jonge, con- Europe, first living wkh his parPress Internationaland Jim La* by Dqnna K. Hecksel, 19, of habit of normally swimmiM or
« and Mrs. Rmumt BotrfiQA,
4'dia Ordi ttrod,
tractot,
ante and later in the U^. Army, moot, Grand Raplda Press.
Spring Lake,
floatingupside down.
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Couple

Elm Tree

ESP AY,

Mark

Zeeland

Anniversary

Spraying

ZEELAND— Richard J.

ZEELAND — Mr. and Mrs

Here

_

Set

three years, Tuesday was nam-

De

been

/

under

new

m

teach-

Pine Best Hospital at Cutlerville

Board of Education at a regu-

m.

m

Sturgis.

Cook

Consequently, the program of
spraying elm trees with 25
t.......
DDT will continue.
cent
program involves only trees on
curb strips and on public property. Persons desiring to have

,i

may

Contracts tor six

observed

IH IP

hibitive.

elm trees sprayed in

announced.)
Cook, a Muskegon native, suc-

Schipper said Cook will teach
where he has been a patient for lar meeting Monday night.
social studies and will be an
Bert J. Berghorstwill teach assistant coach in one other
the past two years.
speech and direct the drama sport at Zeeland. Cook will
Mrs. Vander Zee who is 93
program. Ruth Remmerde, decide on the sport, Schipper
years old is still very alert and
Sheryl Jansma, Ronald Bekins, said.
active. She lives alone, doing
Gertrude Arendsen and MarA 1958 Western Michigan Uniher own housework as well as
celyn Weering will teach ele versity graduate, Cook coached
doing some of the lighterhousementary classes.
three years in Centre ville where
cleaning.
Announcement also was made he compiled a 14-8-1 record. He
Mr. and Mrs. Vander Zee who
of the forthcomingschool elec- received his master's degree in
are members of First Reformed
**
tion in June to elect two board guidance and counseling at
Church in Zeeland have seven
members for four-year terms. WMU in 1962.
Richard J.
{
children, Mrs. Arthur (Ida)
Those
whose
terms
expire
are
During
the three years Cook
,
,
.
Wyoming
lino
coach
Schipperof Holland, Mrs. Lynn
(Anna) De Zwaan of Zeeland, James Corwin who was ap- was line coach at Wyoming, the
Larson will be Cook’s varsity
Nick Vander Zee, Charles Van- pointed recently to fill the term team compiled a 22-4-1 record
of Howard Davis who left Hol- and won three Ottawa Kent assistant. Larson, a Taylor
der Zee and Mrs. George (LuLeague championships.A 1964 University graduate has been at
cille) Deur, all of Grand Rapids, land, and Louis Van Slooten, a
Zeeland for the past two years,
and Mrs. Marinus (Margaret) board member for four years. graduate of Muskegon High
and has been freshman football
the
School,
Cook
was
named
and Dale Moes. Sid Johnson, missing from the
Moerman and Mrs. Willard Petitions with a minimum of
VOLLEYBALL WINNERS - Members of Jay
mast
valuable
football player coach,
25
signatures
must
be
filed
in
picture,
was
also
a
team
member.
Van
Wier(Jean) Brouwer, both of KalaVan Wieren’s team won the Holland Volley! Larson succeedsRay Backus,
en's team defeated Carl Reimink’s team in the
ball Club championshiplast Monday night in
mazoo. There are 20 grandchil- person with board secretary in his senior
finals. Trophies were presented at a league
the Armory. Van Wieren (left) was team capHe
attended
Indiana
Univerwho resigned last week to take
John
Daniels.
3254
144th
Ave.,
dren and 51 great grandchildren.
banquet at Jack's Restaurantfollowing the
tain and team members were (left to right)
not later than 4 p m. May 15. sity briefly on a football scho- an assistantfootball coaching
(Holland Illustrative photo)
Dave Boerigter, Mel Jousma, Morrie Wierda
Petition blanks are available larship prior to attending West- post in Holland. Larson will
at the superintendent’soffice at ern, where he played football.
replace Pierce as a physical
294 Lakewood
Cook is married and has three
Mulder Awarded Grant
education teacher, Schipper
In reply to an inquiry from children.
From Science Foundation
Schipper
announced
Robert said.
Harrington
school
board,
the
Admitted to Holland Hospital

Graaf

study but are not yet approved
by the state department. In
some cases, costs would be pro-

yards

football

coach, Supt. Julius Schipper

ceeds Harley Pierce who reers for the 1905-66 year were signed after one season to bequietly as Mr. Vander Zee who
come head football coach at
is 96 years old is confined to approved by the West Ottawa

The event was

said the city is continuing the
program begun in 1956 on recommendation of the Michigan
Department of Agriculture. He
said other methods of elm tree

protectionhave

St., Zeeland, marked

Wednesday.

augurate its
if
usual prowill inw
gram of spraying elm trees' for
Dutch Elm Disease Thursday,
weather _
Park Supt. Jacob

ed Zeeland’s head

their 72 wedding anniversary

The city park department

Cook,

28-year-oldline coach at Wyoming High -School for the past

William Vander Zee of 249 South

Maple

M

Richard

72nd Wedding
I

'

APRIL B, 1965

their

call private opera-

tors.

De Graaf said reports compiled by the Michigan Department of Agriculture indicate
that cities which have a good
spray program and a good sanitation program have a relatively low loss in Dutch Elm Disease. He added that all trees
tagged for removal here last
year by the state department
had been removed.
j

year.

finals.

Table Motion

Volleyball
Play

Hospital Notes

Ends

Glenn Mulder of Flint, former
Holland Christian High School
student, has been awarded a
The park departmentwill put
grant from the National Science
two crews on the spraying proFoundationfor the summers of
The Holland Volleyball Club
gram, one working streets and
1965 and 1966.
the other avenues.Wind velo- has closed another successful
He will attend Michigan State
city should not be over 7 miles season with tournament

For

Season

i

On Racing

board said its tuitionpolicy re-

Monday were Lamar Grisham,
397 Mayflower; Mrs.

Blvd.

Arthur In

Allegan

mains unchanged and West Ottawa district will continue takParlimentary ing pupils from Harrington dis-

James St.; Eric ALLEGAN
Beckman, 618 Lincoln Ave.; manuevering aimed at

—

Kruithof, 155

revers-

trict.

7;

30. preceding the annual meet-

ing.

Men’s brotherhood met on
Tuesday James Hulst led the

Court Hears

26 Cases

The board considereda re- discussion on I Peter and John
commendation of the mechan- Jager had charge of devotions.
ics advisorycommittee calling
The last family night program
Coolidge Ave, Mr, Stan.ey
for a power mechanics class will be held tonight at 7:30.
Pree, route 4; John Veldhuis, table such a motion
starting in the 1965-66 school Paul Colenbranderwill be the
end of town the crews will ! In the finals played in the
Twenty-sixpersons appeared
guest speaker.
route 3; Mrs. Gerrit Jansen. ^ group of five ministers and year and expanding the followstart. Spray rigs make a good Holland Armory, a team capThe North Holland Home Eco- before Municipal Judge John
ing year to include an addeal of noise and while the tained by Jay Van Wieren won
127 West 16th St.; Mrs. Harold laymen appeared before the
nomic Group met at the home Galien in the last few days.
vanced
auto
mechanics
class
if
spray can be removed from a the series and the championChester, route 1, Hamilton; ward Wednesday morning to
of Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis. BusiGlenn Meister, 17, of 193W
car with a light detergent, it ship over a team captained by
urge supervisors to rescind a facilities can be provided. EsWilliam Taylor. 121 Coolidge
timated cost of tools and equip- ness meeting was held and ar- West 15th St. paid $13.90 and
Carl
Reimink.
has become the habit of local
motion passed 24-14 in March
rangements were made to at- received a 15-day jail sentence
Ave.; Thomas Holmquist,route
Members of the winning team
car owners not to park on the
which put the board on record ment for such a power mechan- tend the rally day to be held
for minor in possession of
1
(discharged
same
day);
Davics
course
next
year
is
*6,000,
streets when spraying is under- i included Dale Moes. Sid Johnas favoring legislationto legalnot including teaching supplies in Allendaleon April 26. The alcoholic beverages. Meister’a
son. Dave Boerigter. Morrie
id Boeye 121 West
St, ^ dog racing in the state
way.
lesson on "The World and Its sentencewas suspended proMrs. Ted Intgroen. 337 West „
„*«,
and reference materials.
Holland is one of about 100 Wierda and Mel Jousma. ReiraIt was pointed out to the group
33rd St.; Jeffrey Reimink, that it would be impossible
The board appointed Louis Foods” was presentedby Mrs. vided he does not violate the
municipalitiesin Michigan in a ink’s team included Larry Van
Dorthy Siersma and Mrs. Ethel liquor law for four years. He
3624 Lincoln Rd.
so-called"control area" of Meeteren,Ken Van Den Brink,
under the board’s rules of order Van Slooten and James Corwin
Kraai. Many foods of foreign pleaded guilty to the charge.
Discharged
Monday
were
spraying elm trees. About a Dale Van Lente, Walt De Vries
—to rescind the original motion to review the distribution of countries, as China, Japan and
Those paying trafficfines in
Mrs. Hollis Johnson, 2(b North sjnce
ruies require that the insuranceand insurance rates
dozen years ago, a survey re- and Gerrit Pothoven.
Philippines were discussed and
Municipal Court were Nash C.
The banquet was held at
Franklin, Zeeland; Cornelius same number of supervisors be of the school district.It also
vealed 20 per cent of Holland's
the evening was completedwith
Hernandez, 9 East Sixth St.,
a field
De Foster, 228 Columbia Ave.; present to vote on the motion to approved
shade trees were elms. Since Jack’s Restaurant with a re- ,
.trip
. for art an orientaldinner preparedand driving with no operator’s
by the ,eaders
Mrs. Mary Faber, Resthaven; rescind as were on hand when department students to tour the
then a good many have been cord 31 members attending.
lost, but the loss has been high- Trophies were awarded and a
Mrs. Edwin Harrington and the motion was originallypass- Art Institutein Chicago under Sunday morning message at license,bond of $25 forfeited
business meeting was held folbaby, route 1; Mrs. Gerrit e(]
er in recent years.
the direction of Robert Evans the South Olive Christian Re- for failing to appear;; Frank
Van Dine, 6256 146th Ave., no
Holland quadrupled in size a lowing the banquet with presiBronkhorst, route 1; Mrs. Ed- Martin Township Supervisor of the art department.
formed church was "The Risen
few years ago. necessitatingex- dent Mel Jousma in charge.
ward Smit, 5447 112th Ave.; Harold Monteith was absent, due
Nelson Lucas, attending as Lord” and at the evening ser- operator’s license on person,
Don Ver Beek was elected
pansion of the spraying proMrs. Howard Gras, 933 Fair- to a serious illness, so the mo- an interestedcitizen, expressed vice the pastor, spoke on "The $12 suspended on condition of
gram De Graaf said elm tree president and Rog Wierda. secview Rd., Zeeland; Mrs. Alvin tion to rescind could not be of- confidence in the board's ath- Power of the Resurrection." no further violations in one
year; Sharilyn F. De Zeeuw,
loss in outlying areas is much retary-treasurer for the 1965-66
Glenn Mulder
Meiste and baby, 59 West 35th fered.
letic policies and said there is
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Routgreater than in the original season. Jim Dykema and Paul
Instead,
Manlius
township
much more to coaching than a ing and family attended a fam- 1618 South Shore Dr., speeding,
Plaggemars were elected board ter’s Degree in physics. He re$12; Raymond F. Quintero,
city.
Supervisor
Jerry
Lehman
ofwin-loss record. The board dis- ily reunion at the home of Mrs.
ceived his Master’s degree in
2804
West 14th St., speeding,
free loss in last summer’s members. Retiring members
fered a motion designed to place cussed its philosophy toward Herman Teunis of Grand Ramathematics from MSU in 1961. | Musical Program Given
$12 and three days in jail with
storm which ripped out dozens were president Jousma and secathletic events and personnel, pids on Sunday.
Tony Kempjail term suspended on condiof large trees in Centennial retary-treasurer
** Longfellow PTA Meet ^
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Veldemphasizingthat the board is
Park and in the area of 11th ker.
board was discussingpossible a policy - making organization heer and family were Sunday tion he obtains a Michigan
Discussion on team proce- He is married to the former The final PTA meeting of
St. and Pine Ave. affected
amendments to this resolution acting on recommendations evening guests at the home of driver’s license; Leon J. Van
dures and plans for next year Beverly Vander Meyden and LongfellowSchool for this year
mainly maple trees.
when it was moved that the from the superintendent and Mr and Mrs. Marvin Vork. Dyke, 97 West 21st St., speedrounded out the business meet- they have a two-year-old daugh- was held Tuesday evening in
question be tabled until t h e athletic director,and that in no
Sunday guests at the home of ing, $15.
ing. The backlog of player ap- ter, Cheryl Ann. He is the son the school gymnasium. A musiRobert L. Wenzel, 191 West
April
26
meeting.
This
motion
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Kort were
way wants to interfere in adplicants was noted for the com- of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mulder cal program was given.
25th St., speeding,$15; Roger
was approved.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Kort
of
route
2.
ministrative affairs.
The sixth grade chorus uning season and most of the reJ. MacLeod, 34 East 28th St.,
High School Principal Duane and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Kort
der the direction of Miss Klein- Before adjourning to April
gular members will be back
as
failure to yield the right of
26 to give members of the fin- Hooker said work is being done from Niles.
heksel also participated in the
Mrs. M.R. Hiatt Dies
next year.
Attending the second National way, $10; Jacob Boerman, 144
ance
and
equalization commit- to round out the teachingprogram. Alveme Kapenga diFor
In Brookfield, Illinois
Triennial meeting of the women East 18th St., disobeyed stop
rected the LongfellowBand in tees time to prepare the pre- coaching staff and final reof the Reformed Church held sign, $10;; William R. Jimerliminary 1966 budget and equalcommendations will come later.
BROOKFIELD. 111.
Mrs. a variety of musical numbers.
"Talent Night” was the theme
at the Conrad-HiltonHotel in son, route 1, East Saugatuck,
ization report, the board also
Minnie R. Hiatt, 93. of 722 Lake Stephen Scott, president, preof the Mother-DaughterDessert
Chicago
this week are Mrs. Ron. speeding, $37; Edmund Jay
heard
an
oral
report
by
Fred
Col
St. Saugatuck,died Monday at sided at the regular business
of the Third Reformed Church
Hulst, Mrs. Ron Wedeveen, Mrs. Oonk, 910 West 32nd St., speedNeils, engineer-managerof the
the Brookfield Nursing Home, meeting. An election of officers
Women’s Guild on Monday at
Lambert Olgers, Mrs. G. Van ing, $17, (trial); Henry L. VugArtists where she had been a patient for two-year terms was held. Allegan County Road Commis6 45 p m. in the Fellowship
teveen, route 1, failure to stop
sion.
Sunday
morning
message
at Kampen, Mrs. H. Slag, Mrs
since last
Mrs. Herbert Holt was elected
Hall. Approximately200 attendin an assured clear distance,
Ray
Kootstra
and
Mrs.
Henry
The Hope College Fine Arts She had been a Saugatuck vice president and Henry After discussing the commis- the North Holland Reformed
ed.
$21.35, (trial).
sion’s progress during the past Church was "The Untouchable” Koops.
Mrs. John Van Eerden extend- Festival to be held on the cam- resident for the past 27 years, Maentz, treasurer.
Donald C. Wheeler, 178 East
year. Neils urged the board of At the evening service the choir
ed a welcome to the guests. A pus beginning April 30 through and was a member of the Sau- Serving on the nominating
Fifth St., speeding, $12; Ralph
supervisors to consider a long- presented the Easter cantata
"unison memory reading” from Mav 2 will feature many noted gatuck CongregationalChurch committee were Mrsjred WinMay 2 will teature ma
S(ar Her
Roger Knollt Mlss getty range improvement program for "From Olivet to Calvary.”
Holmes, Jr., 155 East Fourth
The Ten Commandments was
The
annual meeting of the
county
parks. First step, he inThe
Easter
Cantata
entitled St., speeding, $27 suspended on
Negroes
on
the
theme
ine
hand
djed
n
vears
Cook
and
Charles
Nivison.
given by girls in the fourth
band died 11 years ago.
violaMr. and Mrs. Frank Sher- dicated, would be running water North Holland local cemetery "No Greater Love” bv John condition of no further vie
grade catechism class, Jane Negro and American Culture. ,
RjaR is survived by a
met
Monday
in
the
chapel
of W. Peterson,was given by a tions for one year; James F.
and
modern
sanitary
facilities
burne were the greeters for the
Elliot, Terri Van Beveren, Jan
Damon White, actor and di' stepson, Arthur F. Jacobs of evening. Rooms were openM after for the three parks at a cost the South Olive Christian Re- 45-member choir of the James- Van Dyke, 11 West 27th St,
Beth Frissel and Julie Van Wyk,
rector, will join Ethel Waters,
jb . two grand- the meeting to enable parents estimated at approximately $30,- formed Church. The board of town Reformed Church, Sunday following too closely, $27 susafter which Mrs. Russell Vande
trustees held their meeting at evening at 7:30. The choir is pended on condition of no furth000.
to meet with the teachers,
Bunte read "A Mother’s Pray- Ulysses Kay and Kelly Williams
directed by Ralph E. Robrahn. er violationsfor one year.
er.”
in a panel discussionon the
Benny L. Phillips,561 Azalea
The soloists were Mrs. E.
Musical numbers by daught- theme.
Ave., speeding, $22 suspended
Sneden,
Miss
Rosemary
Hall,
ers of the guild were by seven
The works of Hale Woodruff,
Mrs. R. Robrahn, Mr. W. on condition of no further viogirls from the nursery Sunday
painter,
will
be
on
display
Wiggers and J. Zagers. Dale lations for one year; James M.
school class taught by Mrs.
Grit was the narrator. Organ- Dyke, 650 Black Bass Ave.,
Marvin Jalving. They are Anne along with the paintings of Jaist was Mrs. V. Elliott and speeding, $15 suspended on conGargano, Jeanne Brink, Mari- cob Lawrence in Van Zoeren
pianist, Miss Beth Rynbrandt. dition of no further violations
anne Hobeck, Mary Oudersluys,
Library during the festival. The
invocation, offertory in one year; Judith Kay BowerRoberta Rietberg, Mary Bol-

playoff

EnTwtero

Kelly Diane Peterson, 149 High- ing the Allegan county board of

land; Mrs. Paul Tieman, 732 supervisors’ stand on dog

rac-
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Talent Night'
Used

Theme

Guild Event

Fine Arts Event
At Hope

-

lege

North Holland

Features

November

y

^

^

^

cycum

j

:

Jamestown

^ ^

a20

LaQrange

children.

I

The

huis

and Clare Lynn Ihrman;

piano selections by Janice on Saturday.
Pianist Reginald Beane will
Voogd; a flute solo by Kathy
Notier; a cello solo, by Kathy serve as accompanistfor Ethel
Vande Bunte, accompanied by Waters in her Saturday. May 1,
Pam Richardson; a French recital in Dimnent Memorial
horn solo by Katrina Van Lente Chapel at 8:15 p.m.
accompanied by Glenda Ten
Also on the Festival calendar
Clay.
are a lecture by Gwendolyn
Aiso included were two num- Brooks on Friday, April 30 at
bers on the autoharp by Judy 8:15 p.m. in Phelps Hall; films
Voogd; a vocal solo by Kristine May 1 at 11 a.m. and 4:15;
Kammeraad accompaniedby panel discussion on May 1 at
Mrs. Howard Kooiker; a violin 2 p.m. in Snow Auditorium;tea
solo by Ruth Oosterhof accom- at 3:15 p.m. in Nykerk Logpanied by Janice Voogd; a surgia.
prise number by Mrs. John KooiA program of music by Mr.
ker and daughters, Mrs. Preston
Luidens at Hie piano, Mrs. Jack

prayer and benedictionwas
given by the Rev. A. Mansen,

exhibits will be shown starting

,

man, 2216 West Lakewood

Blvd., failure to yield the right
of way, $17 suspended on condiMr. and Mrs. Henry Bow- tion of no further violationsin
man enjoyed their Sunday din- one year.
ner with their daughter, Mrs. St., speeding, $27 suspended on
pastor.

R. Bolt and children In Grand- conditions of no further violations in one year; Sherry Gail
ville.
Mrs. R. B. Stillwill, Sr., and Palmer, 70 South Division Ave.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Stilwill speeding, $12 suspended on conand children were guests of dition of no furhter violations
relatives and friends in Grand in one year; Bias Duron, 24
Aniline Ave., leaving the scene

Rapids for Easter Sunday.

of an accident, $29.70, and
carelessdriving, $29.70.
Keith La Combe, route 4, disobeyed red light, $10; Harvey
J. Goossen,disobeyed red light,
$10; Troy Burklow, Ganges,
excessivenoise, $7, imprudent
speed, $15; Nicholas Frank
Phi Gamma Kappa Group
Santora, 402 Homestead Ave.,
Meet at Knutson Home
disobeyed red light, $12 and
three days in jail with jail terra
The Phi Gamma Kappa suspended on condition of no
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi further violations in one year.
met Monday at the home of
Toni Knutson. The program
Pair Receives Minor
was presented by Shirley Ver
Injuries in Mishap
Hulst and Barb Schneider.

Mr.

I

Kay

will be performed Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. in Dimnent Chap-

Leenhouts and Mrs. Robert el with the chapel choir, band
Barkema and granddaughters,
and orchestraand address by
Thelma Leenhouts,Jane LeenMr. Kay.
houts and Karen Barkema who
sang "Oh, Mother Dear, This
Day in May.” Paula Frissel Mrs. S. Van Dyke
and Barbara Van Tatenhove

Age

were announcers.
Dies at
83
A short business meeting was
conducted by Mrs. John Van
Mrs. Simon Van Dyke, 83,
Eerden. Dr. Beth Marcus was died Friday after a lengthy
a special guest and spoke brief- illness at Mulder’s Rest Home,
where she had lived for the
Greeters were Mrs. M. Mul- past four years. She was a
der and Mrs. Ray Kuiper. Ta- member of the Ninth Street
ble decorationsconsisting of Christian Reformed Church.
cakes made in the form of coSurvivingare two grandchillonial dresses for a mother and dren, Jim Van Dyke and Mrs.
daughter In white and green Shirley Bradford of Holland;
and blue and white, respective- two great grandchildren; a sisly, were designed by Mrs. Marter, Mrs. Albert R. De Weerd
vin Jalving, with pink tapers. and a brother, Andrew DykeCakes with pastel frosUng and ma, both of Holland.
cup cakes for the Tittle
guests were served with tea,
coffee and kool-ade. Mrs. John the silhouette programs. HosOlert and her daughter, Miss tesses were the Heusinkveld
and Esther Circles. Daffodil
Florence Olert, poured
Faviri were nut cupa made corsageswere presented to the
b^ the kindergartenpupus
oi daughters who took part in
by
pupils of

and Mrs. Andy Van

Klompenberg and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Bowman returned to
their respective homes last
week, having enjoyed a few
months in Florida.

A presentation of Beta Sigma
Phi entitled "Three Voice*
from Out of the Night” was
given by Mary Lou Van Til,
Shirley Ver Hulst, Diane Arentz and Roberta Wise.
Guests for the evening were
Susan Van Bragt, Virgie Vander Werf, Cindy Hein,

ly.

Two

Holland teenagers were

injured in a twixar collision at
7:28 p.m. Wednesday at the intersection of Seventh St. and
Columbia Ave.

Released from Holland Hoepital after treatment wave
Roger A. Stare, 17, of 1728 Vi
Blvd., driver of one ofthe
Ten Cate, Lorie Sharp, Linda fnv^ved in 'the crash

Sandy ^

lflni

.frfoiMi sekinw, n, oi'm

Haight, Bobbie Hick* and Helen sixth St., a

DRAWBRIDGE NEARS COMPLETION

-

Jon Medendorp

(laft), Dutch millwright supervising construction of Hollond't

windmill, watches oi

workmen of the Meyer Construction

The three-ton arches act
os balances for raising and lowering the bridge. Total
weight of the wooden bridge, which tgll handle oil
will be erected later this week.

on the authen-

pedestrian trafficto and from Windmill Island, is 40 tons.

tic Dutch drawbridge to Windmill Island. The second arch

(Sentinel photo)

Co. Wednesday placed the

first of 2 arches

Members present at
meeting were

second auto.
the

Diiane ArenU, ond car

Sheila Blake, Toni
Lou

Hollam

THI
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Held
At Red Cross House
Disaster Course

6 Directors

Named
ForHEDCOR

Are

Mri. Glenn Van Valkenburgh,
executive secretary of the Otta-

wa County Red Crow

Chapter,

spoke on “Training for Dis-

Richard Den Uyl and L. C. aster” at a trainingsession 7:30
D aim

an were elected to

the

Tuesday at the

Red

Cross

board of directors of the Hol- Chapter House, 89 West 11th

land

Economic Develop-

St.

(I

The disaster training course
ment Corp. (HEDCOR) at the
was
open to Gray Ladies who
annual shareholders meeting
will be incorporated as Red
Tuesday at the Hotel Warm
Cross volunteersas well
Friend.
anyone wishing to become
Re-elected to the board were
Harvey Buter, Robert DeNooy- volunteer worker.
The one-night session delt
er, Henry Maentz and John
with disaster training for
Van Dyke, Jr.
tornadoes, floods, fires, lost
Den Uyl and Dalman replace children and other areas along
Jay Fetter and Clarence Jal- the volunteer line. Mrs. George

1x7.1

ving whose terms expired this Frego is Ottawa County Gray
month. Fetter and Jalving de- Lady chairman.
clined reelection to the board.
The HEDCOR board of directors met after the shareholders meeting, and reelected
John Machiela entered HolJohn Van Dyke, Jr. as president. Vice-presidentselected at land Hospital on Tuesday for

Borculo

PUBLIC RELATIONS DINNER - Punch was
served in the lobby of Hotel Warm Friend Tuesday night preceding the 16th annual relations
dinner of the local chapter of the American
Society of

Women

are Peter Elzinea, local contractor; Hannah
dipping,his employe;Mrs. Frederick H. Olert
of Grand Rapids, speaker; Celia Ver Hage,
chapter presiaent,and Gertrude Kaper.

ASWA

DeNooyer. Henry Steffens was
elected treasurer and Roscoe
Giles was retained as secretary
and resident agent.
President Van Dyke in his re-

<Penna-Sas photo)

Accountants. Left to right

Challenge to Freedom
Cited at

the board meeting were Henry observation and tests.
Maentz, Ab Martin and Robert John Geurink was admitted to

Close to 100

Are Exhibiting
At Art Show

Meeting

Zeeland Hospitalon Thursday

for observation and treatments.
Mrs. James Boersen, who submitted to surgery on April 6th,
was able to return to her home
marks at the shareholders on Wednesday.
meeting complimented Russell Tim Nyenbrink entered HolKlaasen and William De Roo land Hospital on April 9 for

“We need a few rebels today
“If we are to enjoy our freefor their work in negotiating observation and rest.
dom, we must accept the bur- with ideals, people not over- Close to 100 persons will ex- for the land for the Southside Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Wys
dens as well as the glory,” ridden by distrust and fatalism hibit art in the 1965 Holland
oriackson spenT the" weekend
Industrial Park.
here with
Mrs. Frederick H. Olert of . . . people who think ration- Fine and Applied Art Show SatContributorsof more than
Grand Rapids told more than ally, make conclusionsafter urday from 10 a m. to 9 p.m.
Mrs. Barbara Grevengoed has
$500 to HEDCOR were allowed
125 persons attending the 16th deep thought and research, and
in Civic Center, sponsored by to vote for the first time at requested the transfer of her

t

to right) Mrs. George Haverdinkand Mrs.
Henry Koop, secretary and president,respectively, of the Zeeland ClaassicalUnion; Mrs.
E.H. Tanis, presidentof the Holland Classical
Union; Mrs. A Bondy Gronberg, Holland reresentativeto the board of managers; Jacob
pn
Westerhoff of Holland, who arranged the trip
for the women; Mrs. Gerald Reinink,vice
presidentof the Holland Union, and Mrs. Lorenzo Meengs, Zeeland representativeto the
board of
(Sentinel photo)

LEAVE FOR TRIENNIAL - More

than 200
boarded the Chesathe Holland station
early Tuesday bound for Chicago where they
will attend the Second National Triennal of Reformed Church women which opened Tuesday
in the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Approximately 200
women from Grand Rapids, joined the local
group Eight coaches were added to the regular

j

women from Holland area
peake and Ohio train at

relatives.

El

managers.

of the delegationabout to board the train, (left

swim

Miss Holland

suit to each of the run- the first runner-up will receive

ners-up in the pageant and to a wool suit and the third and
the Holland Recreation Depart- this year’s shareholdersmeet- membership to the First Christian Reformed Church of South
ment. RecreationDirector Joe ing.
Miss Congeniality.Other awards fourth runners-up will be awardHolland. 111.
Moran is serving as chairman,
for the runners-upinclude gift ed a record album.
The baptismal membership of
assisted by a local committee
Each contestant receives a
A^rs.
Dannenberg
Speaks
The
Holland
Chamber
of
Comcertificatesand cologne or perthe Tulip Room of Hotel Warm ly on racial problems, adhering
John Bush has been sent to
of artists and persons interested
merce
voted Monday night to fume. Miss Congeniality will al- swim suit, cosmetics and a hair
to the firm belief that people
Friend.
At Pine Rest Circle Meet the Peace Reformed Church of
in promotingart in Holland.
award the winner of the Miss so receive two gifts certificates, style for the pageant.
Emphasizing that responsibi- must realizewhen one group of
Arlington Heights, 111.
Among
the local persons exHolland Pageant a $50 scholarPine Rest Circle No. 10 met
lity is always a great factor in people is held down, all are
The Spring Mission Fest night
any issue, particularlyfreedom, held down. “Don't be thrown off hibiting are Eleanor Van Hait- Monday evening in Maple will be held on Wednesday, ship to be included in the list
Is Tulip
of prizes the winner will reChristian Reformed
Mrs. Olert, wife of the minis- the track because Alabama is sma, Joy Walsh, Jane and WilMay 5.
ceive. The pageant will be stagin Holland,Michigan, May 12-15 Inc.
ter of Central Reformed Church in the news now,” she said. “In ma Bouman, Helen Van Dyke, church with Mrs. Joe Vander
The Rev. B. Ypma of Baner,
Holland Your Top Te*t Market
in Grand Rapids, said most Virginina, the state of presiWege, vice president,presiding. former missionary to India and ed May 1 in the Civic Center
Charles Lantay, Robert J. Eastfreedoms sought by man are dents, only 60 miles from the
Mrs. Earl Dannenberg, who Japan will be guest speaker.
Other prizes for Miss Holland
SEE THE FESTIVAL IN PICTURES
basically religious freedoms, capitalof Richmond is an area man, John Lieuwen, Marjorie with her husband is doing misMailed
A new address is Pvt. 1 Larry include several items of clothyet man can spend his life which has denied public school Harrison, Dody Frederickson, sionary work in Chad, Africa, J. De Roo ER 16-802-575 Co. C ing including swim suits and
- . I
Feitival
in
Harold G. Dekker, Charlene sang two numbers, “I Wonder
looking for it and miss it com- educationto children for four
US. A.
beach wear, lingerie, hosieoL
11th
Bn.
3rd
Bde.
11
SATCA
Chambers, Kay Manifold, Nata3 lor $1.00 anywhere in U.S.A.
pletely. Her subject was “Free, years.”
shoes and an evening gown for
Have I Done My Best for Jesus" 1st Platoon, Fort Knox, Ky.
Bringing educational prob- lie Miles, Mary Kuipers, Ed and “When He Shall Come,” and
But Not Easy.”
the Miss Michigan Pageant.
y
Published May 12, 1965
Mr. and Mrs. AUyn Pluger
‘‘Man today lives in an at- lems closer to home, she said Brolin, Dr. Bernard L. Lutz, also addressed the group giving
Add 25c for postage V mailed to a
She
will
also
receive
jewelry,
made confession of their faith
foreign county.
mosphere of conformity,yet all persons must be concerned Mrs. W. Valkema, S. Dale Go- an informal talk about her work
at the last elders meeting. Pub- an oil portrait and gift certififorth, Peg Young, Rein VanderMail Me Festival Edition of
in an atmosphere of distrust, with the education of all chilthere, especiallyabout her work
lic profession is planned for cates as well as weekly hair
v^JTHE SENTINEL, HOLLAND, MICH.
and old concepts such as a man dren, and had no sympathy for hill, Mabelle C. Boomker, Mrs. among the teenage girls.
care for one year.
next Sunday.
R.
V.
Zigler,
Virginia
Working,
is innocent until proved guilty persons who vote down millage
Plans were being completed On Sunday morning the ChilThe Holland Junior Chamber
are under question as never issues because they support pri- Ardele Vanden Brink, Elizabeth for the annual sale to be held
Nome .........................................
dren’s choir sang “We Welcome of Commerce and the Jaycees
Bennett, Mae Van Ark, Yvonne
before. Democracy is in danger vite schools. “There are so
in June at Pine Rest Hospital
Address
........................................
Glad Easter,” lead by
Rhudy, Ernest Wanrooy, RosewiH each award Miss
of slipping,and we all have a many culturally deprived chilgrounds at Cutlerville. Proceeds
City
.........................
State ............
marie Sheffield,Lawrence Zuiresponsibilityin a return to dren in the country today, and
will be used for the Nurses ^TheVlen™
meet on>Holland a J10° scholarship.
dema,
Harry
Brorby,
Nancy
Use
separate
sheet for AdditionalNames, Include cosh.
you and I and our children
trust.”
Home Furnishings. Next year’s
The Jaycees will present a
Mrs. Olert was concerned must live with these deprived Hardin Brorby, Robert and Jean project will be for Butler Hall Monday evening at 7:45 p.m.
Evans,
PhillipFrank.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin Nienhuis
with quick conclusions people children.We cannot enjoy freeand family were dinner guests
Among those from Saugatuck- addition.
reach these days, particularly dom unless all are free.”
Refreshmentswere served by on Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas
area are Dorothy E.
Attending the annual event
young people. Sitting in with a
Zinke, Dorothy Helmuth, Mar- Mrs- John Van Dyke, Mrs. John Gerald Nagelkirk in South Olive.
young people’s group discus- were women accountants, their
jorie Long, Claire Allen, Donald Teusink, Mrs. Harold Alderink Herman Sail spent Friday in
sing “Decisions 1965," she was employers and guests. Celia
and Mrs. Albert Van Huis, from Allendalewith Mr. and Mrs.
alarmed at the easy conclu- Ver Hage, president, welcomed Manchester, Ruth Turner, Jean
Central Park Reformed Church. Ade Glass and family.
Goldsmith,
Mrs.
Bert
VanDis
sions they reached on U. N. the group and Hannah dipping
Peggy Boyce, Janet Van Oss,
failure, Viet Nam policy, Red program chairman, explained
Paulini Brockington.
China policy, and the seeming- programs the past year. Henry Pauline
From Zeeland are Isaac
ly undebatable belief that “we Kleinhekselgave the invoca-

annual public relations dinner keep alive this precious gift of
of the Holland chapter of the personal freedom,” she said.
American Society of Women As a resident of the south
Accountants Tuesday night in for 17 years, she spoke brief-

Awards

Listed

Maytime

Avenue

Time

I

i’Cfyr

*

Special ^\r
/II J'"
Edition

^

^

V/

m

Mrs.

Sty

will always have war and
futile to work for peace.”

its

Job

For Safe
ALLEGAN —

Two

Chicago

men who

Wed

-

home of Dorothy Shonwald
of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Casper Broene

is

a

of

pa-

Greevy, Suzanne Jefferson;
from Grand Rapids, Erwin
Gursell, Dena Van Rhee, Helen
Timmers, Mary De Vries.
From Muskegon - Muskegon

Mrs. Peter Wallinga will be

her 83rd

birthday

Heights, Robert Sheets, Ger-

son restaurantin Holland anniversarynext Sunday.
March 28 were sentenced to
terms at Southern Michigan
Prison in Jackson Tuesday by
Circuit Judge Raymond L.
Smith in Allegan.

Buter

Grand Rapids

der Bur8h' Pat Ruch- Marinus
Barense;from Macatawa, John
and Winifred Blacklock;from
Grand Haven - Spring Lake,
Norma Green, ConstanceObits,
Noreen Jordan, Robert Mc-

I

tient at Zeeland Community
Hospital, after surgery on last
Thursday.

pleaded guilty to safe
cracking at the Howard John- observing

in

Kamps pro- Hook Connie Snoey John Van-

vided
-

Sentence Pair

-music.
-

tion and Mrs. Isla

trude Olsen, Irene Janovac,
Mrs. Herbert Lankfer, Betty
Robbinson; from Kalamazoo,
Marjorie Gilbert, Walter Van

Seeks

Dyck.

Reelection

Others exhibiting are Mrs.
J. Rockette and Stuart Terry
his plea from not guilty to
Harvey J. buter, president of of Ada, Emma Vander Wilt and
guilty on April 8, was senthe Holland Board of Education Carl Garbrecht of West Olive
tenced to 10 to 20 years in
announcedTuesday night at the Eugenie Parent of Fennville
prison, and William Pinkerton,
Jefferson School PTA meeting Joseph De Orio of Jackson, Nor
24, who pleaded guilty to the
that he is seeking reelectionto man J. Belles of Allegan, Nor
charge at his Circuit Court arman Brumm of Charlevoix
the board.
raignment April 2, was senButer circulated petitions at Mrs. Hazel Burton of Pentwa
tenced to a term of 3 to 10
the PTA meeting. He is com- ter, John VanRanden of Wyom
years.
pleting a four-yearterm and ing, Robert Goudschaal of LeA third Chicago man charged announced his original plans land, West Ottawa Adult Eduin connection with the Howard to run for the school board cation, Lois and Roland Brown
Johnson safe job, Nicholas Tag- while serving as Jefferson of Sterling.
liere, 21, pleaded not guilty at School PTA president.
Some artists are exhibiting
his arraignmentand is being
Dr. Harry Frissel, the other for the first time while others
held in the Allegan County jaU member of the board whose ^ave exhibited in many shows
awaitingtrial during the May term expires, also attended the an^ won several prizes.
term of Allegan Circuit Court. meeting and announced he is
Nitti and Pinkerton were not seeking reelection.
scheduled to be transferred to
The school board election is
Jackson later today to begin June 14 and two members will
Vito Nitti, 48,

who

changed

!

HAROLD
LANGEJANS

-

be elected.Candidates for posiThe trio is also wanted for a tions must have not less than
$15,000liquor store safe robbery 50 signatures on petitions which
in Chicago and for another , must be filed on or before SatJolmson restaurant urday, May 15.
safe burglary in Wisconsin.
Candidates must have properAllegan County prosecutor ty assessed for taxes to be
Ervin Andrews said today’s eligible.Persons signing petisentencing took precedence over tions must be a legal resident
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Howard

iff
‘

and
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•

Installation & Service

Distributor* tor

WAGNER MOTORS
Cracker-Wheeler Motor*
Gate* V-Belt*
Sheave*

—

PHONE

in the Burnips

EX 4-4000

Mrs. Bertha Vander Wall

HOLLAND
READY
ROOFING

•
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial— Residential
ffo

PHuNE

/ob Too Large or Too Snail

125

ago.

where she had surgery two

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce James Van Huis

ENGINE and

Mm

bridesmaids, Miss Janice Coop* (Dolphin SW,

Wyoming, Mich.

INDUSTRIAL

MOWER SERVICE

Ken

-

—

AVE.

• HEAVY SHEET METAL
WORK
• AIR CONDITIONING—

Makes

JACOBSEN
BRIGGS-

STRATTON
WISCONSIN
CLINTON
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TECUMSEHLAWSON
Prompt Guaranteed Service

KEYS MADE
LOCKS REPAIRED
BONDED LOCKSMITH
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•

Russell's

Refrigeration

RESIDENTIAL

Service
For Aii

—

COMMERCIAL

202 E. 8th St.
DIV. OF RELIABLE

Commercial and

Industrial

Refrigeration

and

DUCTS

Air Conditioning

HELI-ARC WELDING
EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS
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air
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temp

Authorlud Factory
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PHONE 1X2-3394
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PLUMBING

NEW HOMES
IAVIS TROUGHING
ALUMINUM — ASBESTOS
INSULATEDSIDINGS

Mr

ladltJov^ gervice.

EX 2-9051

HOWARD

is

confined to St. Marys Hospital
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REMODELING
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38 W. 34th St. Ph. EX 4-8983
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HOME BUILDER

area.

(Richmondphoto)
weeks
The Rev. Charles B. Wissink er. sister of the bride, Miss
Mrs. Jennie Kiel is also a pa- performed an evening, double Sharon Korten and Miss Mariaction in the other two states. of the district, 21 years of age,
tient at St. Marys Hospital. ring wedding ceremony which lyn Hupp, all of Grand Rapids,
resident of the state six months,
Special music on Sunday eve- 1 united Miss Lois Elaine Cooper were dressed identicallyto
residentof the district 30 days.
ning April 18 was a women’s and Bruce James Van Huis in the honor attendant.
Petitions are available in the
trio, Mrs. H. Kamps, Mrs. R. marriage on April 2 at the
Paul Voss was best man for
The Dorcas Missionary and
o( lhe scbo°l supermle“- Krombeen and Mrs. L. F.ooien* ' Richmond Reformed Church in the ceremony and Jack Ten
Aid Society of First Christian
ga. The Senior choir, led by Grand Rapids. Mrs. Robert Cate, Jerry Terpstra and KenReformed Church, held its meetJohn Wagonmaker, sang two Brink, soloist, was accompanied neth Bont assisted as ushers.
ing last Thursday. After the ^rs- Meyers Hostess
selections at the morning ser- 1 by Mrs. Willard Veenstra who
For her daughter’s wedding,
regular Bible study and business To Exemplar Chapter
vice. Wayne Cotts was the or- also privided appropriate wed- Mrs. Cooper wore a blue sheath
a program “The challengeof
ganist for the day.|
ding music for the ceremony.
dress with a lace jacket and
the cross” with appropriate Mrs. Hannes Meyers Jr. of
On Tuesday morning Mrs. The parents of the couple are flowers of Amazon lilies. The
numbers in song was presented Zeeland opened her home Mon- Marian Van Dam, Mrs. Sebe , Mr. and Mrs. Elvin D. Cooper, mother of the groom was atby a number of members of day evening to the Exemplar Vande Bunte, Mrs. Anne Smalle- 2052 Haines NW, Grand Rapids, tired in a blue suit and flowers
the society. Taking part were chapter of Beta Sigma Phi so- gan and Mrs. J. Prins will and Mr. and Mrs. James Van of Amazon lilies.
Mrs. Albert Kraker as Evangel, rority. Mrs. Ralph Stolp pre- leave for Chicago where they Huis, 171 East 40th St.
A reception in the church parand Mrs. Claude Scholma,
i, Mrs. sided.
will attend the Triennal woThe bride, given in marriage lors was held for 160 guests. ReBen Bosch, Mrs. Matthew Rose- Don Pikkart of the Ottawa men’s conference.
by her father, wore an a-line, ception attendants included Mr.
ma, Mrs. Peter Wallinga, Mrs. County Sheriffs departmentex- ; On Tuesday evening at 8 will floor-length gown of silk organza and Mrs. Carl Bussies as masHenry Gewink, and Mrs. Ralph plained and demonstratedon a be the annual churc cleaning with lace appliquesand seed ter and mistress of ceremonies,
“1
to save a life bee.
Sietsema as Disciples. Soloist dummy “how
pearl trim around the neckline Mr. and Mm. Russell Vanden
re
breathing.”
was Mrs. Kenneth Baker. Mrs. through rescue
Friday evening at 5:30 In the and waist. A detachabletrain Bosch, Mr. and Mm. Irving
Coffee and dessert were fellowship hall
Fred Huizenga was at the piano
pancake fell from a bow in back and her Korten, Miss Joan Witte and
Lunch was served by Mrs. S. served by the hostess. Reserv- supper sponsored by the local elbow-length veil was held in Miss Jan Morren.
Vander Velde and Mrs. Arthur ations were made for the Found- RCYF. It is
I a benefit project place by a cluster of bows. She The bride is employed at
Van Farowe. Closing prayer ers’ Day dinner to be held at for Mr. and Mrs. Gary Van carried a long cascade of AmaTraveler! Insurance Co., Grand
Point West Thursday, April 29, Kovering and son in Orange zon lilies and
wai by Mrs. Henry Geurink.
and stephanotis
Rapids and the groom, a gradand Mrs. James Van at 7:30 p.m. Mothers' Day City, lova.l
The matron of honor, Mm.
uate of De Vry Technical Inreturned from their plana also were discussed. The
Nc
lext Sunday, April 2ft, la Ex* Kenneth Bont, sister of the
stitute, Chicago, la presently
next
meeting
will
be
held
May
moon and are
change Sunday. Itheology atu- bride, wore a floor-lengthgown
employed
aa an electronictechhome on Brown 3 at the Rmph Stolp residence dent, Calvin Hynbrandt wiU of pink organza. She alio wore
nician
at
Western Electric,
In HoIKiihI
have charge of the morning ser- a matching bowed and veiled
Grand Rapids.
Gervice. The Rev. Luther Ratmeyer headpiece and carried a bouMm. Albert Mount Everest was n ned , pastor of the chureh at Livonia, quet of deep pink carnations After a wtuiding trip to Florn
at
after Sir George Everest fur- Mich, will have charge of the and sweetheart roses. The ida, the couple msldes
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Several local residents helped
clear away the debris of Palm

Sunday’stornado
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